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1. Introduction
Let π : X → Y be a map of smooth varieties over an algebraically closed field k
of characteristic 0, DX = DX/k be the ring of k-linear differential operators on X ,
and hol(DX) be the category of holonomic DX -modules. This work is concerned
with the direct and image functors
hol(DX)
pi!
⇆
pi+
hol(DY )
mostly in the case when π is finite. The main goal is to work out when π+(M)
and π!(N) are semisimple for M ∈ hol(DX) and N ∈ hol(DY ), and also to find the
structure of the decomposition. We discuss separately π+ and π
!, and lastly we con-
sider the subcategory Con(X) of connections, by which we mean DX -modules that
are coherent over OX , and study how they interact with π+ and π!; in particular
the notion of simply connected varieties is given a new treatment.
1.1. The direct image π+. Assume that π is finite, so that in particular π+ is
exact (Prop. 2.10). Let L and K be the fraction fields of X and Y , respectively,
and L¯/L/K be a Galois cover, so that L¯/L and L¯/K are Galois, and we denote
their Galois groups H and G, respectively. Let X˜ be the integral closure of X in
L¯, so that we have finite maps X˜
p˜i−→ X pi−→ Y , and assume for now that X˜ is also
smooth.
The inertia group GM˜ is a subgroup of symmetries of the DX˜ -module π˜!(M) =
M˜ , and there exists a central extension G¯M˜ of GM˜ that actually acts on M˜ (for
details, see (3.2)). Let ̂¯GM˜ be the isomorphism classes of finite-dimensional repre-
sentations of G¯M˜ .
Theorem (A). (Thm. 3.21 and Cor. 3.35) Let M be a simple holonomic DX-
module.
(1) If suppM is finite over Y (so π needs not be finite), then π+(M) is semisim-
ple.
(2) Assume that π is finite, that X˜ is smooth, and suppM = X. Then
π+(M) =
⊕
χ∈ ̂¯GM˜
(V ∗χ )
H ⊗k M˜χ,
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where M˜χ is a simple DY -module, V ∗χ is the dual of an irreducible G¯-
representation, and (V ∗χ )
H = {v′ ∈ V ∗χ | h · v′ = v′, h ∈ H}. The
multiplicities of the simple components are
[π+(M) : M˜χ] = dimk V
H
χ =
1
|H | TrH(φχ) =
1
|H |
∑
h∈H
φχ(h),
where φχ is the character of χ ∈ ̂¯GM˜ .
The case when X˜ is singular is treated in Corollary 3.35, and when π is Galois
(so that H = {e}) Theorem 4.5 provides projection operators on the isotypical
components V ∗χ ⊗k Mχ and on the simple submodules Mχ of π+(M).
The proof of Theorem (A) (1) goes as follows when M is torsion free and π is
finite. Since π+ is exact one can first reduce to proving that π+(M) is semisimple
at the generic point of Y . We then have the map π : SpecL→ SpecK, where K/k
is a field extension of finite type over k, and by going to the Galois cover L¯ one can
assume π is Galois with Galois group G. If now M is semisimple over the ring of
k-linear differential operators DL = DL/k and finite-dimensional as L-vector space,
then the ring extension DL[G¯M ] ⊗DL M is again semisimple over the skew group
ring DL[G¯M ] (G¯M is a central extension of the inertia subgroup of M in G), so
that one can finally infer that M is semisimple over DK from a well-known descent
equivalence.
It has already been established that π+(M) is semisimple in the much more gen-
eral situation when π is projective but not necessarily finite, accomplished in a long
impressive development that allowed successively greater classes of holonomic mod-
ules, see [9] (see also [11]),[80], [79] and finally [66, Th. 19.4.2]. However, in spite of
the fact that it is an assertion in the realm of characteristic 0 algebraic varieties, the
cited work rely on G.A.G.A., the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence, and the notions
weights and/or harmonic metrics. One can therefore say that this treatise stems
from a frustration at not finding in the literature an algebraic description of the de-
composition of for example π+(OX), avoiding the detour to analytic topology and
sheaf cohomology. Our algebraic proof that π+(M) is semisimple when π is finite
makes no distinction between regular and irregular singular holonomic module (or
being of geometric origin), and no auxiliary arithmetic or analytic notions are used;
the algebraic approach also allows for a description of the decomposition of π+(M)
in terms of symmetries of M .
Assume now that a finite group G acts on X . Levasseur and Stafford [54, 85]
employ a Morita equivalence between modules over the ring DGX of invariant dif-
ferential operators and modules over the skew group algebra DX [G] to decompose
the DGX -module π∗(M) for certain M when π : X → Y = XG is the invariant
map (see [54, Th. 3.4]); this has its geometric counterpart in our use of descent.
For such π the ring DGX coincides with the subring of liftable differential operators
DpiY in DY , but also for general π there is a natural homomorphism of Dpi-modules
π∗(M)→ π+(M), induced by a canonical global trace section of the relative dualiz-
ing module ωX/Y . An advantage of studying the DpiY -module π∗(M) rather than the
DY -module π+(M) is that the former is coherent over OX when M is a connection,
while π+(M) normally is not coherent when the support of M intersects the ramifi-
cation locus, the drawback being that it is harder to work with DpiY than DY ; one is
also usually more interested in the DY -module since then the de Rham cohomology
is available. Still, by work of F. Knop [46] one has a reasonably good knowledge
of the properties of DpiY also when π is uniformly ramified, which is slightly more
general than invariant maps, making it possible to get, if M is torsion free and
coherent over OX along the ramification locus of π, that π∗(M) is semisimple over
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DpiY and its simple components are in perfect correspondence with the simples in
the DY -module π+(M) (Th. 4.16).
More specifically consider an invariant map X = Spec S(V )→ Y = Spec S(V )G,
where V is a finite-dimensional k-vector space with symmetric algebra S(V ), and
G is a subgroup of Glk(V ), so that DpiY = DGX . Again by a theorem of Levasseur
and Stafford [53], DpiY is generated by the subalgebras S(V )G, S(V ∗)G ⊂ DGY , and
they have also given a presentation of the DpiY -module π∗(Eλ) when G is a complex
reflection group and Eλ is a certain natural exponential DX - module (in the case of
a Weyl group, π∗(Eλ) controls the structure of a certain important DpiY -module on a
reductive Lie algebra). We complement (and reprove) their latter result by giving a
presentation of the full direct imageDY -module π+(Eλ) (Th. 8.9); this presentation,
as that of π∗(Eλ), however, has the deficiency that no cyclic generator is obtained.
In this context, Theorem 3.31 adds to the normal basis theorem for Galois field
extensions L/K that are non-algebraic over k, by showing that cyclic generators of
π+(L) either as DK- or k[G]-module are the same.
We give an explicit semisimple decomposition of π+(OX) when G is an imprim-
itive complex reflection subgroup G(ed, e, n) of Gl(V ) (Th. 8.15), and at the same
time explicit realizations of the irreducible G(ed, e, n)-representations as subspaces
of a polynomial ring. Previously these representations were constructed in a more
computational way [6, 7].
Returning to a general finite map of smooth varieties, π : X → Y , there exists
a natural coarsest stratification by locally closed subsets {Xi, Yj , i ∈ Ij , j ∈ J}
such that one gets restrictions Xi → Yi that are e´tale. To this stratification we
associate factorizations π : X
pi−→ Zi qi−→ Y such that pi is minimal totally ramified
along the generic point xi of Xi and qi is maximally e´tale along the generic point
of zi = pi(xi); if X/Y is Galois, then pi is even totally ramified over pi(xi). In
fact, we prove the existence of such a factorization for any point in X , which
is a result of independent interest that can be regarded as a refinement of Stein
factorization (Th. 7.17). Associated to the factorizations are the inertia submodules
Ti of N = π+(OX), which are kernels of certain “inertia” trace morphisms
Tri : N → N ;
when π is Galois it indeed arises from a trace map with respect to the map pi.
Now for each stratum Yi there exists, thanks to the semisimplicity of N , a unique
maximal submodule Nj with vanishing local cohomology RΓYj (Nj) = 0; we say
that the Nj are the canonical submodules of N .
Theorem (B). (Thm. 7.29)
(1)
Nj =
⋂
i∈Ij
Ti.
(2) If Yj′ belongs to the closure of Yj, then Nj ⊂ Nj′ .
Thus {Nj}j∈J forms a filtration, and taking successive quotients one gets a canon-
ical decomposition of N associated to the stratification {Yj} of Y . Theorem (B) is
applied to the invariant map π : S(V )Sn → S(V ), where Sn is the symmetric group
acting as permutations of a basis of V , and describe the isotypical decomposition of
the canonical submodules Nj of π+(S(V )) (Th. 8.6) and also the isotypical content
of successive quotients in the canonical filtration (Cor. 8.7).
1.2. The inverse image π!. We first have the following general result:
Theorem (C). (Thm. 3.14 and Thm. 3.17 ) Let π : X → Y be a surjective
morphism of smooth varieties over a field k of characteristic 0, and let N be a
coherent holonomic DY -module.
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(1) (a) Assume that π is smooth. Then π!(N) is semisimple if and only if N
is semisimple, and if π!(N) is simple, then N is simple.
(b) If N is a semisimple connection, then π!(N) is a semisimple connec-
tion.
(c) Assume π is finite. If π!(N) is semisimple, then N is semisimple, and
if π!(N) is simple, then N is simple.
(d) Assume that N is semisimple and Ny is of finite type over OY,y for
all points y of height ≤ 1 such that the closure of y intersects the
discriminant Dpi, i.e. {y}− ∩Dpi 6= ∅. Then π!(N) is semisimple.
(2) Assume that π is finite and that L/K is Galois with Galois group G. Let N
be a simple DY -module such that i!(N) 6= 0. Let M be a simple submodule
of π!(N), GM be the inertia subgroup of M in G, and put t = [G : GM ].
Then
j!+j
!(π!(N)) =
t⊕
i=1
(gi ⊗M)e,
for some integer e, where gi are representatives of the cosets G/GM . If N
is a connection, or π is a Galois cover, then one can erase j!+j
! on the left.
Moreover:
(a) The integer e divides both the order |GM | of the inertia group and the
degree of π.
(b) rk(N)rk(M) divides the degree of π.
Here i : Y0 → Y is the inclusion of the complement of the discriminant locus of
a finite map π, and if X0 → Y0 is the corresponding base change, j : X0 → X is
the projection on the second factor; gi⊗M denotes a certain twist of a DX -module
M .
In fact π!(N) is always a semisimple connection when N is a semisimple con-
nection, which was proven using Hodge theory in [8]. In Theorem 5.39 we give an
algebraic proof of this assertion when N belongs to the class of covering connections
(described below).
To a finite group G there exist finitely generated fields L over k such that G is
isomorphic to a subgroup of the automorphism group Aut(L/k). Letting K denote
the invariant field LG there is a well-known Picard-Vessiot equivalence between
the category of finite-dimensional k-representations of G and the category of DK-
modules M such that the inverse image DL-module L ⊗K M is isomorphic to Ln-
say M is (L-)e´tale trivial - where n = rankKM ; this is described in detail in (5.5),
where k does not have to be algebraically closed, contrary to the usual statement.
In this equivalence the inverse (direct) image of D-modules correspond to restriction
(induction) of representations with respect to an inclusion of groups (Prop. 5.35), so
that branching problems for representations of groups can be translated to decompo-
sition problems for inverse and direct images of D-modules, and vice versa, certain
decomposition problems for D-modules can be studied as a branching problem in
group theory. It is thus no surprise that many classical results in the representation
theory of finite groups can be extended to results about inverse (direct) images of
D-modules, and we present here a collection: Propositions 3.9 and 3.12, Theo-
rem 3.17, Corollary 3.18, Theorem 3.19, Corollaries 3.20, 4.8 and 4.12. But since
the D-module categories are bigger, these results imply corresponding ones in rep-
resentation theory and not the other way around, so that although the proofs are
sometimes inspired by representation theory, they do not depend on it. For instance,
the semisimplicity of π+(M) can be deduced from the Picard-Vessiot equivalence
when M is e´tale trivial, but there exist a great many semisimple modules M of
interest whose differential Galois group is non-finite.
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The category of covering DX -modules consists of torsion free modules (over OX)
that generically decompose into a direct sum of rank 1 modules after taking an
inverse image over a finite field extension, and thus includes the category of e´tale
trivial modules. Here the main result is that connections which moreover also are
covering modules form a semisimple tensor category which is stable under arbitrary
inverse images (Thms. 5.37 and 5.39). It is proven that e´tale trivial connections
occur as submodules of connections of the form π+(OXM ) for some e´tale map
π : XM → X (Th. 7.20).
To understand the covering D-modules one first needs to consider the category
I(X) of DX -modules of rank 1, which is therefore rather thoroughly studied, where
a main tool is an extension to an algebraic context K. Saito’s notion of logarithmic
forms and residues (Prop. 5.12). In Theorem 5.19 we compare I(X0) to I(X) when
X0 is an affine subvariety of a smooth projective variety X . A several variable
extension of the classical residue theorem (Th. 5.20) is used to get a kind of purity
result for regular singular connections of rank 1 (Cor. 5.22), and also to define a de-
gree on (1, 1)-Hodge classes (Cor. 5.23). Now a DK-module of rank 1 is determined
by a closed 1-form γ ∈ ΩclK , M =Mγ , and one quite generally can ask what type of
field extension L/K is required to make L ⊗K Mγ trivial. Requiring that L/K be
finite, Theorem 5.26 is a classification of the category of e´tale trivial DK-modules
Mγ of rank 1. If one goes only slightly beyond finite field extensions, the condition
on γ that E ⊗K Mγ ∼= E for some elementary field extension E/K (one adds loga-
rithms and exponentials) can be characterized by a well-known Liouvillan condition.
We provide a new uniform proof of this classical result, allowing non-regular field
extensions and also several variables (Th. 5.28).
1.3. Connections and simply connected varieties. When the only regular sin-
gular connections M on a quasi-projective variety X are the trivial ones, so that
M ∼= OnX , we say X is simply connected (s.c.); there is also the apparently weaker
condition that all e´tale trivial connections are trivial, and one saysX is e´tale simply
connected. We prove that the smooth locus of a rational normal projective varieties
is s.c. (Prop. 6.4) and that for a smooth proper map with connected fibres X → Y ,
X is s.c. if and only if Y and a closed fibre Xy is s.c. (Prop. 6.6). Next we give a
version of the Grothendieck-Lefschetz theorems, stated for connections instead of
fundamental groups. This is concerned with an inclusion φ : Y → X of smooth
projective varieties and the functor φ! : Con(X)→ Con(Y ).
Theorem (D). (Thm. 6.13)
(1) If Y is a complete intersection in X, then φ! is fully faithful.
(2) If (1) holds and moreover dimY ≥ 2, then φ! is an equivalence of categories.
Grothendieck’s theorem is about a comparison of the e´tale fundamental groups of
Y and X , and therefore e´tale trivial connections, while Theorem (D) allows general
connections (but see Remark 6.15).
A somewhat related idea to analyze when a variety is s.c. is to use a notion of
differential coverings, which is a family of maps pλ : Cλ → X , λ ∈ Λ, such that
there exists a dense subset of smooth points X0 ⊂ X so that each x in X0 is cut
out by the Cλ, meaning that the tangent space of x is spanned by the image of the
tangent spaces of the Cλ such that x ∈ pλ(Cλ) (see Lemma 6.16). Say moreover
that X is differentially simple if X can be provided with a differential covering such
that each Cλ s.c.. The main result here is:
Theorem (E). (Thm. 6.19) Differentially simple varieties are simply connected.
This can be used to generalize the known result that smooth projective rationally
connected are simply connected, by allowing normal quasi-projective varieties, and
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at the same the proof is entirely algebraic; the earlier proof for smooth projective
varieties is based on Hodge theory (Cor. 6.21). One also gets that if a normal variety
is dominated by a simply connected variety that also has a “good” differential
covering, then it is simply connected (Cor. 6.25). This generalizes earlier results by
removing a properness assumption.
It is perhaps worth mention also that in Section 2.3 we study the relative canon-
ical module ωX/Y and its interaction with rings of differential operators.
This work has a long history which for a time involved a collaboration with my
good friend Rikard Bo¨gvad, resulting in a spin-off paper [40] that can be suitable
parallel reading to the present one. I want to express to him my sincere appreciation
for his -here mostly hidden- contribution. I also want to thank Claude Sabbah for
very valuable remarks.
2. Operations on D-modules over finite maps
First we describe the structure of the canonical module ωX/Y of a finite flat map
π : X → Y as module over liftable derivations and relate this to the right DX - and
DY -modules ωX and ωY , respectively. Then the inverse and direct image functors
(π+, π
!) of D-modules over such finite maps are treated. For the direct image π+
we describe how the ordinary sheaf direct image π∗ is a subfunctor, taking modules
to modules over the liftable differential operators.
2.1. The Jacobian ideal and the e´tale locus. Unless explicitly mentioned other-
wise, in this paper π : X → Y denotes a finite surjective map of smooth varieties
over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic 0. Let ΩX and ΩY be the
sheaves of Ka¨hler differentials over k, on X and Y respectively, and ΩX/Y the
relative Ka¨hler differentials, appearing as the cokernel of the pull-back morphism
(2.1.1) 0→ π∗(ΩY ) p−→ ΩX → ΩX/Y → 0.
Taking exterior products ωX = detΩX and ωY = detΩY , we get a homomorphism
of invertible sheaves λpi := det p : π
∗(ωY ) → ωX , defining a global section λpi of
HomOY (ωY , ωX) = ωX ⊗OX π∗(ω−1Y ), which we call the Jacobian section, and also
an isomorphism
π∗(ωY ) ∼= Im(det p) = JpiωX .
Remark 2.1. The Fitting ideal F0(ΩX/Y ) = (Jpi), where (det p)(dy) = Jpidx, is
a principal ideal since X/k and Y/k are smooth, and is independent of the choice
of basis dy and dx of ωY and ωX , respectively. Besides the presentation (2.1.1)
of ΩX/Y one often computes F0(ΩX/Y ) from a presentation of π as a complete
intersection, so that j : X = V (I) →֒ Z where Z/Y is a smooth map of smooth
varieties and I is an ideal locally generated by a regular sequence, resulting in the
presentation
I/I2 → j∗(ΩZ/Y )→ ΩX/Y → 0.
For example, working locally when I = (f) is a principal ideal, then F0(ΩX/Y ) =
(f¯ ′), where f¯ ′ is the image in OX of a Y -relative derivative f ′ of f (dZ/Y (f) = f ′dz
if z is a relative coordinate of Z/Y ).
The ramification divisorBpi is the divisor corresponding to Jpi, so that F0(ΩX/Y ) =
OX(−Bpi), π∗(ω−1Y )⊗OX ωX ∼= OX(Bpi), and
Bpi =
∑
x∈X,ht(x)=1
ℓ(ΩX/Y,x)x,
where ℓ(ΩX/Y,x) = νx(Jpi) is the length of the OX,x-module ΩX/Y,x, and νx is the
canonical discrete valuation of the ring OX,x. The discriminant (branch locus) Dpi
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is the image of the divisor Bpi, which is again a divisor as π is finite. Letting
i : Y0 = Y \Dpi → Y be the open inclusion, we have the base change diagram
(BC) X0
j //
pi0

X
pi

Y0
i // Y,
where of course the point is that π0 is e´tale. The ramification locus Bpi is in general
a proper subset of X \ j(X0).
2.2. Differential operators. Let TY be the tangent sheaf of k-linear derivations
of OY , so that TY is both an OY -module and Lie algebra, such that [∂1, a∂2] =
∂(a)∂2+a[∂1, ∂2] when a ∈ OY and ∂1, ∂2 are sections in TY , and there is a natural
notion of TY -module. The diagonal action of TY on ΩY , commonly called the Lie
derivative (see e.g. [35, Sec 2.1; 42, Sec. 2.1]), induces a diagonal action on the
determinant bundle ωY such that the negative of this action results in a structure
of right module ωY over TY . It is well known that if Y is smooth then its ring of
differential operators equals the subring that is generated by TY , DY = D(TY ), so
that TY -modules are the same as DY -modules; see e.g. [41, Prop. 2.2]. Therefore
ωY is a right DY -module (see [15]), but take notice that if Y is singular and DY is
not generated by first order differential operators one cannot make this conclusion.
Let π : X → Y be a finite surjective morphism of smooth varieties and dπ : TX →
π∗(TY ) be its tangent morphism. Then π∗(dπ) : π∗(TX)→ π∗π∗(TY ) and also the
canonical map TY → π∗π∗(TY ) are injective, so we can define T piY = TY ∩π∗(TX) as
a subsheaf both of π∗π
∗(TY ), TY and π∗(TX). We call T
pi
Y the subsheaf of liftable
tangent vector fields. The sheaf of liftable differential operators DpiY is defined by
DpiY = {P ∈ DY | P · π∗(OX) ⊂ π∗(OX)},
where DY acts on the image of π∗(OX) → (π∗(OX)η at the generic point η, since
DpiY,η = DY,η. Thus T piY ⊂ DpiY can regarded as subsheaves both of DY and π∗(DX).
Since π0 is e´tale we have TY0 = T
pi0
Y0
= j∗(T piY ), so that over Y0 all differential
operators are liftable and generated by liftable tangent vector fields,
DY0 = Dpi0Y0 = D(T pi0Y0 ).
When X/Y is ramified, so that Y 6= Y0, we usually have D(T piY ) 6= DpiY . For
example, OY may be simple over DpiY , whereas the defining ideal of the discriminant
locus Dpi is always a proper D(T piY )-submodule of OY (see [39]).
2.3. The relative canonical bundle and the isomorphism η.
2.3.1. About the relative canonical module. It is well-known (see e.g [34, Cor 8.3])
that there exists an isomorphism
(2.3.1) η : ωX/Y → ω−1Y ⊗ ωX ,
where ωX/Y is the relative dualizing sheaf, but I have been unable to see any
very “conceptual” understanding of such an isomorphism in the literature. One
isomorphism is described in Proposition 2.2, which is moreover linear over the
action by liftable derivations T piY (neither side in the isomorphism is provided with
a natural structure of DpiY -module). The map η is defined by selecting canonical
global sections tr and λ in the source and target such that η(tr) = λ, where the
first is a global section of HomDpiX (π∗(OX),OY ) and the latter a global section of
HomDpiY ,right(ωY , π∗(ωX)), and we get a kind of conceptual understanding of η by
proving that λ is the Poincare´ dual of tr (Prop. 2.19).
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The pairs OX ,OY and the canonical sheaves ωX , ωY are left- and right DpiY -
modules, respectively. In Corollary 4.18 we prove that if π is uniformly ramified
there exists an isomorphism
HomDpiY (π∗(OX),OY ) ∼= HomDpiY (ωY , π∗(ωX)),
and that both sheaves are rank 1 constant local systems, where on the left(right)
we have homomorphisms of left(right) modules.
2.3.2. Details. Let qcoh(OX) be the category of quasi-coherent OX -modules. The
direct image functor for the category of quasi-coherent modules, π∗ : qcoh(OX)→
qcoh(OY ) has the right adjoint functor π!′(M) = π∗HomOY (π∗(OX),M), and the
relative dualizing sheaf is
(2.3.2) ωX/Y = π
!′(OY ) = π¯∗(HomOY (π∗(OX),OY )),
where π¯ : (X,OX)→ (Y, π∗(OX)) is the canonical flat map of ringed spaces1. Since
π∗(OX) and OY are left modules over π∗(DX) and DY , respectively, it follows that
ωX/Y is a left module over D(T piY ), where the action is induced by the diagonal
action of T piY , so that one may - perhaps naively - think that ωX/Y is even a DpiY -
module. This is, however, not true, as indicated by the fact that DpiY need not be
generated by first order differential operators; see Example 2.5. Similarly, the sheaf
HomOX (π
∗(ωY ), ωX) is a D(T piY )-module but in general not a DpiY -module.
As already mentioned, we give a construction of an isomorphism η in (2.3.1)
which moreover is compatible with the differential structure, and also show that
the trace map
(2.3.3) Tr : π∗(ωX/Y )→ OY , λ 7→ λ(1),
where λ(1) is the evaluation at 1 homomorphism of a section λ of the right side of
(2.3.2), is a split surjective homomorphism of D(T piY )-modules.
In Section 2.1 is defined a canonical global Jacobian section λpi of the right side
of (2.3.1), which also is the image of 1 in the induced homomorphism
(2.3.4) Θ : OX → ωX ⊗OX π∗(ω−1Y ) = (Jpi)−1 = OX(Bpi) ∼= ωX/Y .
We will see in Proposition 4.14 how the morphism (2.3.4) is important for relating
the direct image of a D-module with the ordinary sheaf direct image.
Next we describe a canonical trace section trpi of the left hand side of (2.3.1). It
is clearer to do this first in the affine case, so that X = SpecB and Y = SpecA,
and π is a finite flat morphism A → B of smooth k-algebras, and we will define
a canonical element trpi of ωB/A = HomA(B,A). It will coincide with the more
common definition of the trace of an element b, acting A-lineary as multiplication
map, using an A-basis of B; see also [37] for this construction of trpi, which in
fact gives the trace of homomorphisms of any free A-module. We have canonical
isomorphisms
(2.3.5) EndA(ωB/A) ∼= HomA(B∗ ⊗A B,A) ∼= HomA(EndA(B), A)
where the first isomorphism is adjunction and the second follows since B/A is flat
and of finite presentation. Now let tr0 ∈ HomA(EndA(B), A) be the image of the
identity element in the left side of (2.3.5), µ : B → EndA(B) be the map defined
by µ(b1)(b2) = b1b2, b1, b2 ∈ B, and put
trpi = tr
0 ◦µ : B → A.
This canonical construction of trpi will make it clear that trpi is a DpiA-linear homo-
morphism; moreover, since all constructions are canonical it will also be obvious
1We write pi!
′
since pi! will later be used for inverse images of D-modules.
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that the at first locally defined sections trpi glue to a global section of ωX/Y also
when X and Y are non-affine.
The global sections λpi and trpi correspond in the sought isomorphism (2.3.1).
Let DpiX be the subring of DX that is generated by DpiY and OX , and DX(T piY ) be
the subring that is generated by and DY (T piY ) and OX . Thus DX(T piY ) ⊂ DpiX ⊂ DX .
Proposition 2.2. Let π : X → Y be a finite and generically smooth morphism of
smooth schemes over a field of characteristic 0.
(1) There is a canonical isomorphism of DX(T piY )-modules
η : ωX/Y → ωX ⊗OX π∗(ω−1Y ),
such that η(trpi) = λpi, where trpi and λpi are described above. Here trpi
is a global section of π∗HomDpiY (π∗(OX),OY )) ⊂ ωX/Y and λpi is a global
section of π∗(HomDpiY (ωY , π∗(ωX))) ⊂ ωX ⊗OX π∗(ω−1Y ).
(2) The homomorphisms in (2.3.4) and (2.3.3) are D(T piY )-linear.
We will at some places below use such an isomorphism η to identify ωX/Y with
ωX ⊗OX π∗(ω−1Y ). In particular, it can be used to relate the structure of the direct
image of a D-module to the ramification of a map.
Remark 2.3. (1) I have not seen a direct construction of the trace morphism
ωX ⊗OX π∗(ω−1Y ) → OY . Here it depends on the isomorphism η in (2.3.1)
and the trace in (2.3.3). Another indirect construction is to factorise X/Y
into a closed embedding and a smooth morphism.
(2) If a differential operator in DY preserves both OY and π∗(ωX/Y ), regarded
as submodules of the stalk at the generic point of X , then the map in (2.3.3)
is compatible with this action. A similar remark can be made regarding
the isomorphism η.
(3) In Section 2.7 we explain in a more conceptual way the existence of the iso-
morphism η, using D-module constructions. Corollary 4.18 contains more
precise information regarding this isomorphism.
As a preparation for the proof of Proposition 2.2 we recall some results related
to discrete valuation rings, in a slightly more general situation than is required here.
Let R → S be an inclusion of discrete valuation rings such that S is of finite type
over R, hence free over R, and assume that the residue field extension kS/kR is
separable; put n = dimR S. By [18, Ch. III, §6, Prop. 12] there exists an element
z in S whose residue class in kS is a primitive element over kR and such that the
set of powers {1, z, . . . , zn−1} is a basis of S over R, and if f ∈ R[X ] is the minimal
polynomial of z, then { zif ′(z) trS/R} is a basis of the R-module ωS/R = HomR(S,R).
The element τ ∈ ωS/R defined by τ(zi) = δi,n−1, sometimes called the Tate trace
[83], depends on the choice of element z, in contrast to the canonically defined
trS/R.
Lemma 2.4. Let f be the minimal polynomial of the element z that is described
above. Then the element τ forms a basis of the S-module HomR(S,R) and
trS/R = f
′(z)τ.
Proof. Let {τi} be the dual basis of {zi} and write f = zn + bn−1zn−1 + · · · + b0.
Then the relations
zτi = τi−1 − biτi
imply that Sτ = Sτn−1 = HomR(S,R). The relation between τ and trS/R is called
Euler’s formula, see [18, Ch. III, §6-7]. 
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Proof of Proposition 2.2. Assume first that X/Y is affine, given by a homomor-
phism of smooth k-algebras π : A→ B, where B is free over A, K → B′ := K⊗AB
is e´tale, where K is the fraction field of A. Since X0/Y0 is e´tale it follows that B
′
is a product of fields. It suffices to consider one of these fields at a time, so that
in the following we assume that B′ = K(B), which we denote by L, and hence we
have a finite field extension L/K.
The trace section trpi: All A-modules in (2.3.5) are in fact T
pi
A-modules under
various diagonal actions, where T piA = TA ∩ TB, the isomorphisms are D(T piA)-linear,
and tr0 is a T piA-invariant since it is the image of the invariant element 1 in the left
side of (I), so that
tr0 ∈ HomA(EndA(B), A)TpiA = HomD(TpiA)(EndA(B), A).
Putting Dpi = DA ∩ DB we prove that trpi = tr0 ◦µ is Dpi-linear. If S is a multi-
plicative system in A, then the trace morphism behaves well under localisation
S trpi S
−1 = trBS−1/AS−1 : BS
−1 → AS−1.
In particular, trL/K : L→ K is the localisation of trpi = trB/A. Since K⊗AωB/A =
ωL/K = HomK(L,K) is a left DK-module under the diagonal action, and the
localisation of µ results in a DK-linear homomorphism L→ EndK(L) (notice that
K ⊗AD(T piA) = D(T piK) = DK), it follows that the composed map trL/K : L→ K is
DK-linear. Since the natural maps B → L and A→ K evidently are Dpi-linear, and
the localisation diagram that occurs does commute, it follows that trpi is Dpi-linear.
Assume now that X and Y are not affine. Since trpi localise as described above,
the locally defined canonical elements glue to a global DpiY -linear homomorphism
trpi : π∗(OX)→ OY . This proves the assertion about trpi in (1).
The Jacobian section λpi: The pull-back map p : B ⊗A ΩA/k → ΩB/k commutes
with the action of T piA, which therefore defines a D(T piA)-linear map
λpi = det p ∈ HomD(Tpi)(ωA/k, ωB/k),
where ωA/k and ωB/k are provided with the right D(T piA)-module structures which
are described in (2.2). Again if S is a multiplicative system, we have
SλpiS
−1 = λBS−1/AS−1 : ωA/kS
−1 = ωAS−1/k → ωB/kS−1 = ωBS−1/k
Now ωA/k and ωB/k are even right Dpi-modules, and by the above identity λpi
localises to a K ⊗A D(T piA) = DK-linear map ωK/k → ωL/k, so it is in particular
Dpi-linear. Since the localisation diagram that occurs is commutative, it follows
that λpi ∈ HomDpi(ωA/k, ωB/k). When X and Y are not affine then the locally
defined map λpi glue to a global DpiY -linear homomorphism π−1(ωY )→ ωX . There
is a canonical isomorphism HomD(TpiY )(π
−1(ωY ), ωX) = HomD(TpiY )(OX , ωX ⊗OX
π∗(ωY )) that sends λpi to the homomorphism Θ in (2.3.4). This completes the
proof of the last sentence of (1).
Selecting a basis of ωA and ωB defines a basis {σ} of theB-module HomA(ωA, ωB).
(In a regular system of coordinates {xi} and {yi}, we can select the bases dy1 ∧
· · · ∧ dyd and dx1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxd, respectively, and σ(dy1 ∧ · · · ∧ dyd) = dx1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxd.)
We then have λpi = Jpiσ, where (Jpi) = F0(ΩB/A), as described in Section 2.1.
Let p be a prime of height 1 in SpecB, q = π(p), and put R = Aq and S = Bp,
so we have a map R → S of discrete valuation rings, where kS → kR is finite and
separable. Then F0(ΩS/R) = (f
′) = (Jpi)p (see Remark 2.1), and by Lemma 2.4
trS/R = f
′(x)τp where the Tate trace τp is a basis of (ωB/A)p. It follows that we
get the isomorphism
ηp : (ωB/A)p → (HomA(ωA, ωB))p, bp (trpi)p
f ′(x)
7→ bp (λpi)p
f ′(x)
.
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Since trpi and λpi are global sections of the locally free OX -modules (of rank 1) ωX/Y
and Hompi−1(OY )(π
−1(ωY ), ωX), respectively, and OX satisfies Serre’s condition
(S2), so that sections of either sheaf are determined by its values in stalks at points of
height ≤ 1, it follows that we in fact get an isomorphism η : ωS/R → HomR(ωR, ωS).
Since λpi and trpi are T
pi
Y -invariant sections it follows also that η is an isomorphism
of D(T piY )-modules. This finishes the proof of the first sentence in (1). It is straight-
forward to see that the diagonal action of T piY on the left and right sides of (2.3.3)
and (2.3.4), respectively, makes (2.3.3) and (2.3.4) into homomorphisms of D(T piY )-
modules, showing (2). 
Next is an example showing that the relative canonical bundle is not preserved by
DpiY . First note that there is only one possible action on ωX/Y of a liftable differential
operator. The reason is that DY0 = j∗(DpiY ) (see (2.2)), which is generated by
derivations, so that j∗(ωX/Y ) is a j
∗(Dpi)-module. In general, the image of a section
P ∈ DpiY in j∗j∗(DpiY ) acts on j∗j∗(ωX/Y ), so that P will act on ωX/Y only if under
this action it preserves the submodule ωX/Y ⊂ j∗j∗(ωX/Y ). Now we can proceed
with the example.
Example 2.5. Let π : A = k[y1, y2] → B = k[x1, x2], y1 = x1 + x2, y2 = x1x2,
so that A is the invariant ring under symmetric group S2, and let L/K be the
corresponding field extension. We have Jpi = x1 − x2, and Y0 in the digram (BC)
is defined by J2pi = (x1 − x2)2 = y21 − 4y1y2 6= 0. First observe that differential
operators in DL do not act on ωL/K , while DK does act on ωL/K since TK acts
diagonally and TK generates DK . The differential operator
P ∈ ∂x1∂x2 = ∂2y1 + ∂y2 + y1∂y1∂y2 + y2∂2y2
is liftable, since it is symmetric, so that P is generated by derivations of K and
therefore acts on ωL/K . We have ωB/A = Bτ = B/Jpi (using the isomorphism η),
where τ(a1 + a2(x1 − x2)) = a2, writing B = A ⊕ A(x1 − x2). Now P · 1/Jpi =
(−2J2pi
)(Jpi)
−1 /∈ ωB/A. As an illustration we verify this by instead acting on τ ∈ ωB/A.
We have ∂y1 · (x1 − x2) = 12(x1−x2)∂y1(y21 − 4y1y2) =
y1−2y2
(y21−4y1y2)
(x1 − x2), so that
(∂y1τ)(a1 + a2(x1 − x2)) = a2 y1−2y2(y21−4y1y2) . A straightforward tedious computation
gives
(P · τ)(a1 + a2(x1 − x2)) = −2a2
J2pi
∈ K,
and again Pτ ∈ ωL/K \ ωB/A.
2.4. Direct and inverse images. Inverse and direct image functors of D-modules
are treated in [12, 15, 35], and we will only concentrate on a few points pertaining
to finite surjective maps X → Y .
For all constructions of inverse and direct images of D-modules one makes use
of the (DY ,DY )- bimodule DY by pulling it back to X in two different ways: Using
the left adjoint of π∗ and the left OY -module DY , put
DX→Y := π∗(DY ) = OX ⊗pi−1OY (π−1(DY )),
This is a (DX , π−1(DY ))-bimodule, described in e.g. in [15, VI,4.2], [12, II.3],
[35, Def. 1.3.1].
Using the right adjoint of π∗ and the right OY -module structure on DY , put
DY←X := π!(DY ) = π!(OX)⊗OX π∗(DY ) = ωX/Y ⊗OX DX→Y
= π¯∗HomOY (π∗(OX),DY ) = OX ⊗p¯i−1(pi∗(OX)) π−1(HomOY (π∗(OX),DY ))
(recall that X/Y is finite). This is a (π−1(DY ),DX)-bimodule, where the two mod-
ule structures here are more tricky to understand, and will therefore be explained.
This is best understood using a finite injective map of smooth k-algebras A → B,
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instead of sheaves on schemes, and thus by describing below the following (DA,DB)-
bimodule
DB←A = HomA(B,DA) = DA ⊗A HomA(B,A) = DA ⊗A ωB/A(BM)
= DA ⊗A ωB ⊗A ω−1A = ω−1A ⊗A DopA ⊗A ωA ⊗A ωB ⊗A ω−1A
= ω−1A ⊗A DopA ⊗A ωB = ωB ⊗A DA ⊗A ω−1A .
On the first line the right A-module DA is used for the A-homomorphisms B → DA
and the tensor products; the structure of all occurring vector spaces as (A,B)-
bimodules should be evident. On the second line the first equality sign follows
from the isomorphism in Proposition 2.2, and the second equality follows since the
opposite ring DopA of DA is isomorphic to ωA⊗ADA⊗A ω−1A . The last isomorphism
is defined by η⊗P (op)⊗ξ 7→ ξ⊗P ⊗η, η ∈ ω−1A , ξ ∈ ωB and P (op) ∈ D(op)A . See also
[35, Lemma 1.3.4 ]. As for the (DA,DB)-bimodule structure of (BM), the right DA-
module DA is used for the right DB-module structure on DB←A = HomA(B,DA),
which is determined by the action of derivations ∂ ∈ TB,
(λ · ∂)(b) = λ(∂(b)) +
∑
i
λ(bib) · ∂i, λ ∈ HomA(B,DA),
where
∑
i bi ⊗ ∂i is the image of ∂ in B ⊗A TA. The left action of DA on DB←A is
defined by (P · λ)(b) = P (λ(b)), where P ∈ DA.
On the other hand, the right DA-module DA is used for the left DA-action
on ωB ⊗A DA ⊗A ω−1A , with respect to the diagonal action on DA ⊗A ω−1A and
trivial action on ωB; the left DA-module DA is used for the right DB-action on
ωB ⊗A DA ⊗A ω−1A , with respect to the diagonal action on ωB ⊗A DA and trivial
action on ω−1A (see [35, Lemma 1.2.9]).
All the maps in (BM) are the natural ones, and they are isomorphisms of
(DA,DB)-bimodules.
Lemma 2.6. The (DB,DA)- bimodule DA→B and (DA,DB)-bimodules DB←A are
finite both as DA-module and DB-module.
Proof. Let PnB (PnB/A) be the module of (relative) principal parts, so that DB =
limnHomB(PnB , B) and DA→B = limnHomB(PnB/A, B), where limn denotes direct
limits. The exact sequence 0 → B ⊗A PnA → PnB → PnB/A → 0 results in the dual
exact sequence of DB-modules
(2.4.1) 0→ DB → DA→B → lim
n
Ext1B(PnB/A, B)→ 0.
See [31]; notice that PnA and PnB are locally free over A and B, respectively, and
that suppPnB/A belongs to the ramification locus in X . The right side of (2.4.1)
belongs to the Grothendieck group of local cohomology groups of the DB-module
B along closed subspaces of suppPnB/A; hence by Bernstein’s theorem it is of finite
type. Therefore DA→B is finite over DB . It is evidently finite as right DA-module.
The corresponding assertions for DB←A = ωB/A⊗B DA→B follow since the functor
ωB/A ⊗B · is an equivalence between (DB,DA)- and (DA,DB)-bimodules. 
Example 2.7. We illustrate how to compute with the bimodule DB←A in (BM), in
its last incarnation, which thus is isomorphic to the first definition because of Propo-
sition 2.2. So let A → B be a finite map of regular local rings that are essentially
of finite type, and choose regular systems of parameters {yi} and {xi} of A and B,
respectively, so that the derivations are described by ∂A =
∑n
i=1 ∂A(yi)∂yi ∈ TA
and ∂B =
∑n
i=1 ∂B(xi)∂xi ∈ TB, where ∂xi(xj) = δij , and ∂yi(xj) = δij . Put also
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dx = dx1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxn, dy = dy1 ∧ · · · ∧ dyn, and dy−1 = ∂y1 ∧ · · · ∧ ∂yn . The right
DA-action on ωA is determined by
(ady) · ∂A = (− try(∂A)− ∂A(a))dy,
where try(∂A) =
∑n
i=1 ∂yi(∂A(yi)), and the left action on DA←B is determined by
∂A(dx⊗ P ⊗ dy−1) = −dx⊗ P · (∂A + try(∂A))⊗ (dy−1)
The right action of DB is determined by
(dx⊗ P ⊗ dy−1)∂B = − trx(∂B)dx⊗ P ⊗ (dy)−1 −
∑
i
∂B(yi)dx⊗ ∂yiP ⊗ (dy)−1.
If we have a liftable derivation ∂ ∈ T piA = TA ∩ TB (we use the same symbol for
the derivation of A and its lift to a derivation of B), so that ∂ =
∑n
i=1 ∂(xi)∂xi =∑n
i=1 ∂(yi)∂yi , then the right and left actions are related as follows:
∂(dx⊗ P ⊗ dy−1)− (dx ⊗ P ⊗ dy−1)∂
= −dx⊗ P (∂ + try(∂))⊗ (dy−1) + trx(∂)dx⊗ P ⊗ (dy)−1 + dx⊗ ∂P ⊗ (dy)−1
= dx⊗ [∂, P ]⊗ (dy)−1 + trx(∂)dx⊗ P ⊗ (dy)−1 − dx⊗ P try(∂)⊗ (dy−1)
= dx⊗ [∂ + try(∂), P ]⊗ (dy)−1 + (trx(∂)− try(∂))dx⊗ P ⊗ (dy)−1.
Localising to a map A → BJpi we have TA = T piA so that in particular the partial
derivatives ∂yi are liftable, and we have dx = J
−1
pi dy, hence dx ·∂yi = J−1pi dy ·∂yi =
∂yi(Jpi)J
−1
pi dx, and since dx · ∂yi = dx(trx(∂yi)), we have
trx(∂yi) =
n∑
i=1
∂xi(∂yi(xi)) =
∂yi(Jpi)
Jpi
,
so that
∂yi(dx⊗ P ⊗ dy−1) = (dx⊗ P ⊗ dy−1) · ∂y + (dx⊗ P ⊗ dy−1)
∂yi(Jpi)
Jpi
= (dx⊗ P ⊗ dy−1)(J−1pi ∂yiJpi).
The ring j+(DX0) can be regarded either as a (DX , π−1(DY )) - or (π−1(DY ),DX)-
bimodule in a natural way, and as such we denote it j+(DX0)(i) and j+(DX0)(ii),
respectively. We have then injective homomorphisms
f : DX→Y = OX ⊗pi−1(OY ) π−1(DY )→ j+(DX0 )(i), φ⊗ P 7→ φP˜ ,
g : DX←Y = ωX/Y ⊗OX DX→Y → j+(DX0)(ii), λ0 trpi ⊗P 7→ λ0P˜ ,
where P˜ is the unique lift of a differential operator P on Y to a differential operator
on X0, and trpi is the canonical global section of ωX/Y (see (2.3.4) in (2.3)). Since
j∗(DX→Y ) = j∗(DX) and the canonical map j∗(OX) → j∗(ωX/Y ) is an isomor-
phism it follows that the restriction of f and g to X0 are isomorphisms.
Let coh(DX) be the category of coherent left DX -modules. The inverse image
functor is defined
π! : coh(DY )→ coh(DX),
M 7→ DX→Y ⊗pi−1(DY ) π−1(M) = OX ⊗pi−1(OY ) π−1(M),
and the direct image functor
π+ : coh(DX)→ coh(DY ),
M 7→ π+(M) = π∗(DY←X ⊗DX M).
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Remark 2.8. The general definition of the inverse image is the derived functor
π!(M) = DX→Y ⊗Lpi−1(DY ) π−1(M)[dX − dY ], where dX is the dimension of X ,
simplifies to the above expression when π is finite and surjective. For the same
reason we will see in Proposition 2.10 that we do not need the derived version of
the direct image functor. See [15, VI, 4.2 and, 5.1]
Since Bpi and Dpi are divisors, it follows that the direct image functors j+ and
i+ for the open embeddings are exact. Assume that M contains no section whose
support is contained in Bpi. Then
π+(M) ⊂ i+i+(π+(M)) = i+(π0)+j+(M),
hence if U is an open set, the action of a section P ∈ DY (U) on π+(M)(U) is by lift-
ing its restriction to a section ofDY0(U∩Y0) to a differential operator in j+(DX0 )(U),
and then acting on M(π−1(U)) ⊂ j+j+(M)(π−1(U)) = j+(M)(π−10 (U ∩ Y0)), so
that in effect
(2.4.2) π+(M) = DY π∗(ωX/Y ⊗OX M) ⊂ i+(π0)+j+(M).
Example 2.9. Let π : A = k[y1, . . . , yn] → B = k[x1, . . . xn] be an injective
polynomial map and M be a DB-modules such that BJpi ⊗B M = M . Then
π+(M) =M as A-module, and the action of ∂yi is
∂yi ·m = Jpi∂yiJ−1pi m
Let π : X → Y be a morphism finite type, where X and Y are smooth and
cohf (DX) be the category of coherent DX -modules such that the restriction π :
suppM → Y is a finite morphism. Thus if π is finite, then coh(DX) = cohf (DX).
Proposition 2.10. The direct image functor π+ : coh
f
c (DX) → cohc(DY ), M 7→
π+(M), is exact. Assume that π is finite. Then π+ : coh(DX)→ coh(DY ) is exact
and the left DX-module DX→Y and the right DX-module DY←X are both flat.
The earliest reference to this well-known result is in [36], which in turn refers
to [43], but I was unable to find a proof in either source; for a published proof,
see [12, Th. 2.11.10]. Still, due to its importance and also to avoid references to
analytic structures, a complete proof is included.
Proof. Since the ordinary sheaf direct image functor π∗ is exact on the category
of sheaves with finite support over Y , and the functor M → DY←X ⊗DX M =
ωX/Y ⊗OX π∗(DY )⊗DY M takes modules of finite support over Y to sheaves with
finite support over Y , it follows that
π+(M) = π∗(ωX/Y ⊗OX π∗(DY )⊗LDY M).
Since X is of finite type over k there exists a regular immersion i : X → Alk, where
Alk is the l-dimensional affine space over k. Put Z = A
l
k ×k Y and define the
composed map
f : X → X ×k Y → Z,
where the first is the graph embedding and the second is i × id : X ×k Y → Z.
Letting p : Z → Y be the projection on the second factor we then have π = p ◦ f ,
so that π+(M) = p+(f+(M)), where M1 = f+(M) is a DZ-module such that
restriction of p to suppM1 is finite. Since f is a closed embedding and hence exact
by Kashiwara’s theorem, it suffices to prove that the functor p+ : coh
f (DZ) → Y
is exact. Now putting Zi = Y × Ai (Z0 = Y ) the map p can be factorized p =
p1 ◦p2 ◦ · · · ◦pl, where pi : Zi → Zi−1 is induced by the projection map Ai → Ai−1,
hence we have an isomorphism of derived functors p+ = (p1)+ ◦ (p2)+ ◦ · · · ◦ (pl)+
(see [35, Prop. 1.5.21]) where (pi)+ defines a functor coh
f (DZi) → cohf (DZi−1).
It suffices therefore to see that (p1)+ is exact, and this follows if the homology
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H•((p1)+(M)) is concentrated in one degree when suppM is finite over Y . Now
(p1)+(M) = Ω
•
Z1/Y
(M) = Ω•
A1
(M), the relative de Rham complex [35, Prop 1.5.28],
and letting t be a regular parameter for the affine space A1k and ∂t is a basis for the
relative derivations TZ1/Y , satisfying ∂t(t) = 1, only the following two homology
groups occur
M∂t = {m | ∂t ·m = 0} and M
∂tM
.
Thus it is enough to prove that M∂t = 0, so assume on the contrary that there
exists a non-zero section m of M such that ∂tm = 0. Since the support suppm
of m is finite over the closed subset Ym = π1(suppm) ⊂ Y there exists a non-zero
polynomial p(t) ∈ OYm [t], such that p(t)m = 0, which we can select to have minimal
degree in t. Since 0 = ∂t(p(t)m) = ∂t(p(t))m and degt ∂t(p) < degt p, we get that
∂t(p) = 0 and hence p ∈ OYm . Since by assumption m 6= 0 it follows that pm 6= 0,
we get a contradiction. Therefore m = 0.
If π is finite, then both the functor π+(·) = π∗(DY←X ⊗DX (·)) and π∗ are exact.
This implies that the right DX -module DY←X is flat. Switching left for right is an
exact functor, hence DX→Y is also a flat left DX -module. 
2.5. Duality and finite maps. First it is recalled how a duality operation D gives
rise to the category of holonomic D-modules, next is presented an accessible proof
that π+D = Dπ+ when π is finite, and the trace map Tr : π+π
! → id is described.
The isomorphism η in (2.3.1) in 2.3 is explained also using the duality D. The
appendix contains an account for the properties of the minimal extension functor,
which is a mechanism for getting simple holonomic D-modules as extensions of
simple modules from a locally closed subset.
2.5.1. Duality. Let dX denote the dimension of the smooth variety X . On the
derived category Dc(DX) of complexes of DX -modules with coherent homology
one can define the functor
DX : Dc(DX)→ Dc(DX),M 7→ RHomDX (M,DX [dX ])⊗OX ω−1X
which is contravariant and satisfies D2X = id, so it is a duality. The functor DX
does not preserve the full subcategory coh(DX) ⊂ Dc(DX), so therefore say that a
module M ∈ coh(DX) is holonomic if DX(M) is concentrated in degree 0. Denote
by hol(DX) ⊂ coh(DX) the full subcategory of holonomic DX -modules.
If X = SpecL, where L/k is a field extension of finite type and DL = DL/k is the
ring of k-linear differential operators, then hol(DX) = Modfd(DL/k), the category
of DL-modules that are of finite dimension over L.
The fundamental fact is that ifM is holonomic, then DX(M) is again holonomic,
so that DX restricts to a duality functor
DX : hol(DX)→ hol(DX), M 7→ ExtdXDX (M,DX)⊗OX ω−1X .
We need to know how to compute DX in an important case. Say that a D-module
M is a connection if it is coherent over OX . Let Con(DX) be the category of
connections2. It is well-known that connections are locally free over OX , and if M
is a connection then M∗ = HomOX (M,OX) is again a connection. The following
proposition shows in particular that Con(DX) ⊂ hol(DX).
Proposition 2.11. If M ∈ Con(DX), then
DX(M) =M
∗,
where DX acts diagonally on the right side, so that DX(M) is again a connection.
2Thus in this work all connections are integrable.
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A proof is included only to clarify this well-known result, as it is more or less
proven in [35, Example 2.6.10], but two subtle details can be more emphasized.
One is having to do with the following lemma, and the second with certain vertical
isomorphisms in [loc cit] that exist due to the fact that DX is generated in degree
1.
Lemma 2.12. Let F be a locally free DX-module of rank m and M be a DX -module
which is locally free over OX of rank n, then the DX-module F ⊗OX M , provided
with the usual diagonal action of DX , is a locally free DX-module of rank nm.
Proof. One may assume that X = SpecA for some k-algebra A such that the A-
module of derivations TA is free (e.g. A is local and k-smooth); let the derivations
∂xi form an A-basis of TA. It suffices now to prove that DA ⊗A M is free of rank
r as DA-module, when M is a DA-module which is free of rank r as A-module. So
assume that M = ⊕ri=1Ami and that we have a relation∑
Pi(Qi ⊗mi) = 0.
Recall that DA is free as right A-module with basis ∂α = ∂α1x1 ∂α2x2 · · · ∂αnxn . The order
o(P ) of P =
∑
α ∂
αpα ∈ DA is the maximal value of |α| =
∑
i αi such that pα 6= 0.
Now Pi(Qi⊗mi) = (PiQi)⊗mi+
∑r
j=1Rij⊗mj , where o(Rij) < o(PiQi). Letting
I be the set of indices such that o(PiQi) attains it maximal value t we get∑
i∈I
(PiQi ⊗mi) +
∑
(Ti ⊗mi) = 0,
where o(Ti) < t, i ∈ I. This implies that if i ∈ I and PiQi =
∑
α ∂
αsα, sα ∈ A,
then
∑
|α|=t ∂
αsα = 0, and hence PiQi = 0, and as DA does not have zero-divisors,
we get Pi = 0. 
Proof of Proposition 2.11. See first [35, Example 2.6.10], which we complement
as follows. The right-most tensor product over OX in the Koszul (or Spencer)
complex K•(M) = DX ⊗OX ∧•TX ⊗OX M = K•(OX) ⊗OX M of M is taken with
respect to the left OX -module structure on K•(OX), the DX -module structure is
given by the diagonal action of TX , and the differential is induced from the usual
DX -linear differential of K•(OX). It follows from Lemma 2.12 that K•(M) is locally
free over DX , so that K•(M) is a resolution of M by acyclic objects. We have (as
detailed below)
RHomDX (M,DX) = HomDX (K•(M),DX) = HomOX (K•(M),DX)TX
= HomOX (K•(OX), HomOX (M,DX))TX = HomDX (K•(OX), HomOX (M,DX))
= HomDX (K•(OX), HomOX (M,OX)⊗OX DX) = Ω•X(M∗ ⊗OX DX).
The last entry on the first line denotes the TX-invariants with respect to the diagonal
action on HomOX (K•(M),DX), and the isomorphism relies on the fact that DX is
generated by OX and TX . The first equality on the second line is adjunction for
OX -modules, noting that it is an isomorphism of OX -modules (before taking TX -
invariants). In the last line, Ω•X(M
∗ ⊗OX DX) is the de Rham complex of the free
DX -module M∗⊗OX DX (Lem. 2.12). Since Ω•X(DX) is a resolution of ωX [loc cit,
Lemma 1.5.27] it follows that Ω•X(M
∗⊗OXDX) is a resolution ofM∗⊗OX ωX [−dX ].
This gives DX(M) ∼=M∗. 
It is a general fact that π! defines a functor hol(DY ) → hol(DX) (see [35, Th.
3.2.3]), therefore one also gets the functor π+ = DXπ
!DY : hol(DY )→ hol(DX).
Lemma 2.13. If M ∈ Con(DY ), then π!(M) = π+(M).
In fact, it suffices that π be non-characteristic with respect toM for this identity
to hold [35, Th 2.7.1].
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Proof. We apply Proposition 2.11 and notice that π!(M∗) is also a connection,
π+(M) = DXπ
!
DYM = (π
!(M∗))∗ = π!(M),
where the last equality follows since M is locally free over OY and X/Y is flat. 
Proposition 2.14. Let π : X → Y be a finite morphism of smooth varieties and
N be a holonomic DX-module.
(1) If π+(N) = 0, then N = 0.
(2) If π+(N) is a connection, then N is a connection.
(3) The following are equivalent for a non-zero connection N :
(a) π+(N) is a connection.
(b) π is e´tale.
Proof. We can assume that X and Y are affine, so that we have a finite map
π : A→ B of smooth k-algebras. The sequence (2.4.1) also gives the exact sequence
0 → DB → DB←A → ωB/A ⊗B limnExt1B(PnB/A, B) → 0, so that tensoring with
the DB-module N results in the exact sequence
0→ π∗(N)→ π+(N) = DB←A⊗DBN → ωB/A⊗B lim
n
Ext1B(PnB/A, B)⊗DBN → 0.
This implies (1). If the middle term is finite over A, then N is a finite B-module,
giving (2). (3): If π is e´tale, then DA→B ∼= DB, which gives that π+(N) is a
connection, proving (a). If π is not e´tale, then the right hand side of the above
exact sequence is a non-zero torsion A-module, hence is not a connection, and, since
the image of a morphism from a connection to a D-module again is a connection,
π+(N) cannot be a connection. This proves (b). 
2.5.2. Duality and finite morphisms.
Theorem 2.15. Let π : X → Y be a finite map of smooth varieties. Then DY π+ =
π+DX and we have the adjoint triple (π
+, π+, π
!). If moreover π is smooth, then
π! = π+ and we have the adjoint triple of functors (π+, π
+, π+), i.e. π+ is both the
left and right adjoint functor of π+.
There exists an isomorphism of functors π+DX = DY π+ for any proper map
π of smooth varieties, but since the proof is fairly involved (see [12, Th. 2.11.3;
15, Prop. 9.6; 35, Th. 2.7.2]) we give a more accessible proof for a finite map,
based on Proposition 2.10, paying special attention to the role of Proposition 2.2.
Proofs of the other assertions in Theorem 2.15 can also be found in [loc. cit].
Lemma 2.16. Let M1 and M2 be left DB-modules. Then (M1 ⊗B ωB)⊗DB M2 =
(ωB ⊗B M2)⊗DB M1 as B-modules.
Proof. We know that M1 ⊗B ωB and ωB ⊗B M2 are right DB-modules, where
the DB-action is determined by the action of derivations δ of B, according to
(m1 ⊗ η) · δ = (−δ · m1) ⊗ η +m1 ⊗ (η · δ) where η · δ is the negative of the Lie
derivative of η along δ. Similarly, (η⊗m2)·δ = η⊗(−δ ·m2)+(η ·δ)⊗m2. Therefore
both sides makes sense. The map φ : (M1⊗B ωB)⊗DB M2 → (ωB ⊗BM2)⊗DB M1,
φ(m1 ⊗ η ⊗m2) = η ⊗m2 ⊗m1 is well-defined, since by the above description a
simple computation shows that φ(((m1 ⊗ η) · δ) ⊗ m2) = φ((m1 ⊗ η) ⊗ (δ · m2)).
Clearly, φ is an isomorphism. 
Proof of Theorem 2.15. DY π+ = π+DX : Since π∗(OX) is locally free over
OY , and also in order to see the main steps clearly we work instead with a finite
homomorphism A → B of smooth k-algebras, so that B is free over A. First note
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that DA←B is a free left DA-module, so that
RHomDA(DB←A,DA) = HomDA(DA ⊗A ωB/A,DA) = HomA(ωB/A, A)⊗A DA
= B ⊗A DA = DA→B,(*)
where the equalities are canonical isomorphisms of (DB,DA)-bimodules. Also, since
DA→B is a free right DA-module, we have
RHomDA(DA→B ,DA) = HomDA(B ⊗A DA,DA) = HomA(B,A)⊗A DA =
= ωB/A ⊗A DA = DB←A,(*’)
where the equalities are canonical isomorphisms of (DA,DB)-bimodules. If M is a
holonomicDB-module we have canonical isomorphisms of complexes ofDA-modules
(as detailed below)
DA(π+(M))[−dA] = RHomDA(DA←B ⊗DB M,DA)⊗A ω−1A
= RHomDA(DA←B ⊗LDB M,DA)⊗ ω−1A(1)
= RHomDB (M,RHomDA(DA←B,DA))⊗A ω−1A(2)
= RHomDB (M,DA→B)⊗A ω−1A(3)
= RHomDB (M,DB ⊗LDB DA→B)⊗A ω−1A(4)
= RHomDB (M,DB)⊗LDB DA→B ⊗A ω−1A
= (DB(M)[−dB]⊗B ωB)⊗DB DA→B ⊗A ω−1A(5)
= (ωB ⊗B DA→B ⊗A ω−1A )⊗DB (DB(M)[−dB])(6)
= DA←B ⊗DB DB(M)[−dB] = π+(DB(M)[−dB]).(7)
(1,4,5) follow from Proposition 2.10; (2) is ordinary adjunction in the derived sense;
(3) follows from (*); (6) follows from Lemma 2.16, noting that ωB⊗BDA→B⊗Aω−1A
is a (DA,DB)-bimodule; (7) follows from (BM) in Section 2.4. Finally, we note that
dA = dB.
(π+, π
+) is an adjoint pair of functors: Let D(DB) and D(DA) be the derived
categories of bounded complexes of DB and DA-modules of finite type, respectively.
Then we have (as detailed below)
HomD(DB)(M,π
!(N)) = HomD(DB)(M,DA→B ⊗DA N)
= HomD(DB)(M,RHomDA(DB←A,DA)⊗LDA N)(1)
= HomD(DA)(M,RHomDA(DB←A, N))
= HomD(DA)(DB←A ⊗LDB M,N)(2)
= HomD(DA)(DB←A ⊗DB M,N)(3)
= HomD(DA)(π+(M), N).
(1) follows since DA→B is free over DA and from (*), (2) is ordinary adjunction in
the derived sense, and (3) follows from Proposition 2.10.
(π+, π+) is an adjoint pair: This follows formally from the already proven
DY π+DX = π+.
For a proof that DXπ
! = π!DY when π is smooth, see [15, VII, Cor. 9.14; 35, Th.
2.1] 
Remark 2.17. Notice that in the proof of π+D = Dπ+ we need Proposition 2.2 at
the step (7), in stark contrast to the situation for right D-modules, where it is not
needed; see Section 2.7.
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2.6. The trace. The trace homomorphism for A-modules relative to a finite map
A→ B was discussed in Section 2.3 for the DA-module A. For general DA-modules
M the trace morphism is
Tr : π+π
!(M) = HomA(B,DA)⊗DB B ⊗AM →M,
λ⊗ b⊗m 7→ λ(b) ·m.
Since B is locally free over A it follows that Tr is surjective.
The traces in the category of OY - and DY -modules are related in a commutative
diagram of DpiY -modules:
π∗(π
!′(M)) //
Tr

π+π
!(M)
Tr

M
= // M.
where π!
′
is the right adjoint of π∗ in the category of O-modules.
Proposition 2.18. Let X → Y be a finite morphism and M ∈ Con(DY ). The
composition
M → π+π+(M) ∼= π+π!(M)→M
is given by m 7→ trX/Y (1)m. Hence M → π+π+(M) is a split homomorphism.
Proof. The isomorphism follows from Lemma 2.13. For the remaining part we can
assume that X and Y are affine. The map ψ : M → π+π+(M) is m 7→ trB/A⊗1⊗
m ∈ HomA(B,DA)⊗DB B ⊗AM , so that composing with Tr : π+π!(M)→M , we
get the map Tr ◦ψ(m) = trB/A(1)m. 
2.7. A D-module motivation for the isomorphism η. The existence of the
isomorphism (1) in Proposition 2.2 seems coincidental when viewing it from within
the category of O-modules. Taking into account the action of the ring of differential
operators we will now construct this isomorphism in a natural way.
Put D′X(M) = RHomDX (M,DX [dX ]), so that DX(M) = D′X(M)⊗OXω−1X . This
defines functors
D
′
X : D
b
hol,left(DX)→ Dbhol,right(DX), D′X : Dbhol,right(DX)→ Dbhol,left(DX),
whereDbhol,∗(DX) denotes the category of bounded complexes of left (right) coherent
DX -modules with holonomic homology. Then D′X is an equivalence of categories,
D′X ◦ D′X = id, and D′X(OX) = ωX . Let
(P) η′ : HomDY ,left(π+(OX),OY ) ∼= HomDY ,right(D′Y (OY ),D′Y (π+(OX))
be the isomorphism that arises from applying D′Y .
The direct image of a right DX -module N is π+(N) = π∗(N ⊗DX DX→Y ). We
have then for a left DX -module
(∗) D′Y (π+(M)) = π+(D′X(M)).
The proof can be read off from the proof that DAπ+ = π+DB in Theorem 2.15,
simply be erasing all the occurrences of ωA and ωB, but to see clearly that we do
not need the fact that ωB/A is isomorphic to ω
−1
A ⊗A ωB we again write down the
needed steps and refer to the previous proof for explanations:
D
′
A(π+(M))[−dA] = RHomDA(DA←B ⊗DB M,DA) = RHomDA(DA←B ⊗LDB M,DA)
= RHomDB(M,RHomDA(DA←B,DA)) = RHomDB(M,DA→B)
= RHomDB(M,DB ⊗LDB DA→B) = RHomDB (M,DB)⊗LDB DA→B
= D′B(M)[−dB]⊗LDB DA→B = π+(D′B(M))[−dB ].
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The proof of Proposition 2.2 contains two canonical homomorphisms, one of
left D(T piY )-modules trpi : π∗(OX) → OY (the trace map) and one of right D(T piY )-
modules λpi : ωY → π∗(ωX) (the Jacobian map). Here trpi is a restriction of the
trace morphism of left DY -modules Trpi : π+π!(OY ) = π+(OX) → OY in the
following sense
trpi = Trpi ◦Θ
(see Proposition 4.14), while λpi can be extended to a homomorphism of right DY -
modules
λˆpi : ωY → π+(ωX) = π∗(ωX ⊗DX DX→Y ), ν 7→ λpi(ν) ⊗ 1,
where π+(ωX) is the direct image of the right DX -module ωX .
Proposition 2.19. We have
HomDY ,left(π+(OX),OY ) = kTrpi, HomDY ,right(ωY , π+(ωX)) = kλˆpi.
The isomorphism η′ induces an isomorphism
η′ : HomDY ,left(π+(OX),OY ) ∼= HomDY ,right(ωY , π+(ωX)),
so that in particular η′(Trpi) = cλˆpi, for some non-zero element c in k. Moreover,
η′ induces the DX(T piY )-linear isomorphism
η : ωX/Y → ωX ⊗OX π∗(ω−1Y )
as described in Proposition 2.2.
Proposition 2.19 thus states that the extensions of the canonical maps trpi and
λpi to homomorphisms of D-modules are in fact Poincare´ duals of one another, up
to a multiplicative constant.
Proof. By Theorem 2.15
dimk HomDY (π+(OX),OY ) = dimk HomDX (OX , π!(OY ))
= dimk HomDX (OX ,OX) = 1.
Therefore Trpi generates the first hom-space; that λˆpi generates the second one is
proven similarly.
To see the isomorphism η′, use (P),(∗), and the fact that D′X(OX) = ωX and
D′Y (OY ) = ωY . That η′(Trpi) = cλˆpi follows from what is already proven.
That η′ restricts to the isomorphism η follows since η was defined by mapping
trpi to λpi in the proof of Proposition 2.2. 
3. Semisimple inverse and direct images
To begin there is a discussion of descent for D-modules, later applied for the
main result in this section, that if π is finite, then π+ is a semisimple functor
on the category of holonomic modules, and if one also knows the symmetries of
M (the intertia group) one gets a complete abstract decomposition in terms of
representations of the inertia group. It is discussed when the semisimplicity of
N or π!(N) implies the semisimplicity of the other, and Clifford’s theorem about
restrictions of representations of finite groups is extended to D-modules.
The well-known normal basis theorem for Galois field extensions L/K/k, here
assuming the characteristic 0 and that K/k is transcendent, is complemented by
showing that cyclic generators of a module over the group algebra are the same as
cyclic generators over the ring of differential operators.
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3.1. Descent of D-modules. By a theorem of Grothendieck [32], if π : X → Y is a
finite surjective morphism of smooth varieties, then the inverse image functor N 7→
π∗(N) induces an equivalence between the category Mod(OY ) of quasi-coherent
OY -modules and the category DesY (OX) of descent data (M,φ) of quasi-coherent
sheaves M on X , where φ : p∗1(M)
∼= p∗2(M), and pi : X ×Y X → X (i = 1, 2) are
the two projection maps, and the isomorphism φ satisfies a cocycle condition with
respect to the different projections pij : X ×Y X ×Y X → X ×Y X (for details, see
([19, Ch. 6.1, Th.4 ]; it is actually sufficient to require that π be a faithfully flat
quasi-compact morphism of schemes when working with Mod(OY )).
Since π, pi and pij are finite maps, the sheaf of liftable derivations T
pi
Y maps to
π∗(DX), (π◦pi)∗(DX×YX), and (π◦pij ◦pi)∗(DX×YX×YX). Hence the image gener-
ates a subsheaf T piX ⊂ DX (as Lie algebra and OX -module), and we can consider the
subring DX(T piX) of DX that it generates (see also (2.2)); similarly we have the sub-
rings DX×YX(T piX×YX) ⊂ DX×YX and DX×YX×YX(T piX×YX×YX) ⊂ DX×YX×YX .
Let Des(D(T piX)) be the subcategory of DesY (OX) consisting of coherent DX(T piX)-
modules with descent data (M,φ), where now φ is an isomorphism of DX(T piX)-
modules; notice that the pull-back p∗i (M) (i = 1, 2) is naturally a DX×YX(T piX×YX)-
module when M is a DX(T piX))-module, and similarly the pull-backs of p∗i (M) to
X ×Y X ×Y X forms DX×Y ×X×YX(T piX×Y×X×YX)-modules.
The inverse image functor π! defines a functor
g! : coh(DY (T piY ))→ DesY (DX(T piX)), N 7→ g!(N) = π!(N),
writing g! instead of π! since the target category is different3. The Grothendieck
equivalence then implies:
Lemma 3.1. Assume that π is a finite morphism of smooth varieties. We have an
equivalence of categories
g+ : coh(DY (T piY ))→ DesY (DX(T piX))), N 7→ g+(N) = π!(N).
The equivalence g+ is compatible with base change, so that in particular we get
also the equivalence, referring to the diagram (BC),
coh(DY0) = coh(D(T piY0)) ∼= DesY0(DX0(T piX0)) = DesY0(DX0).
Over the generic point coh(DK) ∼= DesK(DL), where K and L are the fraction
fields of Y and X , respectively. We will have great use of this when moreover L/K
is Galois, and the descent category can be recognized as an ordinary category of
modules over a skew group ring. Say that π is a Galois covering (a.k.a. trivial
torsor) if there exists a finite group G of Y -automorphisms of X , defining an action
· : G×X → X such that the morphism
G×k X → X ×Y X, (g, x) 7→ (g · x, x)
is an isomorphism of schemes, where G is regarded as a discrete group scheme (see
[19, Ch. 6.2, Example B]). If π is a Galois covering, then X → Y is e´tale (so that
D(T piY ) = DY ), and conversely, if BG is the invariant ring with respect to a faithful
action on B, and the associated morphism π : SpecB → SpecBG is e´tale, then π
is a Galois covering. In particular, SpecL→ SpecK is Galois if K is the fixed field
of a finite group of automorphisms of the field L.
An automorphism φ of L induces an automorphism DL → DL, P 7→ Pφ =
φ ◦ P ◦ φ−1. Let now G be a subgroup of Aut(L/k). The category Mod(k[G],DL)
of (k[G],DL)-modules consists of DL-modules M which is also a k[G]-module, such
that g · Pm = P gg · m , m ∈ M, g ∈ G. The (skew) group algebra DL[G] of
3Since X ×Y X and X ×Y X ×Y X need not be smooth when pi is ramified, the pull-backs
p∗i (M) (i = 1, 2) need not form D-modules. Assuming pi is e´tale we do get D-modules, since then
DX(T
pi
X ) = DX .
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G with coefficients in DL consists of functions
∑
g∈G Pgg : G → DL, g 7→ Pg ,
where the product is
∑
g1∈G
Pg1g1 ·
∑
g2∈G
Qg2g2 =
∑
g1,g2∈G
(Pg1Q
g1
g2)(g1g2). Then
Mod(k[G],DL) = Mod(DL[G]), and it is somewhat more convenient to work with
DL[G]-modules instead of (k[G],DL)-modules.
The following lemma collects the descent and ascent functors between the cat-
egories Mod(DL[G]) and Mod(DK). Denote by DlL the ordinary (DL[G],DK)-
bimodule structure of DL and put DrL = HomDL[G](DlL,DL[G]), which is a (DK ,-
DL[G])-bimodule in a natural way; we also have DlL = HomDK (DrL,DK).
Lemma 3.2. We have the adjoint triple of functors between the categoriesMod(DK)
and Mod(DL[G])
(DrL ⊗DL[G] ·,DlL ⊗DK ·, HomDL[G](DlL, ·)),
where moreover the left and right adjoint functors of DlL ⊗DK · are isomorphic, i.e.
HomDL[G](DlL, ·) ∼= DrL ⊗DL[G] ·. We have DrL ⊗DL[G] M =MG.
Proof. Below M and N are left DL[G]- and DK-modules, respectively. To begin,
(DlL ⊗DK ·, HomDL[G](DlL, ·)) is an adjoint pair:
HomDL(DlL ⊗DK N,M) = HomDK (N,HomDL[G](DlL,M)) = HomDK (N,MG).
The right DK-module DL is free (see Lemma 2.12), so that after selecting a basis
we can define an isomorphism of DL[G]-modules which is functorial in N
DlL ⊗DK N = HomDK (DrL,DK)⊗DK N ∼= HomDK (DrL, N).
Therefore
HomDL[G](M,DlL ⊗DK N) = HomDL[G](M,HomDK (DrL, N))
= HomDK (DrL ⊗DL[G] M,N),
showing that (DrL ⊗DL[G] ·,DL ⊗DK ·) is an adjoint pair. It remains to see that
the left- and right-adjoints of DlL ⊗DK · are isomorphic functors (this would be
immediate if we know already that DlL ⊗DK · defines an equivalence of categories).
There is a homomorphism of DK-modules which is functorial in M
DrL ⊗DL[G] M = HomDL[G](DlL,DL[G])⊗DL[G] M → HomDL[G](DlL,M),
φ⊗m 7→ (P 7→ φ(P )m).
Since both functors in M (on either side of the arrow) are additive and exact, to
see that it is an isomorphism it suffices to check the assertion when M = DL[G],
in which case the left hand side becomes DL considered as left DK-module (by
multiplication on DL from the left). For the right hand side we have isomorphisms
of left DK-modules, noticing that the action of DK commutes with the action of G,
HomDL[G](DlL,DL[G]) = (DL[G])G = (DL ⊗K K[G])G
= (HomK(K,DL ⊗K K[G]))G = HomK(K[G]∗,DL)G
= HomK[G](K[G],DL) = DL.
We have used here the fact the group ring K[G] is self-dual, HomK(K[G],K) ∼=
K[G] as K[G]-modules. 
Remark 3.3. The functors in Lemma 3.2 in fact define equivalences of categories,
as follows from a suitable Morita theorem (see [67, Th. 2.5, Cor 2.6]). Since DX
is simple, the Morita theorem gives an equivalence Mod(DX [G]) ∼= Mod(DpiY ) when
Y = XG. However, I believe it is more conceptual to arrive at the equivalence
Mod(DL[G]) ∼= Mod(DK) below by appealing to descent.
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Proposition 3.4. (Galois descent) Let π : X → Y be a Galois covering with Galois
group G. Then
DesY (DX) ∼= Mod(DX [G]),
and we have an equivalence of categories
g+ : Mod(DY )→ Mod(DX [G]), N 7→ g+(N) = π!(N).
The quasi-inverse is
g+ : Mod(DX [G])→ Mod(DY ), M 7→ π∗(DrX ⊗DX [G] M) = π∗(MG),
where DX is regarded as a (DY ,DX [G])-bimodule. In particular, the functor
g+ : Mod(DK)→ Mod(DL[G]), N 7→ g+(N) = π!(N),
defines an equivalence of categories, with quasi-inverse
g+ : Mod(DL[G])→ Mod(DK), M 7→ DrL ⊗DL[G] M =MG.
Proof. This is certainly well-known, but I have been unable to find a precise refer-
ence, and at the same time it would require much space to write down a detailed
proof. Instead one can look at [19, Ch. 6.2, Example B], where it is is proven that
a G-action on an X-scheme Z is equivalent to a descent datum on Z. In that proof
(where in the notation of [loc cit] S = Y, S′ = X and X = Z) one can replace the X-
scheme Z everywhere by, on the one hand, a coherent DX -module with a G-action,
which is the same as a DX [G]-module, and on the other hand it can be replaced by
a coherent DX -module provided with e´tale descent datum, and all arrows between
X-schemes are replaced by homomorphisms of DX -modules. 
Remark 3.5. Assume that X → Y is a Galois covering andM be a DX [G]-module.
We have then a canonical homomorphism of DY -modules
g+(M) ∼= π∗(HomDX [G](DlX ,M))→ π∗(M) ∼= π+(M), φ 7→ φ(1).
More concretely this can be identified with the inclusion π∗(M
G) ⊂ π∗(M).
If X/Y is Galois then the category DesY (DX) is fibred over Mod(DX), i.e. we
have the functor
e+ : DesY (DX) ∼= Mod(DX [G])→ Mod(DX),
where e+(M) is the DX -module that remains after forgetting the G-action. In this
context Maschke’s theorem takes the following form:
Proposition 3.6. Assume that L/K is Galois with Galois group G.
(1) Consider the functor e+ : Mod(DL[G]) → Mod(DL), where e+(M) is M
regarded as DL-module only. Then e+(M) is semisimple if and only if M
is semisimple.
(2) Let ψ : H → G be a homomorphism of finite groups (so that L is a DL[H ]-
module using ψ). Let M be a DL[H ]-module such that M is semisimple as
DL-module. Then
DL[G]⊗DL[H] M
is a semisimple DL[G]-module.
Proof. (1): The proof that M is semisimple when e+(M) is semisimple is proven
exactly in the same way as the usual Maschke theorem for modules over group rings,
by averaging over the finite group G. Conversely, if M1 is a maximal proper sub-
module of e+(M), then gM1 is another maximal proper submodule, implying that
the radical of e+(M) is a DL[G]-submodule of M , hence it is 0 if M is semisimple;
therefore e+(M) is semisimple.
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(2): We have
e+(DL[G]⊗DL[H] M) =
⊕
gi∈G/ψ(H)
gi ⊗M
where the notation on the right side is explained above Definition 3.8. Since M is
semisimple it follows that each gi⊗M is semisimple, hence (2) follows from (1). 
The duality DL onModfd(DL) restricts to a duality on the subcategoryModfd(DL[G])
of Modfd(DL). The descent functors respect this duality.
Lemma 3.7.
DLg
+ = g+DK , and DKg+ = g+DL.
Proof. If M ∈Modfd(DL[G]) there exists a G-equivariant resolution of M ,
DK(M
G) = ExtnDK (M
G,DK) = ExtnDL(M,DL)G = (DL(M))G.
Therefore, since DKπ+ = π+DL, we have DKg+ = g+DL. Moreover, as g
+ = π+
and DLπ
+ = π+DK , it follows that DLg
+ = g+DK . 
3.2. Twisted modules and the inertia group. If L/K is Galois and M is a
simple DL-modules of finite dimension over L, we will decompose π+(M) using
translation symmetries of M with respect to elements in the Galois group. An
automorphism φ of the field L gives rise to a new DL-module Mφ, where M =Mφ
as sets, but the action of DL is twisted as
P ·m = Pφ−1m, P ∈ DL, m ∈M,
where on the right the Pφ
−1
-action is already known. Notice that Mφ = M as
DK-module if K is fixed by φ. Let G be a subgroup of the Galois group AutK(L)
of L over K, and consider the DL[G]-module DL[G] ⊗DL M . Then as DL-module
we have
DL[G]⊗DL M =
⊕
g∈G
Mg,
where we have identified the DL-submodule g⊗M with the twisted module Mg. If
M is simple then each twisted module Mg is also simple, so we can conclude that
DL[G]⊗DL M is semisimple, by Proposition 3.6.
Definition 3.8. Let L/K be a finite Galois field extension and M be a simple
DL-module. The inertia group of M over K is the following subgroup of the Galois
group
GM = {g ∈ AutK(L) | Mg ∼=M}.
The inertia group is important partly because of the following proposition. We
will later see more precisely how it controls the decomposition of π+(M) (Th. 3.27).
Proposition 3.9. Let π : SpecL→ SpecL be the morphisms of schemes associated
to a finite Galois extension L/K. If M is a simple DL-module with trivial inertia
group GM = {e}, then π+(M) is a simple DK-module.
The proof will be presented a little later. If L/K is not Galois it does not follow
that π+(M) is simple. For example, if L 6= K and GL = Aut(L/K) = {e}, then
the module π+(L) always contains the proper submodule K.
To give a concrete application we consider the effect of going to invariant differen-
tial operators on natural rank 1 D-modules that can be associated to arrangements
of hyperplanes in Cn. Put B = C[x1, . . . , xn] and M
β
α = DBαβ ⊂ Bα ⊗B Mβα ,
αβ =
∏
i∈H α
βi
i , where the αi are linear forms in C
n and βi ∈ C. In general Mβα is
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not simple and I do not know a precise condition on β that makes Mβα it so, but if
N is high enough and n = (ni) ∈ Nn satisfies ni ≥ N , then Mβ+nα is simple.4
LetG ⊂ Glk(V ) be a subgroup that is generated by pseudoreflections of the finite-
dimensional vector space V , and B = S(V ) the symmetric algebra. Let π : A =
BG → B be the inclusion of the invariant ring, where A again is a polynomial ring
by the Chevalley-Shephard-Todd theorem. The action of an element g in G takes a
linear form αi to another linear form g · αi. Let A = (α1, · · · , αr) be a set of linear
forms that is preserved by G and put αβ =
∏
αi∈A
αβii . Then g(α
β) = (gα)β = αγ ,
so that putting g · β = γ one can regard G as acting on the exponents β of the
linear forms. Then
g ⊗Mβα ∼=Mβg·α ∼=Mgβα
and Mgβα
∼= Mβα if and only of β − g · β ≡ 0 (modZn). By Proposition 3.9 we can
conclude the following result.
Proposition 3.10. Assume that Mβα is simple. Then the following assertions are
equivalent:
(1) π+(M
β
α ) is simple.
(2) β − g · β 6≡ 0 (modZn), g ∈ G, g 6= e.
Proof of Proposition 3.9. Since π+(M) = DL ⊗DL[G] DL[G]⊗DL M it suffices to
prove that DL[G]⊗DLM is a simple DL[G]-module, where G is the Galois group of
L/K (Prop. 3.4). Since GM is trivial, the simple module 1⊗M has multiplicity 1 in
DL[G]⊗DLM . Let p : DL[G]⊗DLM →M = 1⊗M be the DL-linear projection on
1⊗M . By Proposition 3.6 DL[G]⊗DL M is semisimple, hence it contains a simple
DL[G]-submodule N such that p(N) 6= 0. Since N ⊂ DL[G] ⊗DL M is semisimple
as DL-module and 1⊗M has multiplicity 1, it follows that 1⊗M ⊂ N . Therefore,
DL[G]⊗DL M = DL[G](1 ⊗M) ⊂ N , which implies the assertion. 
In general the inertia group GM of a simple DL-module M (Def. 3.8) only has
a projective action on M , so that we will have to replace GM by a certain central
extension G¯M to make M inte a G¯M -module. The construction is as follows. For
each element g in GM there exists an isomorphism of DL-modules φ(g) :M →Mg,
and, since k is algebraically closed, φ(g) is determined up to a factor in k∗. This
gives rise to a cocycle
f : G×G→ k∗, f(g1, g2) = φ(g1)φ(g1g2)−1φ(g2),
where f(g1, g2) is a DL-linear automorphism of the simple module M and is hence
determined by an element in k∗. Putting n = |GM | it follows that fn is a
coboundary, so that the cocycle f determines an element in the cohomology group
H2(GM , µn), where µn ⊂ k∗ is the subgroup of nth roots of unity. Also, f deter-
mines a central extension
(3.2.1) 1→ µn → G¯M ψ−→ GM → 1
of GM by µn such thatM is a module over DL[G¯M ]. One may call the pair (G¯M , ψ)
the true inertia group of M .
If a DL-module M is not a DL[GM ]-module it will not descend to a DL1-module,
for L1 = L
GM . But there exists a Galois extensions L′/L/K with Galois groups
H = Aut(L′/L) and G′ = Aut(L′/K), where G¯M ⊂ G′. Then if p : SpecL′ →
SpecL is the map of L′/L, it follows that p!(M) is a DL′ [G¯M ]-module. Conversely,
if M is a DL′ [G¯M ]-module where G¯M ⊂ G, then the invariant space MH is a
DL[G¯M ]-module, giving rise to projective DL[GM ]-module.
4Conditions that the localized DB-module Bα ⊗B M
β
α be simple can be found in [27].
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The map ψ induces a homomorphism of rings
DL[G¯M ]→ DL[G],
and using this homomorphism, DL[G] becomes a right DL[G¯M ]-module.
Example 3.11. Let L/K be a finite Galois extension with group G and ∆ be a
G-semiinvariant in L, by which we intend that g ·∆ = λ(g)∆, where λ is a character
G→ k∗. We put µ = ∆1/m and define the DL-module M = DLµ, where µ can be
regarded as an abstract generator for M such that ∂ · µ = ∂(∆)m∆ µ, ∂ ∈ TL, but also
as an element in the field extension L[∆1/m]. Make a choice of function G → k∗,
g 7→ λ(g)1/m ∈ k∗, such that (λ(g)1/m)m = λ(g). Then we get an isomorphism of
DL-modules
φ(g) :M ∼=Mg, lµ 7→ λ(g)1/mlgµ, l ∈ L,
and a cocycle c : G × G → µn, c(g1, g2) = λ(g−11 )1/mλ(g−12 )1/mλ(g1g2)1/m. It
defines a central extension µm → G¯→ G and M is a DL[G¯]-module. For example,
let ∆ the alternating polynomial in k[x1, . . . , xn], G = Sn be the symmetric group,
and L be the fraction field of the polynomial ring k[x1, . . . , xn]. Since Sn only has
one non-trivial character, it follows that the above constructed map S¯n → Sn is
non-split, and that the DL[S¯n]- module L(∆)1/m is not a DL[Sn]-module.
Below we consider DL[G] as a (DL,DL[G¯M ])-bimodule, where the left action of
DL is the natural multiplication map.
Proposition 3.12. Assume that π : SpecL→ SpecK is Galois with cyclic Galois
group G. Let M be a simple DL-module such that GM = G, then M = π!(N) for
some simple DK-module N .
Remark 3.13. By the equivalence in Theorem 5.31, Proposition 3.12 is an exten-
sion of [1, Th. 11.22].
Proof. Since the cohomology group H2(G, k∗) = 0 when G is cyclic it follows that
M is a DL[G]-module. Then the assertion follows from Proposition 3.4. 
3.3. Decomposition of inverse images. We know that j+(N) = j!(N) is semisim-
ple ifN is semisimple and j is an open immersion. It has more generally been conjec-
tured by M. Kashiwara [44] that π!(N) be semisimple when π is non-characteristic
to M (this notion is explained in [35, Sec. 2.4]). Using only algebraic methods
the result below includes a weaker version of this conjecture. When π is Galois
Theorem 3.17 is a more precise description of the inverse image in terms of the
inertia group.
Theorem 3.14. Let π : X → Y be a surjective morphism of smooth varieties over
a field k of characteristic 0, and let N be a holonomic DY -module.
(1) Assume that π is smooth. Then π!(N) is semisimple if and only if N is
semisimple, and if π!(N) is simple, then N is simple.
(2) If N is a semisimple connection, then π!(N) is a semisimple connection.
(3) Assume π is finite. If π!(N) is semisimple, then N is semisimple, and if
π!(N) is simple, then N is simple.
(4) Assume that N is semisimple and Ny is of finite type over OY,y for all
points y of height ≤ 1 such that the closure of y intersects the discriminant
Dpi, i.e. {y}− ∩Dpi 6= ∅. Then π!(N) is semisimple.
Remark 3.15. (1) The assertion in Theorem 3.14(2) will be extended in The-
orem 5.39 to arbitrary morphisms of smooth varieties for a certain class of
connections.
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(2) Notice that if π arises from a finite field extension L/K, then both (1) and
(3) applies. If DK is replaced by the subring K[∂] that is generated by a
single derivation ∂ of K/k, then the assertion that L⊗K N is semisimple if
and only of N is semisimple also follows from [55, §1, Proposition; 75, Prop.
2.7].
(3) In general, π!(N) need not be semisimple when π is finite and surjective,
and N is a simple holonomic module. For example, N can coincide with
its maximal extension N = i+i
+(N), in the notation of the diagram (BC),
implying that π!(N) = j+j
+(π!(N)) = j+π
!
0i
+(N), while j!+(π
!
0i
+(N)) 6=
j+π
!
0i
+(N). More concretely, let π : A→ B be a finite map of smooth local
k-algebras, x ∈ mB \ m2B and F ∈ A[t] be such that F (x) = 0 and F 6= 0;
let F ∂ be the action of a derivation ∂ ∈ TA/k on the coefficients of F . Then
∂(x) = −F ∂(x)/F ′(x) and we get the DA-module N = DAx. I am unaware
of an algorithm, given F , to decide whether N is simple, but if F = tn − y
for some integer n > 1, then we write N = DAy1/n, which indeed is a
simple module. However, π!(N) = B(x), which is not semisimple.
Proof of Theorem 3.14. For the proof of (1) and (2) we factorize π by a finite
map f : X → Z = Y ×k X and a projection p : Z → Y . Since π! = f ! ◦ p! it
follows that it suffices to prove the assertions when π is either finite or a projection,
and since p!(N) is simple if and only if N is simple it suffices to consider finite
morphisms.
(1): By the above discussion we can assume that π is e´tale, and we have to prove
that π!(N) is semisimple when N is simple. Then N is the minimal extension of a
simple DY,ξ-module Nξ for some point ξ in Y , i.e., in the notation of Theorem 9.10,
N = N(ξ). Since π is e´tale it follows that π!(N) is a minimal extension,
π!(N) =
⊕
x∈pi−1(ξ)
π!(N)(x).
It suffices therefore to prove that the DX,x-module M = π!(N)x is semisimple
when x ∈ π−1(ξ). Let L1 = kX,x and K = kY,ξ be the residue fields at x and
ξ respectively. Since suppM = {mX,x}, by Kashiwara’s equivalence it suffices to
prove that M0 = M
mX,x is a semisimple DL1-module. We have M0 = L1 ⊗K N0,
where N0 = N
mY,ξ ; since Nξ is simple, it follows, again by Kashiwara’s equivalence,
that N0 is a simple DK -module. Select a field extension L/L1/K such that L/K
is Galois, with Galois group G; hence L/L1 is also Galois and we let H denote its
Galois group. In the notation of Section 3.1
L⊗K N0 = DL ⊗DK N0 = e+(DlL ⊗DK N0),
and by Proposition 3.4 DlL⊗DK N0 is a semisimple DL[G]-module, hence by Propo-
sition 3.6, (1), L ⊗K N0 is semisimple. Again since DlL ⊗DK N0 is a semisimple
DL[G]-module, hence a semisimple DL[H ]-module5, and
M0 = DL1 ⊗DK N0 = DrL ⊗DL[H] DlL ⊗DL1 DL1 ⊗DK N0
= DrL ⊗DL[H] DlL ⊗DK N0,
Proposition 3.4 implies that M0 is semisimple. Conversely, if M0 = DL1 ⊗DK N0 is
semisimple, then DlL ⊗DL1 DL1 ⊗DK N0 is a DL[G]-module which is semimple overDL[H ], and therefore it is semisimple as DL[G]-module too (Prop. 3.6), hence by
Proposition 3.4 N0 is semisimple.
Since a DL[G]-module is simple if its restriction to a DL[H ]-module is simple, it
follows from the above argument that N is simple when π!(N) is simple.
5This is proven in the same way as in the proof that e+ is a semisimple functor in Proposi-
tion 3.6(1)
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(2): By generic smoothness of π, (1) implies that π!(N) is generically semisimple.
Hence π!(N) is a connection that extends a semisimple DX0 -module on some open
subset X0 of X , it follows that π
!(N) is semisimple (Prop. 9.13).
(3): The remaining part to prove, that N is (semi-)simple when π!(N) is (semi-)
simple is postponed until after Theorem 3.21.
(4): Assume that N is simple. Since X0/Y0 is e´tale, by (1) it follows that
j!(π!(N)) = π!0i
!(N) is semisimple when N is semisimple. Since Ny is of finite type
whenever y is a point of height ≤ 1 whose closure intersects Dpi, it follows that
π!(N)x is of finite type over OX,x when x is a point of height ≤ 1 whose closure
intersects Bpi. Proposition 9.13 now implies that π
!(N) is semisimple. 
As explained in (3), the proof that N is semisimple when π!(N) is semisimple and
π is finite is postponed to (3.4), since we first need to see that π+ is a semisimple
functor. To prove this, in turn, we need the following special case of Theorem 3.14,
(3).
Lemma 3.16. Make one of the assumptions:
(1) N is coherent over OX .
(2) π is a smooth map.
If π!(N) is semisimple, then N is semisimple.
Proof. The case (2) is already covered by Theorem 3.14. Let 0 → N1 i−→ N be an
exact sequence. We then get a diagram (as detailed below)
π+π
!(N1)
ψ //
Tr

π+π
+(N)
N1
i //
v
OO
N.
u
OO
The assumptions (1) or (2) imply that π!(N) ∼= π+(N) (this follows as soon as π
is non-characteristic to N), so that there exists an isomorphism f : π+π
!(N) ∼=
π+π
+(N1) and we therefore get the map ψ = f ◦ π+π!(i). The functor π! is exact
since π is flat and π+ is exact due to Proposition 2.10; hence ψ is injective. By
the already proven part of Theorem 3.14, (1-2), the module π!(N) = π+(N) is
semisimple, hence there exists a map φ : π+π
+(N)→ π+π!(N1) such that φ ◦ ψ is
the identity. Put j = 1n Tr ◦φ ◦ u : N → N1, where n is the degree of the map π.
Since ψ ◦ v = u ◦ i, we have
j ◦ i = 1
n
Tr ◦φ ◦ u ◦ i = 1
n
Tr ◦φ ◦ ψ ◦ v = 1
n
Tr ◦v = idN1 .
Therefore N is semisimple.

We can give a more detailed description of the inverse image in terms of the
inertia group when the map is Galois. In the formulation we refer to the diagram
(BC) in (2.1).
Theorem 3.17. Let π : X → Y be a finite morphism of smooth varieties such that
the extension of fraction fields is Galois with Galois group G. Let N be a simple
DY -module such that i!(N) 6= 0. Let M be a simple submodule of π!(N), GM be
the inertia subgroup of M in G, and put t = [G : GM ]. Then
j!+j
!(π!(N)) =
t⊕
i=1
(gi ⊗M)e,
for some integer e, where gi are representatives of the cosets G/GM . If N is a
connection, or π is smooth, then one can erase j!+j
! on the left. Moreover:
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(1) The integer e divides both the order |GM | of the inertia group and the degree
of π.
(2) rk(N)rk(M) divides the degree of π.
We indicate how Theorem 3.17 relates to Clifford’s theorem in the representation
theory of finite groups. So assume for a moment that there exists a field extension
L1/L/K such that L1/K is Galois and L1 ⊗K N = Le1 for some integer e (as DL1-
module); in (5.5) it is explained how such DK-modules N are closely related to
representations of finite groups. Then L1/L is also Galois and we let G1 and H
be the Galois groups of L1/K and L1/L, so that G = G1/H is the Galois group
of L/K. The decomposition of N in Theorem 3.17 now follows from Theorem 5.31
and Proposition 5.35 (below) by applying Clifford’s theorem to a normal subgroup
(see [4, §49]).
Proof. Consider first the restriction of π to a map π0 : SpecL→ SpecK. Then the
restriction of M to SpecL is non-zero; we again denote this restriction by M . If
M = DL
∑
li⊗ni ⊂ L⊗KN , for each element g in G, g⊗M is a simple DL-module
that can be identified with DL(
∑
g · li ⊗ ni). Using this identification
(*)
∑
g∈G
g ⊗M ⊂ L⊗K N
is an inclusion of DL[G]-modules. Since N is simple, Proposition 3.4 implies that
the right side is simple over DL[G], hence the inclusion is an equality.
Let [S : S1] denote the multiplicity of a simple module S1 in a module S.
We have, by adjointness,
e = [π!0(N) : g ⊗M ] = [(π0)+(g ⊗M) : N ] = [(π0)+(M) : N ] = [π!0(N) :M ],
where the third equality follows since g ⊗M ∼= M when restricted to DK-module.
Now the sum in (*) can be reduced to a direct sum over representatives of G/GM
as stated, and then taking minimal extensions from DL-modules to DX -modules.
This proves the first assertion. If N is a connection or π is smooth, then π!(N) is
semisimple (Th. 5.39), so that j!+(π
!(N)) = π!(N).
(1): We have e = [(π0)+(M) : N ] = dimk Vχ (Th. 3.27) for some χ ∈ ̂¯GM , and
dimk Vχ is a divisor of |GM | (see [17, §6.5, Prop 17]). The other assertion follows
since GM ⊂ G and deg π = |G|.
(2): Put L0 = L
GM and consider the factorisation SpecL
q−→ SpecL0 p−→ SpecK,
so that π = p ◦ q. Then there exists a simple DL0 -module N0 such that p+(N0) =
N and q!(N0) = M . Since rk(N) = |G/GM | rk(N0) it suffices to show that
rk(N0)/ rk(M) divides |G/GM |. This follows from the first part of the theorem
to the map q, with t = 1, so that rk(N0)/ rk(M) = e and therefore the assertion
follows from (1).6 
By considering compositions of Galois mappings we get the following analogue of
a theorem due to Ito and Isaacs about representations of finite groups (see [1, 11.29]).
If one restricts to the case Λ = L below, using the equivalence in Theorem 5.31 it
follows that it is equivalent to the Ito-Isaacs result.
Corollary 3.18. Let N be a simple DK-module and π : SpecL → SpecK be a
finite Galois field extension such that π!(N) = Λe for som integer e and DL-module
Λ of rank 1 over L. If π can be factorised into field extensions K = L0 ⊂ L1 ⊂
L2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Ln = L such that each Li/Li−1 is Galois, then rk(N) divides the degree
[L : K].
6The proofs of Theorem 3.27 and Theorem 5.39 below do not depend on Theorem 3.17.
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Proof. Since π!(M) = Λe it follows that rk(M) = 1 in Theorem 3.17, and we can
apply (2) to each successive extension Li/Li−1. 
Theorem 3.19. LetM be a simple DX-module, where X = SpecL. Put L1 = LGM
and consider the factorization X
p−→ Z q−→ Y , π = q ◦ p, corresponding to the field
extensions L/L1/K, where L/K is Galois. Put
A = {NZ | [p!(NZ) :M ] 6= 0}, B = {NY | [π!(NY ) :M ] 6= 0}.
(1) If NZ ∈ A, then q+(NZ) is simple.
(2) The map NZ → q+(NZ) defines a bijection A → B.
(3) If NZ ∈ A and NY = q+(NZ), then NZ is the unique simple component of
q!(NY ) that belongs to A.
(4) If q+(NZ) = NY , with NZ ∈ A, then [p!(NZ) :M ] = [π!(NY ) :M ].
The proof below is quite parallel to a corresponding statement for characters of
finite groups, see [1, Th 6.11].
Proof. Let NZ ∈ A and NY be a simple DY -module. Since
0 6= [q+(NZ), NY ] = [q!(NY ), NZ ], [p!(NZ),M ] 6= 0,
we get [π!(NY ),M ] = [p
!(q!(NY )),M ] 6= 0. Hence NY ∈ B. By Theorem 3.17
we have p!(NZ) = M
f and π!(NY ) = ⊕t((giM))e. Since [q!(NY ), NZ ] 6= 0 we get
f ≤ e. Now comparing dimensions of vector spaces
e · t · rkLM = rkK NY ≤ rkK q+(NZ) = t · rkL1 NZ = f · t · rkLM ≤ f · t · rkLM,
hence equality holds throughout. In particular, rkK NY = rkK q+(NZ) and we
conclude q+(NZ) = NY . This proves (1). Also,
[π!(NY ),M ] = e = f = [q
!(NZ),M ],
which proves (4). Statement (3) follows from the last equality since N1Z ∈ A and
N1Z 6= NZ , and N1Z is a constituent of q!(NY ), then
[π!(NY ),M ] ≥ [π!(NZ +N1Z),M ] = [p!(NZ),M ] + [p!(N1Z),M ] > [p!(NZ),M ],
which is a contradiction. The map in (2) is well defined by (1) and its image lies
in B by (4). It is one-to-one by (3). To prove that it maps onto B, let NY ∈ B.
Since M is a constituent of π!(NY ), there must be some simple constituent NZ of
q!(NY ) with [q+(NZ), NY ] 6= 0. Thus NZ ∈ A and NY is a constituent of q+(NZ).
Therefore NY = q+(NZ) and the proof is complete. 
Say that a DY -module NY is primitive if it is not the direct image of another
module with respect to a non-trivial finite map. More precisely, if q+(NZ) = NY
for a finite morphism q : Z → Y and some module NZ , then q is an isomorphism.
Corollary 3.20. If NY is a simple primitive module, then π
!(NY ) =M
e where M
is a DX-module and e is some integer.
Proof. By Theorem 3.17 π!(NY ) =
⊕t
i=1(giM)
e and by Theorem 3.19 NY =
q+(NZ) for some simple DZ-module NZ . Since NY is primitive, it follows that
q = id, hence GM = G and t = 1. 
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3.4. Decomposition of direct images. By equation (2.4.2) it follows that if
π+(M) is semisimple and M has no torsion along the ramification locus Bpi, then
the decomposition of π+(M) is determined by its decomposition over the e´tale
locus Y0 (see (BC) in (2.1)). If moreover j
+(M) is torsion free as OX0 -module,
and therefore (π0)+j
+(M) is torsion free, the decomposition is determined by the
decomposition of its restriction to the generic point η of Y , and the decomposition
at any other point is recovered from the minimal extension of π+(M)η.
We first prove the semisimplicity theorem for general semisimple holonomic mod-
ules with finite support and later we describe this decomposition in terms of Galois
groups (Thms. 3.27 and 3.35), when M is torsion free and π is finite.
Theorem 3.21. Let π : X → Y be a morphism of smooth varieties and M be a
semisimple holonomic DX-module. If suppM is finite over Y , then π+(M) is also
semisimple.
Corollary 3.22. If M is a simple holonomic module and N is a non-zero simple
constituent of π+(M), then suppN = π(suppM).
Proof. It is evident that suppN ⊂ π(suppM). Assume on the contrary that
suppN 6= π(suppM). We have
HomDY (N, π+(M)) = HomDY (π+(M), N) = HomDX (M,π
!(N)),
where the first equality follows since π+(M) is semisimple holonomic (Th. 3.21) and
the second is because of Theorem 2.15. Since supp(π!(N))∩suppM = π−1(suppN)∩
suppM 6= suppM and M is simple, it follows that N = 0. 
Notice that ifM is a non-zero holonomic D-module then the maximal semisimple
submodule soc(M) (the socle) is non-zero.
Corollary 3.23. In the situation of Theorem 3.21 assume that M is a holonomic
module such that suppM is finite over Y , and which contains no section whose
support is contained in the ramification locus Bpi. Then
soc(π+(M)) = π+(soc(M)).
I am uncertain whether it is necessary that M be torsion free along Bpi. At
any rate, the proof will show that if N is a simple submodule of π+(M) such that
suppN 6⊂ Dpi (the discriminant locus), then N ⊂ π+(soc(M)).
Before proving Theorem 3.21 we use it to complete the proof of (3) in Theo-
rem 3.14.7
Proof of Theorem 3.14, continued. If π!(N) is semisimple, Theorem 3.21 implies
that π+π
!(N) is semisimple. Since the trace morphism
Tr : π+π
!(N)→ N
is surjective (see (2.6.1)), this implies that N is semisimple. Let and let 0→ N1 →
N → N2 → 0 be an exact sequence of coherent DY -modules. Since π is flat we
get the exact sequence 0 → π!(N1) → π!(N) → π!(N2) → 0. Since moreover π is
faithfully flat, π!(Ni) 6= 0 if and only if Ni 6= 0, i = 1, 2. Therefore, if π!(N) is
simple, then N is simple. 
The proof of Theorem 3.21 is based on two lemmas. For the first we refer to a
proper morphism of smooth schemes of finite type over k, π : X → Y and a point ξ
7The proof of Theorem 3.21 does not rely on Theorem 3.14
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in X that maps to η in the scheme Y . Put X(ξ) = SpecOX,ξ and Y (η) = SpecOY,η,
and let πξ : X(ξ)→ Y (η) be the map that is induced by π. We get the diagram
(∗) X(ξ) j //
piξ

X
pi

Y (η)
i // Y,
where π ◦ j = i ◦ πξ,
Lemma 3.24. As functors on hol(DX(η)) we have
π+j!+ = i!+ ◦ πξ+.
Proof. We have canonical maps of functors
j! = DXj+DX0 ։ j!+ →֒ j+,
where the first is surjective and the second is injective. Therefore by Proposi-
tion 2.10 we get
π+j! = π+DXj+DX0 ։ π+j!+ →֒ π+j+,
where again the first arrow is surjective and the second is surjective. Since π+j+ =
i+π
ξ
+ and π+j! = i!π
ξ
+ (Prop. 2.15), we get the diagram
i! ◦ πξ+ ։ π+ ◦ j!+ →֒ i+ ◦ πξ+.
Since i!+ is characterized as the image of i! → i+, this implies that π+ ◦j!+ = i!+πξ+.

Proof of Corollary 3.23. The inclusion π+(soc(M)) ⊂ soc(π+(M)) follows from
Theorem 3.21 and Proposition 2.10.
soc(π+(M)) ⊂ π+(soc(M)): We refer to (BC) in (2.1). Let N be a simple
submodule of π+(M). The assumption that M has no torsion along B
pi implies
that N has no torsion along the discriminant locus Dpi, so that i
!(N) 6= 0. Since
π0 is e´tale it is easy to see that i
!(N) ⊂ (π0)+(soc j!(M)). Finally, by Lemma 3.24
N = i!+i
!(N) ⊂ i!+(π0)+(soc j!(M)) = π+j!+(soc j!(M)) ⊂ π+(soc(M)).

The proof of the next lemma is not presented until after Theorem 3.27, where it
will also be clear that there are no vicious circles. See also [75, Prop. 2.7], treating
the situation in Remark 3.15, (2).
Lemma 3.25. Let π : SpecL → SpecK be a finite field extension. Then π+(M)
is semisimple.
Proof of Theorem 3.21. It suffices to prove that π+(M) is semisimple whenM is a
simple holonomic DX -module. Then suppM contains a unique generic point ξ and
M is the unique simple extension of the DX,ξ-module Mξ. By generic smoothness
and Lemma 3.24 (using the notation in (∗))
π+(M) = π+(j!+(Mξ)) = i!+π
ξ
+(Mξ),
so it suffices to prove that πξ+(Mξ) is semisimple. Let Lξ denote the residue field
of the point ξ, Kη be the residue field of η = π(ξ), p : SpecLξ → SpecKη be the
associated map of schemes, and j0 : SpecLξ → X(ξ) and i0 : SpecKη → Y (η) be
the inclusions of closed point in X(ξ) and Y (η). By Kashiwara’s theorem Mξ =
(j0)+j
!
o(M) = (j0)+(M
mξ
ξ ), where j0 : SpecLξ → X(ξ) is the inclusion of the closed
point, and
M¯ξ = j
!
0(Mξ) =M
mξ
ξ = {m ∈Mξ | mξ ·m = 0}
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is a semisimple DLξ -module. Since πξ ◦ j0 = i0 ◦ p, we have
πξ+(Mξ) = (i0)+p+(M¯ξ).
Again by Kashiwara’s theorem it suffices to see that p+(M¯ξ) is a semisimple DKη -
module when M¯ξ is a semisimple DLξ -module. This follows from Lemma 3.25. 
Remark 3.26. Let π : SpecL → SpecK be a finite field extension and M be an
e´tale trivial DL-module, so there there exists a field extension L1/L/K such L1/K
is Galois and L1⊗LM is isomorphic to Ln1 for some integer n. Put G = Gal(L1/K)
and H = Gal(L1/L). By Proposition 5.35 the decomposition of π+(M) can be
determined by the decomposition of the induced representation indGH V , where V =
HomDL1 (L1, L1 ⊗L M) is a representation of H . In general, however, no such
(finite) field extension need to exist.
Given a DL[G¯M ]-module M and a G¯M -module V , we get the DL[G¯M ] -module
V ⊗k M , where the action is
(
∑
g∈G¯M
agg)v ⊗m =
∑
g∈G¯M
(g · v)⊗ gag−1g ·m
(ag ∈ DL, ag−1g = g−1agg, see (3.2)).
For each χ ∈ ̂¯GM and G¯M -module Vχ of class χ we put
Mχ = (Vχ ⊗k M)G¯M = Homk[G¯M ](V ∗χ ,M).
Theorem 3.27. Assume that L/K is Galois with Galois group G, and that M is
a simple DL-module with true inertia group G¯M .
(1) If M is a simple DL-module then Mχ is isomorphic to a simple submodule
of π+(M).
(2) π+(M) is a semisimple DK [G¯M ]-module with decomposition
π+(M) =
⊕
χ∈ ̂¯GM
V ∗χ ⊗k Mχ,
where the V ∗χ ⊗kMχ are simple DK [G¯M ]-modules which are mutually non-
isomorphic for different χ. Here DK acts only on the second factor Mχ and
G¯M acts only on the first factor V
∗
χ .
(3) The multiplicity and ranks are
[π+(M) : Mχ] = dimk Vχ,
rankKMχ = |G/GM | · dimk Vχ · rankLM.
The multiplicities [π+(M) : Mχ] divide the degree of π.
The proof is given in (3.6). Using the theorem we can first tie up a loose end:
Proof of Lemma 3.25. Let L1/L/K be field extensions such that L1/L and L1/K
are Galois, and G1 be the Galois group of L1/K; let π1 : SpecL1 → SpecK be the
corresponding map. By Lemma 3.16 L1⊗LM is semisimple and by Proposition 2.10
there exists an injective homomorphism π+(M)→ π1+(L1 ⊗LM) (here exactness
is evident since SpecL1 → SpecL→ SpecK are smooth morphisms), so it suffices
to prove that the latter module is semisimple. This follows from Theorem 3.27. 
The DL-module L is particularly interesting. It is evidently a DL[G]-module for
any group G of automorphisms of L.
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Corollary 3.28. Let L be a field of finite type over k, let G be a finite group of
automorphisms of L, and let K = LG be the fixed field of G. Let π : SpecL →
SpecK be the morphism that is associated to the field extension K ⊂ L. Then
π+(L) =
⊕
χ∈Gˆ
V ∗χ ⊗k Lχ
where Lχ = Homk[G](V
∗
χ , L) is a simple DK-module of and Vχ is the simple k[G]-
module of class χ ∈ Gˆ. We have
[π+(L) : Lχ] = rankK Lχ = dimk Vχ.
Remarks 3.29. (1) When L/K arises from a morphism π : X → Y of smooth
varieties we get a decomposition
π+(OX) =
⊕
χ∈Gˆ
V ∗χ ⊗k OXχ ,
where OXχ = Homk[G](V ∗χ ,OX) is a simple DY -module.
(2) Similarly to Corollary 3.35 (discussed below), when L/K is a finite non-
Galois field extension the decomposition of π+(L) can be expressed as the
H-invariants π˜+(L¯)
H of the decomposition of π˜+(L¯), where L¯ is the Galois
cover of L/K and H is the Galois group of L¯/L.
Consider now a DL-moduleM that is also a DL[GM ]-module (so that the cocycle
f in Section 3.2 is a coboundary), implying that the decomposition of π+(M) is
determined by the regular representation k[GM ] as in Theorem 3.27. Putting L1 =
LGM we have the morphisms p : SpecL → SpecL1 and q : SpecL1 → SpecK, so
that by Proposition 3.4 M = p!(N) for some DL1 -module N , where M is a simple
DL[GM ]-module if and only if N is simple. In this situation we also get that the
direct image of a tensor products by N and certain other simple modules are simple.
Proposition 3.30. In the notation above, q+(Lχ ⊗L N) is a simple DK -module
for any simple component Lχ of p+(L).
Proof. The “projection formula” (which is evident in this case, for the general case,
see [35, Cor. 1.7.5]), Corollary 3.28 and Theorem 3.27 implies
π+(M) = q+(p+(L)⊗L1 N) =
⊕
χ∈GˆM
V ∗χ ⊗k q+(Lχ ⊗L1 N)
=
⊕
χ∈GˆM
V ∗χ ⊗k Mχ.
It follows that q+(Lχ ⊗L1 N) ∼=Mχ, which is simple. 
3.5. The normal basis theorem. Assume that L/K/k are field extensions, where
L/K is finite, K/k is of finite type, and k is algebraically closed of characteristic 0.
It follows from Corollary 3.28 that if µ is an element in L, then the following are
equivalent:
(1) DKµ is simple.
(2) K[G]µ is simple.
If one instead asks that µ be a generator of L one arrives at a refinement of the
normal basis theorem in this situation.
Theorem 3.31. Keep the assumption on L/K/k. The following are equivalent for
an element µ ∈ L:
(1) DKµ = L.
(2) K[G] ∼= K[G]µ = L.
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Moreover, there exists such an element µ.
Proof. The existence of the element in (1) is a well-known fact since L is a holonomic
DK-module, and it is not essential that L/K be Galois. See [74] for a construction
of a cyclic vector µ from a K-basis of L, using only one derivation of K. A non-
constructive but more “generic” proof is as follows. The ring DK is simple and since
K/k has positive transcendence degree, we have dimK DK = ∞, so that for any
element l ∈ L the map DK → L, P 7→ Pl is not an isomorphism. Then conclude
from e.g. [38, Lem. 2.2]. For a proof of the existence of an element as in (2), see
[50, Th. 13.1] for the classical normal basis theorem.
(1) ⇒ (2): We have the following isomorphisms and inclusions of DK-modules
(as detailed below)⊕
χ∈Gˆ
V ∗χ ⊗k Lχ = L = DKµ ⊂ Homk[G](k[G]µ,DKµ)
= Homk[G](k[G]µ,
⊕
χ∈Gˆ
V ∗χ ⊗k Lχ) =
⊕
χ∈Gˆ
Homk[G](k[G]µ, V
∗
χ )⊗k Lχ.
The first and third equalities follow from the first part of Corollary 3.28, the inclu-
sion map is that µ maps to the map µ 7→ µ. Since the DK-modules Lχ are mutually
non-isomorphic it follows that
V ∗χ ⊂ Homk[G](k[G]µ, V ∗χ ).
Therefore the multiplicity of the simple module K ⊗k V ∗χ in the semisimple K[G]-
submodule K[G]µ ⊂ L satisifies
dimk V
∗
χ ≤ [K[G]µ : K ⊗k V ∗χ ] ≤ [L : K ⊗k V ∗χ ] = dimk V ∗χ .
Since again by Corollary 3.28 L = ⊕V ∗χ ⊗k Lχ = ⊕K ⊗k V ∗χ ⊗K Lχ, this implies
(2).
(2)⇒ (1): We have
k[G]µ ⊂ HomDK (DKµ, L) =
⊕
χ∈Gˆ
HomDK (DKµ, Lχ)⊗k V ∗χ ,
where the inclusion map is determined by letting µ map to the map µ 7→ µ, and
the equality follows from Corollary 3.28. This implies the first inequality below
dimk V
∗
χ = [L : K ⊗k V ∗χ ] = [K[G]µ : K ⊗k V ∗χ ] = [k[G]µ : V ∗χ ]
≤ dimkHomDK (DKµ, Lχ) ≤ dimkHomDK (L,Lχ) = dimk V ∗χ ,
where multiplicites of K[G]-modules occur in the second and third steps. The sec-
ond inequality follows since L is a semisimple DK-module. Therefore [DKµ, Lχ] =
dimk V
∗
χ , so that DKµ = L by Corollary 3.28. 
3.6. Proof of Theorem 3.27. We have two DL[G¯M ]-modules DL[G¯M ] ⊗DL M
and k[G¯M ] ⊗k M , where on the first DL[G¯M ] acts by multiplication from the left
and on the second G¯M acts diagonally while DL acts only on the second factor. In
fact, these modules are isomorphic.
Lemma 3.32. Let M be a DL[G¯M ]-module such that e+(M) is a simple DL-
module.
(1) If V is a simple G¯M -module, then V ⊗k M is a simple DL[G¯M ]-module.
(2) As DL[G¯M ]-modules
DL[G¯M ]⊗DL e+(M) ∼= k[G¯M ]⊗k M ∼=
⊕
χ∈ ̂¯GM
V mχχ ⊗kM,
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where DL[G¯M ] acts by multiplication from the left in the left side, while
on the other two terms G¯M acts diagonally and DL acts only on the right
factor M . The DL[G¯M ]-module Vχ ⊗k M is simple, where Vχ is a simple
G¯M -module of dimension mχ.
Proof. (1): Let N be a non-zero simple submodule of V ⊗kM and
∑
vi⊗mi ∈ N be
an element such that v1⊗m1 6= 0, and the mi are linearly independent over k. Since
e+(M) is simple and k is algebraically closed, by Quillen’s theorem [24, Lem. 2.6.4]
EndDL(e+(M)) = k, hence by the density theorem there exists P ∈ DL such that
Pmi = δi1m1 (δij is the Kronecker delta); hence v1⊗m1 ∈ N . Since DL(v1⊗m1) =
v1 ⊗DLm1 = v1 ⊗M it suffices now to prove that (gv1)⊗m1 ∈ N when g ∈ G¯M ,
since this would imply N = V ⊗kM . We have g · (v1 ⊗m1) = (gv1⊗ gm1) ∈ N , so
that if gm1 ∈ km1 this is evidently true. If gm1 6∈ km1, then by the density theorem
there exists Q ∈ DL such that Q(gv1 ⊗ gm1) = (gv1 ⊗Q(gm1)) = (gv1)⊗m1, and
therefore (gv1)⊗m1 ∈ N .
(2): Define the map
φ : DL[G¯M ]⊗DL e+(M)→ k[G¯M ]⊗k M, g ⊗m 7→ g ⊗ g ·m,
which is well defined since any element in DL[G¯M ] ⊗DL M is a unique k-linear
combination of elements of the form g ⊗m. Now
φ(
∑
h∈G¯M
ahh(g ⊗m)) = φ(hg ⊗ a(hg)
−1
h ·m)
=
∑
h∈G¯M
hg ⊗ (hg · a(hg)−1h ·m) =
∑
h∈G¯M
hg ⊗ (ah((hg) ·m))
=
∑
h∈G¯M
ah · ((hg)⊗ (hg ·m)) = (
∑
h∈G¯M
ahh)(g ⊗ g ·m)
= (
∑
h∈G¯M
ahh)φ(g ⊗m),
showing that φ is a homomorphism. The map φ is clearly injective, and since φ is
a homomorphism of vector spaces over L of equal dimensions, it follows that φ is
an isomorphism. The second isomorphism in (2) follows since k[G¯] = ⊕
χ∈ ̂¯GMV
mχ
χ ,
the regular representation of G¯M , and that Vχ⊗kM is simple follows from (1). 
Next lemma is similar to Mackey’s irreducibility criterion for induced representa-
tions [59]; see also Corollary 4.8. Put GgM = GM ∩ (gGMg−1) and G¯gM = ψ−1(GgM )
(see (3.2.1)), so that if N is a semisimple DL[G¯M ]-module, then both N and g⊗N
are DL[G¯gM ]-modules, which by Proposition 3.6 are semisimple.
Lemma 3.33. Let L/K be a finite Galois extension and N be a simple DL[G¯M ]-
module. Make the following assumption:
HomDL[G¯gM ](N, g ⊗N) = 0.
In other words, if g ∈ G \ GM , then N and g ⊗ N have no pairwise isomorphic
simple component, regarded as DL[G¯gM ]-modules. Then DL[G]⊗DL[G¯M ]N is a simple
DL[G]-module.
Proof. The asumption implies that the canonical map
HomDL[G¯M ](N,N)→ HomDL[G](DL[G]⊗DL[G¯M ] N,DL[G]⊗DL[G¯M ] N)
= HomDL[G¯M ](N,DL[G]⊗DL[G¯M ] N)
is an isomorphism, which implies the assertion, since k is algebraically closed of
characteristic 0 (this follows from Quillen’s theorem, see [24, Lem. 2.6.4]). 
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The right action of DL[G] on DL[G] and right action of DL[G¯M ] on DL[G¯M ]
gives HomDL[G¯M ](DL[G],DL[G¯M ]) a structure of (DL[G],DL[G¯M ])-bimodule.
Lemma 3.34. There exists an isomorphism as (DL[G],DL[G¯M ])-bimodules
DL[G] = HomDL[G¯M ](DL[G],DL[G¯M ]).
Proof. We only write down a sequence of natural isomorphisms, leaving to the
reader to work out the various actions of G¯M , DL and DL[G]:
HomDL[G¯M ](DL[G],DL[G¯M ]) = (HomDL(DL[G],DL[G¯M ]))G¯M
= (HomDL(DL[G],DL)⊗k k[G¯M ])G¯M = (DL[G]⊗k k[G¯M ])G¯M
= Homk[G¯M ](k[G¯M ]
∗,DL[G]) = Homk[G¯M ](k[G¯M ],DL[G]) = DL[G].

Proof of Theorem 3.27. (a): We can assume that M is a simple DL-module, so
that by Lemma 3.32
(∗) DL[G¯M ]⊗DL M =
⊕
χ∈ ̂¯GM
V mχχ ⊗kM,
hence any simple DL[G¯M ]-submodule N of the above module is of the form V ⊗kM ,
where V is a simple G¯M -module, and thus e+(N) = ⊕nM for for some integer n.
Let g ∈ G and assume that there exists a non-zero homomorphism
φ : e+(N) =
n⊕
M → g ⊗ e+(N) =
n⊕
g ⊗M.
Then M ∼= g ⊗ M , and therefore g ∈ GM ; hence there are no non-trivial DL-
linear homomorphism φ when g 6∈ GM , and hence no DL[G¯gM ]-linear ones either.
Therefore the assumptions in Lemma 3.33 are satisfied, and hence DL[G]⊗DL[G¯M ]N
is a simple DL[G]-module.
(b): We now have (as detailed below)
π+(M) = DrL ⊗DL[G¯M ] DL[G¯M ]⊗DL M = DrL ⊗DL[G¯M ]
⊕
χ∈ ˆ¯GM
V mχχ ⊗k M.
The first equality follows since π+(M) is formed simply as the restriction of the
DL-module M to the subring DK ⊂ DL and since DL ⊗DL[G¯M ] DL[G¯M ] ∼= DL as
(DK ,DL)-bimodule. The second equality follows from (∗). By (a) DL[G] ⊗DL[G¯M ]
Vχ ⊗k M is a simple DL[G]-module which by Proposition 3.4 implies that the
following DK -module is simple
DrL ⊗DL[G¯M ] (Vχ ⊗k M) = DrL ⊗DL[G] DL[G]⊗DL[G¯M ] (Vχ ⊗k M).
(c): We have isomorphisms (as detailed below)
DrL ⊗DL[G¯M ] (Vχ ⊗k M) = HomDL[G](DlL,DL[G])⊗DL[G¯M ] (Vχ ⊗k M)
= HomDL[G](DlL,DL[G]⊗DL[G¯M ] (Vχ ⊗k M))
= HomDL[G](DlL, HomDL[G¯M ](DL[G],DL[G¯M ])⊗DL[G¯M ] (Vχ ⊗k M))
= HomDL[G](DlL, HomDL[G¯M ](DL[G], Vχ ⊗k M)
= HomDL[G¯M ](DlL, Vχ ⊗k M)
= (Vχ ⊗kM)G¯M = Homk[G¯M ](V ∗χ ,M) =Mχ.
The first line is by the definition of the bimodule DrL in Section 3.1, the third
follows from Lemma 3.34, and the fifth line is by adjunction. Since V ∗χ ⊗k Mχ is
the χ∗-component of the G¯M -moduleM , by (b) this completes the proof of (1) and
(2).
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(3): The multiplicity mχ = [π+(M) : Mχ] = dimk Vχ is clear. Put L1 = L
GM ,
so that we have field extensions p : SpecL → SpecL1, q : SpecL1 → SpecK, and
π = q ◦ p. Since
π+(M) = q+(p+(M)) =
⊕
χ∈ ̂¯GM
V ∗χ ⊗k q+(M˜χ) =
⊕
χ∈ ̂¯GM
V ∗χ ⊗k Mχ,
we have Mχ = q+(M˜χ). By Theorem 3.17 p
!(M˜χ) =M
mχ and we have [L1 : K] =
|G/GM |, hence
rankK(Mχ) = |G/GM | rankL1(M˜χ) = |G/GM |mχ rankL(M).
That [π+(M) :Mχ] = dimk Vχ divides deg π = |G| follows since dimk Vχ divides
|G| = |G¯/Z(G¯)| (see [17, §6.5, Prop 17]). 
3.7. Decomposition for general finite maps. One really wants to decompose
π+(M) for any finite map π : X → Y of smooth varieties, not requiring that
the fraction fields forms a Galois field extension L/K as in Theorem 3.27. For
this purpose we will use the Galois cover L¯/K of L/K, so that we get the map
π˜ : X˜ → Y of π, where X˜ is the integral closure of Y in L¯. The Galois groups G
and H of L¯/K and L¯/L act on the normal variety X˜ so that Y = X˜G and X = X˜H .
Then π˜ = π ◦ p, where p : X˜ → X is the invariant map for the H-action. Consider
the diagram (as detailed below)
X˜ X Y
X˜r Xr Yr.
p
p˜i
pi
r
p0
p˜i0
h
pi0
i
The map r is inclusion of the smooth locus of X˜ and h : Xr = p(X˜r) → X is the
inclusion map (so that codimX˜(X˜ \ X˜r) ≥ 2 and codimX(X \ Xr) ≥ 2), and let
p0 be the restriction of p. The sheaf of rings DX˜r is locally generated by its first
order differential operators, hence the inverse image p!0(h
!(M)) is a well-defined
DX˜r -module.8
Let M be a semisimple DX -module. Then h!(M) is again semisimple, but since
p0 need not be a smooth, p
!
0(h
!(M)) need not be semisimple (see Example 3.15).
Moreover, (p0)+p
!
0(h
!(M)) = (p0)+(OX˜) ⊗OX h!(M) which again need not be a
semisimple DXr -module. We therefore consider the socle of p!0(h!(M)),
M˜ = soc(p!0(h
!(M))),
It is clear that H belongs to the true inertia group G¯M˜ of M˜ . By Corollary 3.23
the canonical injective map h!(M)→ (p0)+p!0(h!(M)) results in a map
h!(M)→ soc((p0)+p!0(h!(M))) = (p0)+(M˜),
where the last equality follows from Corollary 3.23. Put now Yr = π(Xr) and let
i : Yr → Y be the open inclusion, where codimY (Y \ Yr) ≥ 2, and let π0 : Xr → Yr
be the restriction of π. Then, since π+(M) is semisimple,
π+(M) = i!+i
!(π+(M)) = i!+(π0)+h
!(M).
Therefore the decomposition of π+(M) is entirely determined by the decomposition
of the DYr -module (π0)+h!(M). In the notation above we now have:
8 The ring DX˜ needs not be generated by first order differential operators, which is required
to make sense of p!(M).
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Corollary 3.35. Let M be a simple holonomic DX-module such that suppM = X
and put. Let
(π˜0)+(M˜) =
⊕
χ∈ ̂¯GM˜
V ∗χ ⊗k M˜χ,
be the decomposition in Theorem 3.27 with respect to the map π˜0. Then
π+(M) =
⊕
χ∈ ̂¯GM˜
(V ∗χ )
H ⊗k i!+(M˜χ),
where (V ∗χ )
H = {v′ ∈ V ∗χ | h · v′ = v′, h ∈ H}. The multiplicities of the simple
components are
[π+(M) : i!+(M˜χ)] = dimk V
H
χ =
1
|H | TrH(φχ) =
1
|H |
∑
h∈H
φχ(h),
where φχ is the character of χ ∈ ̂¯GM˜ .
Remark 3.36. When M is a simple module such that V = suppM 6= X one still
gets a similar decomposition as in Corollary 3.35 using the Galois cover of V , but
we leave this generalisation to the reader.
Proof. PutMr = h
!(M), which is a simpleDXr -module, so thatMr = ((p0)+p!0(Mr))H .
We then get a map (as detailed below)⊕
χ∈ ̂¯GM˜
(V ∗χ )
H ⊗k i!+(M˜χ) =
⊕
χ∈ ̂¯GM˜
i!+(V
∗
χ ⊗k M˜χ)H = i!+([(π˜0)+(soc(p!0(Mr)))]H)
φ−→ i!+([(π0)+(p0)+p!0(Mr)]H) = i!+(π0)+([(p0)+(p0)!(Mr)]H)
= i!+(π0)+(Mr) = π+(h!+h
!(M)) = π+(M).
The first equality follows since H acts trivially on M˜χ and the second is by Theo-
rem 3.27. The map φ come by the inclusion of the socle in p!0(Mr) and because π˜+ =
(π0)(p0)+. Note that H acts trivially on X and Y so that (π0)+(N)
H = (π0)+(N
H)
when N is a DX [H ]-module; this implies the equality on the second line. The
penultimate equality follows from Lemma 3.24, and the ultimate is because M is
simple with support X . 
4. More decompositions, modules over liftable differential
operators
First we show that the vanishing trace module Tpi = Ker(Tr : L → K) for
a finite field extensions contains no invariants with respect to the action of any
non-zero derivation, and also give an easy condition for the simplicity of Tpi. In
the Galois case we give explicit projection operators onto both the isotypical and
simple components of π+(M), knowing characters and matrices of representations,
respectively, of the “true” inertia group of M (see (3.2.1)). Next the composed
functor p!1(p2)+ is studied, where p1 and p2 are finite morphisms with the same
target, using base change, giving in particular a simplicity criterion for π+(M);
this is related to two well-known theorems by Mackey in representation theory. In
the abelian case there are explicit decompositions of π+(M) and π
!(N). The last
subsection is concerned with the morphism π∗(M) → π+(M) of modules over the
subring of liftable differential operators DpiY ⊂ DY . If π is uniformly ramified, then a
semisimple decomposition of π+(M) induces a semisimple decomposition of π∗(M).
In the uniformly ramified sitation we also get more precise information about the
isomorphism η : ωX/Y ∼= ωX ⊗pi−1(OY ) ω−1Y in Proposition 2.2.
4.1. About the vanishing trace module.
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4.1.1. No invariants. Letting L/K be a finite field extension of characteristic 0 we
have the decomposition
π+(L) = K ⊕ Tpi.
We show that if ∂ is a non-trivial derivation of K, then T ∂pi = 0, where T ∂pi = {t ∈
Tpi | ∂ · t = 0}.
Proposition 4.1. Let L1/L/K be field extensions of characteristic 0, where L/K
is finite, and L¯ be the integral closure of K in L1. Let ∂ be a derivation of K (and
hence of L) and ∂1 be an extension of ∂ to a derivation of L1. Then
(1) ∂(L) ∩K = ∂(K).
(2) If l1 ∈ L1 \ K, ∂1(l1) 6= 0, and ∂1(l1) ∈ K, then l1 6∈ K¯. That is, if
∂1(l1) ∈ K while l1 6∈ K, it follows that l1 is transcendental over K.
(3) If K∂ 6= K, then T ∂pi = 0.
(4) {l ∈ K¯ | ∂(l) ∈ K} = K.
Here the assertion (2) is well-known.
Proof. (1): We have π+(L) = K ⊕ Tpi (Prop. 2.18), where the point is that Tpi is a
DK-submodule. If l = a+ b where a ∈ K and b ∈ Tpi, then ∂(a) ∈ K and ∂(b) ∈ Tpi;
hence if ∂(l) ∈ K, then ∂(b) = 0.
(2): Assume that l1 ∈ K¯ \ K and ∂(l1) 6= 0. Let p ∈ K[x] be the minimal
polynomial, p(l1) = 0. One checks that that q = p
′ + p∂/∂(l1) ∈ K[x] is non-zero.
Since q(γ) = 0 and deg q < deg p this gives a contradiction. Therefore l1 6∈ K¯.
(3): Take a ∈ K such that ∂(a) 6= 0, and assume that b ∈ Tpi satisfies ∂(b) = 0.
If b 6= 0, then l = a+ b 6∈ K and ∂(l) ∈ K. Therefore ∂(a) = ∂(l) = 0 by (2), which
gives a contradiction. Hence b = 0.
(4): This follows from (2). 
4.1.2. Simple vanishing trace module. One can ask when the vanishing trace part
Tpi in the decomposition π+(OX) = OY ⊕Tpi is simple. This is a generic property so
we can just as well again assume that π is a finite field extension, and Corollary 3.35
immediately gives a characterization of this property in terms of representations of
Galois groups.
Corollary 4.2. Let L/K be a finite field extension where K is a finite transcen-
dence over the base field k. Let L¯/K be a Galois cover with Galois group G, and
H be the Galois group of L¯/L. The following are equivalent:
(1) Tpi is a simple DK-module
(2) There exists only one non-trivial irreducible representation V of G such
that the H-invariant space V H 6= 0, and for this representation we have
dimk V
H = 1.
Combining with the classical branching rule for the symmetric group results we
now explain an application of Corollary 4.2.
Let X¯ = Spec k[x1, . . . , xn] be the affine n-space. Let the symmetric group Sn
act by permutating the variables and Sn−1 be the subgroup that fixes the variable
xn. Put X = X¯
Sn−1, Y = X¯Sn , and let π : X → Y be the map induced by
the inclusion of invariant rings k[x1, . . . , xn]
Sn → k[x1, . . . , xn]Sn−1 . Let Tr : L =
k(x1, . . . , xn)
Sn−1 → K = LSn be the trace morphism, so that Tpi = π+(OX) ∩
Ker(Tr); here we use the canonical inclusion π∗(OX) ⊂ π+(OX), p 7→ p tr⊗1 ⊗ 1,
to form the intersection. Define the polynomial
δn = (n− 1)xn −
n−1∑
i=1
xi.
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Corollary 4.3. We have π+(OX) = OY ⊕ Tpi, where Tpi is a simple DY -module.
We have δn ∈ Tpi, so that Tpi = DY δn.
Proof. The branching rule for the inclusion Sn−1 ⊂ Sn can be described in terms
of Young diagrams and “removable boxes”. There is only one Young diagram
of size n that does not correspond to the trivial representation of Sn and which
moreover contains a removable box such that the remaining Young diagram of
size n − 1 corresponds to the trivial representation (this is a hook where the first
row is of length 2). Therefore the condition (2) in Corollary 4.2 is satisfied, so
that Tpi is simple. It remains to see that δn ∈ Tpi, since then we get Tpi = DY δn.
Let L¯ be the fraction field of k[x1, . . . , xn] and TrL¯/L,TrL¯/K be the trace of L¯/L
and L¯/K, respectively. Since xn and
∑n−1
i=1 xi are Sn−1-invariant, it follows that
TrL¯/L(xn) = (n− 1)!xn, TrL¯/L(
∑n−1
i=1 xi) = (n− 1)!
∑n−1
i=1 xi. Moreover,
TrL¯/K(xi) =
∑
σ∈Sn
σ · xi = (n− 1)!
n∑
j=1
xj ,
TrL¯/K(
n−1∑
i=1
xi) = (n− 1) · (n− 1)!(
n∑
i=1
xi),
where the first line implies the second. Since TrL¯/K = TrL/K ◦TrL¯/L it follows that
nTrL/K(δn) = TrL¯/K(δn) = 0.

Remark 4.4. The result also follows by applying [40, Prop. 5.4]; the latter result
also shows that π+(M) is multiplicity free wheneverM is a simple DL-module such
that L¯ ⊗L M ∼= L¯m for some integer m (as DL¯-module). The element δn is the
Young polynomial that corresponds to the hook-shaped Young tableaux where the
first row contains the elements {1, n}.
4.2. Explicit decomposition for Galois morphisms. Let V ∗χ be the dual of a
finite-dimensional k-vector space of dimension nχ, forming an irreducible represen-
tation of G¯M corresponding to χ ∈ ̂¯GM , and let χ also denote the corresponding
character of Vχ. Put nM = |G¯M | and after selecting a basis of Vχ, let rχαβ(t) be the
matrix of the action of an element t on Vχ. Set
pχ =
nχ
nM
∑
t∈G¯M
χ(t)t
and
pχαβ =
nχ
nM
∑
t∈G¯M
rαβ(t
−1)t
defining K-linear maps π+(M)→ π+(M), where on the right t denotes the natural
action on π+(M). Moreover, p
χ is DK [G¯M ]-linear while pχαβ is DK-linear. Put
Mχ = Im(pχ) and Mχ(α) = Im(p
χ
αα).
Theorem 4.5. Make the same assumptions as in Theorem 3.27.
(1) The map pχ is a projection π+(M)→Mχ and Mχ ∼= V ∗χ ⊗kMχ. The mod-
ule Mχ is the isotypical component of M both regarded as K[G¯M ]-module
and as DK-module.
(2) The map pχαα is a projection map of DK-modules; it is zero on Mψ when
ψ 6= χ. Its image Mχ(α) is contained in Mχ and Mχ is the direct sum of
the Mχ(α) for 1 ≤ α ≤ nχ. We have pχ =
∑
α p
χ
αα.
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(3) The map pχαβ is zero on the M
ψ, ψ 6= χ, as well as on the Mχ(γ) for γ 6= β;
it defines an isomorphism of DK-modules from Mχ(β) onto Mχ(α).
(4) Let m1 be an element 6= 0 of Mχ1 and let mα = pχα1(m1) ∈ Mχ(α). The mα
generate a K-vector subspace Vχ(m1) of π+(M), stable under G¯M and of
dimension nχ. For each s ∈ G¯M we have
s ·mα =
∑
β
rχβα(s)mβ
(in particular Vχ(m1) is isomorphic to Vχ).
(5) If (m
(1)
1 , . . . ,m
(nχ)
1 ) is a basis of M
χ
1 , we have a decomposition
Mχ =
nχ⊕
α=1
Vχ(m
(α)
1 )
into simple K[G¯M ]-modules (all isomorphic to Vχ(m1)), and
Mχ =
nχ⊕
α=1
Mχ(α)
into simple DK-modules.
Remark 4.6. The decomposition π+(M) = ⊕Mχ is canonical, where the modules
Mχ are simple DK [G¯M ]-modules of multiplicity 1, while the decomposition in (5)
is non-canonical. Any semisimple decomposition of an isotypical component Mχ ⊂
M (regarded as DK-module) is determined explicitly by the projection operators
described above, by selecting a basis of Vχ.
Proof. We regard M as a DK [G¯M ]-module of finite dimension as vector space over
K. By Theorem 3.27 we have the semisimple DK -module π+(M) = ⊕χ∈̂¯GMV
∗
χ ⊗k
Mχ where the Vχ ⊗k Mχ are simple mutually non-isomorphic simple DK [G¯M ]-
modules, so that the isotypical component, both as DK- and k[G¯M ]-module, is
V ∗χ ⊗kMχ. The proof can now be read off from the proof of [17, Thm. 8 and Prop.
8]; note that we are working with a dual representation. 
4.3. Composition of direct and inverse images. We consider the setup
π : SpecL→ SpecLi pi−→ SpecK,
where L/Li/K, i = 1, 2 are finite field extensions, and K/k is a field extension of
a finite transcendence degree over a field k of characteristic 0. Let qi : Spec(L1 ⊗K
L2)→ SpecLi be the projection maps and
sj : SpecL
(j) →
r⋃
j=1
SpecL(j) = Spec(L1 ⊗K L2)
be the inclusion of the irreducible components SpecL(j), where L(j) ⊂ L are certain
subfields that contain both L1 and L2. Put rj = q2 ◦ sj : SpecL(j) → SpecL2 and
lj = q1 ◦sj : SpecL(j) → SpecL1. Next result is in the spirit of Mackey’s restriction
theorem for group representations (see also Proposition 5.36) .
If G = Aut(L/K) and H1, H2 are subgroups of G we let S be a set of representa-
tives of the double cosets H1\G/H2. For each s ∈ S put H(s) = sH2s−1∩H1 ⊂ H1.
Let ls : SpecL
H(s) → SpecL1 be defined by the inclusion of L1 in LH(s). The map
H(s) →֒ H2, x 7→ s−1xs, determines a homomorphism rs : SpecLH(s) → SpecL2.
Theorem 4.7. Let M be a DL2-module.
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(1)
(p1)
!(p2)+(M) =
r⊕
j=1
(lj)+(rj)
!(M).
(2) Assume that L/Li (i = 1, 2) and L/K are Galois and H1, H2 be subgroups
of G such that Li = L
H1 . Then, as DL1-modules,
(p1)
!(p2)+(M) =
⊕
s∈S
(ls)+r
!
s(M) =
⊕
s∈S
LH(s) ⊗L2 M.
(3) Make the assumptions in (2) and assume moreover that Li/K (i = 1, 2)
are Galois. Let L12 = L1L2 be the compositum of L1 and L2. Then
(p1)
!(p2)+(M) =
⊕
s∈S
(ls)+r
!
s(M) =
⊕
s∈S
(L12 ⊗L2 M)s,
where (L12⊗L2M)s is L12⊗L2M as vector space over K. The DL12-action
is
P · (l ⊗m) = P s(l ⊗m), P s = sPs−1,
and the DL1-action is determined by the inclusion DL1 ⊂ DL12 .
(4) Assume that π : SpecL → SpecK is Galois with Galois group G. If M is
a DL-module, then
π!π+(M) =
⊕
g∈G
Mg,
where Mg is the twisted DL-module (see (3.2)).
Proof. (1): We have that ⊕rj=1(sj)+s!j is the identity operation, so that by the base
change theorem (here simply stating that L2 ⊗K L1 ⊗L1 M = L2 ⊗K M)
p!2(p1)+(M) = (q1)+q
!
2(M) =
r⊕
j=1
(q1)+(sj)+s
!
jq
!
2(M) =
r⊕
j=1
(q1 ◦ sj)+(q2 ◦ sj)!(M)
=
r⊕
j=1
(lj)+r
!
j(M).
(2): Define the homomorphism
ψ : LH1 ⊗K LH2 →
⊕
s∈S
LH(s), x⊗ y 7→ (xsys−1)s∈S ,
where we note that LH1 ⊂ LH(s), and x 7→ sxs−1 defines a map H(s) → H2, and
therefore a map LH2 → LH(s), x 7→ sxs−1. To see that ψ is an isomorphism it
suffices to see that it induces an isomorphism of K-vector spaces. As K-vector
spaces we have LH1 = K[H1\G], LH2 = K[G/H2], and LH(s) = K[G/H(s)]. We
can now factor ψ by natural maps
ψ : K[H1\G]⊗K K[G/H2] a−→
⊕
s∈S
K[G](1¯⊗ s¯) b−→
⊕
s∈S
K[G/H(s)],
x¯⊗ y¯ 7→ (x¯sy¯s−1)s∈S ,
where it is straightforward to see that a and b define isomorphisms of K-vector
spaces. The assertion now follows from (1), where L(s) = LH(s).
(3): Now H(s) = H1 ∩H2 and we have isomorphisms
L12 = L
H1∩H2 → L(s), x 7→ sxs−1.
This isomorphism also induces an isomorphism DL12 → DL(s) , P 7→ P s = sPs−1.
Now the assertion follows from (2).
(4): Here H1 = H2 = {e} are trivial groups, so the assertion follows from (3). 
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There is also a counterpart to Mackey’s irreducibility criterion which at the same
time expands the scope of Proposition 3.9. Let π : SpecL → SpecK be a finite
field extension of positive transcendence degree (over k) and characteristic 0, and
let π¯ : Spec L¯ → SpecK be a Galois cover of π with Galois group G. Let H
be the Galois group of L¯/L, S be a set of representatives of H\G/H , and put
H(s) = sHs−1 ∩ H for s ∈ S. Below we regard L¯H(s) ⊗L M as a DL-module by
the inclusion L ⊂ LH(s).
Corollary 4.8. Let M be a simple DL-module of finite dimension over L. The
following conditions are equivalent:
(1) π+(M) is simple.
(2) The DL-modules M and L¯H(s) ⊗L M are disjoint for each s ∈ S \ H (so
that HomDL(M, L¯
H(s) ⊗LM) = 0).
Proof. We can work in the Grothendieck group K1 of D-modules, using the natural
pairing <>: K1 ⊗Z K1 → Z determined by requiring for simple modules Ni that
< [N1], [N2] > equals 1 when [N1] = [N2] and otherwise 0. Then π+(M) is simple
if and only if < [π+(M)], [π+(M)] >= 1. By adjointness and Proposition 4.7,(2),
with H = H1 = H2 being the Galois group of L¯/L (and p1 = p2 = π), we get
< [π+(M)], [π+(M)] > =< [M ], [π
!π+(M)] >=
∑
s∈S
< [M ], [L¯H(s) ⊗LM ] >
= 1 +
∑
s∈S\H
< [M ], [L¯H(s) ⊗LM ] > .
This implies the assertion. 
4.4. Abelian extensions. It can be difficult to compute the central extension G¯M
of the intertia group GM ⊂ G of a simple DL-module M corresponding to a Galois
extension π : SpecL→ SpecK, with Galois group G, and then also its irreducible
representations Vχ, χ ∈ ̂¯GM , appearing in Theorem 3.27. Suppose now instead that
we know one simple constituent N of π+(M) and also the complete decomposition
π+(L) =
⊕
χ∈Gˆ
V ∗χ ⊗k Lχ.
Then
π+π
!(N) = π+(L)⊗K N =
⊕
χ∈Gˆ
V ∗χ ⊗k Lχ ⊗K N,
so that if M is a simple component of π!(N) then each simple module in π+(M) is
isomorphic to a submodule of some Lχ⊗KN . Here the latter module is semisimple
but need not be simple when π is non-abelian.
Proposition 4.9. Assume that π : SpecL→ SpecK is abelian and M be a simple
holonomic DL-module. There exist integers m and e such that:
(1)
π+(M) =
m⊕
i=1
(Lχi ⊗K N)e,
where Lχ ⊗K N are simple DK-modules. Here N is a simple submodule of
π+(M) and the Lχi are simple submodules of π+(L).
(2) e2 ·m = |GM |, the order of the inertia group of M .
(3) rankK(N) =
rankL(M)
e·m and rankK(Lχ) = 1.
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Proof. In this situation Lχ ⊗K N is simple since N is simple and rankK Lχ =
dimVχ = 1. Therefore for some integers mχ
π+(M) =
⊕
(Lχ ⊗N)mχ
where the sum runs over certain χ ∈ Gˆ. Moreover,
π!(Lχ ⊗K N) = π!(Lχ)⊗L π!(N) = L⊗L π!(N) = π!(N).
Hence the multiplicity mχ = [π+(M) : Lχ⊗K N ] = [π!(N) : M ] = e is independent
of χ. Thus, by Theorem 4.7, (4),
⊕
G/GM
⊕
GM
Mg =
⊕
g∈G
Mg = π
!π+(M) =
m⊕
i=1
⊕
g∈G/GM
M e
2
g ,
so that equaling the multiplicity of M in both sides, we get |GM | = e2m, proving
(2). Also (3) is now evident. 
Example 4.10. (Kummer extensions) Consider the field extension π : K →
L = K(a
1/n
1 , . . . , a
1/n
r ), where ai algebraically independent elements in K. It
can be factorized into cyclic extension πi : Ki−1 = K(a
1/n
1 , . . . , a
1/n
i−1) ⊂ Ki =
K(a
1/n
1 , . . . , a
1/n
i ). Then, putting xi = a
1/n
i ,
π+(L) = (π1)+ · · · (πr−1)+(πr)+(L) = (π1)+ · · · (πr−1)+(
n−1⊕
i=0
DKr−1xir)
= (π1)+ · · · (πr−2)+(
⊕
(πr−1)+(DKr−1xir))
= (π1)+ · · · (πr−2)+(
n−1⊕
ir−1=0
n−1⊕
ir=0
DKr−2xir−1r−1 xirr ) =
n−1⊕
ij=0,j=1,...,r
DK
r∏
j=1
x
ij
j .
We now consider inverse images of abelian Galois morphisms when one has infor-
mation about the inertia group of the module. It gives a more precise result than
in Theorem 3.17.
Given field extensions
SpecL
pi−→ SpecK r−→ SpecK0,
put p = r ◦ π, and let Gpi, Gr and Gp denote the corresponding Galois groups.
Assume that π and r are Galois, so that Gpi is a normal subgroup of Gp and
Gr = Gp/Gpi. Say that π is minimal Galois with respect to r if for any field
K ⊂ L1 ⊂ L such that L1/K0 is Galois it follows that L1 = L or L1 = K. As
before, if N is a DK -module, let GN be its inertia subgroup in Aut(L/k).
Theorem 4.11. Assume that Gpi is abelian and N be a simple holonomic DK-
module such that its inertia group GN contains Gpi. Assume moreover that π is
minimal Galois with respect to r : SpecK → SpecLG. Then one of the following
holds:
(1) π!(N) is simple.
(2) π!(N) =M e, where M is simple and e2 = deg π = |GM |.
(3)
π!(N) =
⊕
g∈Gpi
Mg,
where M is simple and Mg 6∼=Mg′ when g 6= g′.
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Proof. Let GM be the inertia group in Gpi of a simple module M in π
!(N). By
Theorem 3.17
π!(N) =
t⊕
i=1
(gi ⊗M)e
where t = |Gpi/GM | and e divides |GM |. Since GM ∩ Gpi is normal in the abelian
group Gpi it follows that L
GM is Galois over LG. By the minimality condition either
LGM = L or LM = K. In the first case GM = {1} and thus t = |Gpi | and e = 1,
corresponding to (3). In the latter case, GM = Gpi, implying (2) or (1). 
Corollary 4.12. If the Galois group Gpi is of prime order p and N is a simple
DK-module, then either
(1) π!(N) is simple
(2) π!(N) =
⊕p
i=1Ni, where Ni 6∼= Nj when i 6= j.
Proof. Here L/K is minimal Galois relative to K = K so one can apply Theo-
rem 4.11, where case (2) cannot occur since |Gpi| = p is not a square. 
Remark 4.13. Taken together with the equivalence Theorem 5.31 below the above
results imply corresponding assertions in “Clifford Theory” [1, Th. 6.18, Cor. 6.19],
but notice that the scope of the above result is greater since the DK-modules need
not arise from irreducible representation of a finite group.
4.5. Decomposition over liftable differential operators. We have the subring
DpiY of liftable differential operators in DY (2.2), and for any coherent DX -module
M we can define the map
(4.5.1) ΘM : π∗(M)→ π+(M), m 7→ Θ(1)⊗ 1⊗m,
where Θ is described in equation (2.3.4).
Proposition 4.14. The map ΘM is a homomorphism of DpiY -modules. On the e´tale
locus, ΘM is an isomorphism of DY0-modules.
Proof. Clearly both sides in the map are left DpiY -modules. If ∂ is a liftable deriva-
tion, then ∂(Θ(1)⊗ 1 ⊗m) = Θ(1)⊗ 1 ⊗ ∂m (see also Remark 2.7), therefore the
restriction of ΘM to Y0 is a homomorphism of modules over the ring DpiY0 = D(T piY0).
If M = DX then π+(DX) = π∗(ωX/Y ⊗pi−1(OY )π−1(DY )) = π∗(ωX/Y )⊗OY DY and
we have the map
ψ : π∗(DX)→ π∗(ωX/Y )⊗OY DY , P 7→ φi trpi ⊗Pi,
where a locally defined section inX (over Y )
∑
φi⊗Pi ∈ π∗(OX⊗pi−1(OY )π−1(DY )) ∼=
Diff(π−1(OY ),OX) is the differential operator that is induced by section P of
π∗(DX). Since the action of a section of DpiY on a section of either side of the
map ψ is determined by its restriction to Y0, and we know that the restriction of
ψ to Y0 is a homomorphism, it follows that ψ is a homomorphism of DpiY -modules.
Therefore the assertion follows when M is locally free over DX . Since any coherent
DX -module is locally provided with a finite locally free resolution (locally the cat-
egory of coherent DX -modules is of finite global homological dimension), and the
map ΘM is functorial inM , it follows that ΘM is a homomorphism for any coherent
M . Finally, DpiY0 = DY0 , so the restriction of ΘM is a morphism of DY0 -modules
Θ0M : i
∗(π∗(M)) = (π0)∗j
∗(M) → i!(π+(M)) = (π0)+j!(M). It is easy to see that
this is an isomorphism when M = DX , and again since ΘM is functorial in M , it
follows that Θ0M is an isomorphism. 
WhenM is a connection it can be more natural to study theOY - coherent module
π∗(M) than π+(M), where the latter tends to be non-coherent when π is ramified.
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On the other hand, the ring DpiY is not easy to get a grip on9. However, when X/Y
is fairly close to being an invariant map X → XG, generators of DpiY admit a direct
construction, and we shall see that in certain cases the semisimple decomposition
of π+(M) induces a semisimple decomposition of π∗(M) as DpiY -module.
Say that a morphism π : X → Y is uniformly ramified if for any prime divisor
D on Y we have π−1(D) =
∑s
i=1 riEi, where r1 = · · · = rs.10
This condition is good for ensuring a nice Galois cover X˜ → X → Y of π, as
noted by F. Knop [46]; see also (3.1) and (3.7). Uniformly ramified morphisms
naturally occur as Galois extensions X¯ → Y and more generally as factorizations
X˜ → X → Y , where X = X˜H and H is a subgroup of the Galois cover X˜/X/Y of
X/Y that does not contain any pseudo reflections. It turns out that any uniformly
ramified morphism is of this form.
Let D¯X and D¯piX11 be the graded commutative rings associated to the order
filtrations of the rings DpiY ⊂ DX .
Proposition 4.15. The following are equivalent for a finite morhism π : X → Y
of smooth varieties:
(1) π is uniformly ramified.
(2) The induced map X˜ → X is e´tale and X˜ is smooth.
Under these equivalent conditions we have:
(1) DpiY = DGX˜ and DX = DHX˜ .
(2) DpiY is a simple ring.
(3) D¯X is of finite type over D¯piX and DX is finitely generated over DpiY .
Assume that A → B is an inclusion of graded rings where B is a polynomial
ring, such that X = SpecB → SpecA is uniformly ramified. Then the Galois cover
B → B¯ gives a map π¯ : A → B¯, where A = B¯G for a finite group G. So that
generators of DpiA = Dp¯iA are given as in [53, Th. 5] and [46, Th. 7.3]
Proof. See [46, Prop 3.3] for the assertion that π is uniformly ramified if and only if
X˜/X is unramified in codimension 1. Since X˜ is normal and X is smooth, it follows
from Zariski-Nagata’s purity theorem that X˜ → X is e´tale, and as X is smooth, it
follows that X˜ is smooth. The remaining assertions are explained in [loc. cit.]. 
By Proposition 4.15, (3), ifM is a coherentDX -module, then π∗(M) is a coherent
DpiY -module. If M is a connection along the ramification locus we can be more
precise.
Theorem 4.16. Let π : X → Y be a uniformly ramified morphism of smooth
varieties and M be a simple DX-module which generically is non-zero and of finite
type over fraction field of X. Assume also that the stalk Mx is of finite type over
OX,x when x is a generic point of the ramification locus Bpi. Let π+(M) = ⊕Mnii
be a semisimple decomposition (Th. 3.21), where the Mi are simple DY -modules,
and put Ni = Θ
−1(Mi) ⊂ π∗(M). Then
π∗(M) = ⊕Nnii ,
where the Ni are simple DpiY -modules.
9This is in contrast to the ring generated by the easily described liftable tangent vector fields
TpiY = TY (IDpi ), formed as the vector fields that preserve the ideal of the disciminant; for a
discussion of TpiY see [39] and references therein.
10This notion was also employed in [39] for a different purpose.
11We use the notation in [loc. cit.]
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Remark 4.17. (1) In [40] we study DpiY -submodules of π∗(OX) for invariant
maps π : X → XG of a finite group G acting linearly on an affine space
X = An.
(2) Question: are the DpiY -modules Ni of finite length or even simple when M
is a torsion free holonomic DX -module?
Proof. Let N0i be a non-zero submodule of the DpiY -module Ni and put N¯i = Ni/N0i ,
so that by Proposition 4.14, supp N¯i ⊂ Dpi. Assuming Dpi is non-empty, let y be
a point in the discriminant Dpi. Since π is uniformly ramified we have π
−1(y) =
Bpi ∩ π−1(y), implying in particular that Mx is of finite type when the height
ht(x) ≤ 1 and x ∈ Bpi, and hence Mx is of finite type for all points of height ≤ 1
in Bpi. Since M is simple it follows that Mx is of finite type for any point x in
Bpi. Hence π∗(M)y is of finite type over OY,y for all points y in Dpi, hence (N¯i)y
is a DpiY,y-module that is of finite type over OY,y. Moreover, AnnOY,y((N¯i)y) is
a non-zero 2-sided ideal of the simple ring DpiY (Prop. 4.15), since π is uniformly
ramified; hence AnnOY,y ((N¯i)y) = DpiY,y. This implies that (N¯i)y = 0 when y ∈ Dpi,
and hence N¯i = 0. 
Proposition 2.2 can be made more precise when the morphism is uniformly ram-
ified.
Corollary 4.18. Let π : X → Y be a uniformly ramified morphism of smooth va-
rieties. The homomorphism in Proposition 2.2 induces an isomorphism of constant
sheaves of rank 1
η′ : HomDpiY (π∗(OX),OY )→ HomDpiY (ωY , π∗(ωX)),
where on the right (left) DpiY acts on ωX ( ωY ) from the right (left). The section Θ
in (S) is a global section of
HomDpiY (ωY , π∗(ωX)) = HomDpiY (π
−1(ωY ), ωX) ⊂ ωX ⊗OX π∗(ωY ),
and forms a basis of the constant sheaf.
Proof. It remains only to prove that η′ is an isomorphism of constant sheaves of
rank 1. Let DK denote vector space dual over K. We have (as detailed below)
HomDpiY (π∗(OX),OY ) = HomDY (π+(OX),OY ) = HomDK (L,K)
= HomDK (D
K(K), DK(L)) = HomDK (K,L)
= LTK/k = k.
The first equality follows from Theorem 4.16, the second since L andK are semisim-
ple DK-modules and, letting j be the inclusion of the generic point in Y , the func-
tor j!+ fully faithful, and we have j!+(L) = π+(OX) and j!+(K) = OY . The third
equality follows since DK is an equivalence of categories and the fourth follows since
DK(L) ∼= L and DK(K) = K. The last equality follows from Lemma 5.30 (below),
since k is algebraically closed in K.
Applying the functor ωK ⊗K · (from left- to right DK-modules), so that ωL =
ωK⊗KL, we get HomDK (K,L) = HomDK (ωK , ωL). One can now work backwards
to arrive at the right side of the isomorphism η′. 
5. Covering D-modules
Say that a DL-module M1 is diagonalizable if there exists an isomorphism
M1 =
⊕
i
Λi,
where the modules Λi are of rank 1.
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Definition 5.1. Let X be a smooth variety with fraction field K = OX,η. A DX -
module M is a covering module if it is torsion free over OX and there exists a finite
field extension L/K such that M1 = L ⊗K Mη is diagonalizable. Let Modcov(X)
be the category of covering modules on a smooth variety X .
A monomial module is of the form π+(Λ) for some finite map π and simple
DX -module Λ of generic rank 1.
When the modules Λi all are isomorphic to L we say that M is generically (L-)
e´tale trivial (or isotrivial), meaning that that M has a complete set of algebraic
solutions in L. Moreover, if L/K is a finite Galois extension with Galois group G,
it is well-known that the category of (L-) e´tale trivial DK-modules is equivalent
to the category of k-linear representations of a finite-group G; this Picard-Vessiot
equivalence is described in (5.5). The differential Galois group of a covering DK-
module is an extension of a finite group by a product of multiplicative groups.
Any covering module M is generically semisimple (Th. 3.14), and its socle is the
minimal extension from the generic point. If the integral closure π : XM → X of X
in L is smooth and π+(M) = ⊕Λi, then the socle is contained in ⊕π+(Λi), so that
in particular any simple covering module is a submodule of a monomial module.12
Moreover, the category Concov(X) of connections that are also covering modules
is semisimple (Th. 5.37), where the category of e´tale trivial connections Conet(X)
forms a semisimple subcategory.
Monomial modules are a great source of covering modules. On the other hand,
it is a very challenging problem to determine for which parameters α a module
Mα = DX/Iα is e´tale trivial, given a parametrized left ideal Iα of DX . For easy
examples, consider finite surjective maps to the complex line π : X → C, and t
be a coordinate of C. Let DC be the ring of algebraic differential operators in
the variable t and Mα = DC/DC(t∂t − α), E = DC/DC(∂t − 1). The module
π!(Mα) is generically invertible, and if t
α belongs to the function field of X it is
also generically trivial; Mα is e´tale trivial if and only if α is a rational number. The
module π!(E) is a generically invertible simple non-trivial D-module that is not
e´tale trivial.
When K = k((t)), then any semisimple DK-module is a covering module [55].
We mention also the classical problem studied by Schwarz, Fuchs and Klein to
determine the e´tale trivial rank 2 connections on the projective line: Con2et(P
1
C \
S) ⊂ Con2(P1 \ S), where S i a finite set of points in P1C. The case |S| = 3 results
in the famous Schwarz list of e´tale trivial hypergeometric modules DPC -modules,
and for general finite subsets S of a smooth projective curve C a decision procedure
is devised in [22, 23] (based on Klein; see references in [loc. cit.]) for a connection
over C \S to be e´tale trivial, and stress that one needs in particular to decide when
connections of rank 1 are e´tale trivial. Therefore, as a tiny first step to understand
why a connection belongs Conet(X) it is described how one can determine the
e´tale trivial objects in its subcategory I(X) = Con1(X) of connections of rank
1, also when dimX > 1, see (5.3). The whole category I(X) - the basic covering
modules - is studied in Section 5.2, and its set of isomorphism classes is described in
Theorem 5.19 when X is affine, in terms of a smooth completion. Now in some sense
the simplest objects in I(K) = I(SpecK) are the exponential ones, where K/k is a
finitely generated field extension, and in this context a classical theorem by Liouville
is extended by describing the objects M ∈ I(K) such that L⊗KM ∼= DLeφ, φ ∈ L,
for some elementary field extensions L/K, i.e. M becomes exponential after pulling
back to L (Th. 5.28).
12 If XM is non-smooth, then one can take a resolution p : X˜M → XM so that the socle of M
belongs to the torsion free part of (pi ◦ p)+(⊕Λ˜i), for some simple invertible DX˜M
modules Λ˜i.
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5.1. Global sections of differential forms and connections on a projective
variety. Since closed 1-forms on a projective variety X are important for the struc-
ture of D-modules that are of rank 1 over OX we insert a general result about the
cohomology of closed forms on X , which can be regarded as a natural extension of
the Hodge decomposition theorem; there is no claim for essential originality since
the proof relies on the usual Hodge theorem. In particular, global 1-forms on X
are closed, and we show also that global sections of a connection on X are constant.
It was surprising not to find the latter assertion in the literature (though it must
be known), and although the former is well-known it was frustrating not to find an
algebraic argument.
5.1.1. Global sections of differential forms. Let Ωm,clX be the subsheaf of closed m-
forms in ΩmX , where we single out the sheaf of closed 1-forms Ω
cl
X = Ω
1,cl
X ⊂ ΩX .
Theorem 5.2. (1) If X/k is a smooth projective variety, then global m-forms
are closed,
Γ(X,ΩmX) = Γ(X,Ω
m,cl
X ).
(2) Let X/C be a smooth complex projective variety and Ωm,clXa be the sheaf of
closed m-forms on the corresponding complex analytic Ka¨hler manifold Xa.
Then
Hn(Xa,Ω
m,cl
Xa
) =
⊕
j≥m
i+j=n+m
Hi(X,ΩjX).
Clearly, Ω0,clX is flasque and Ω
N,cl
X = Ω
N
X when N = dimX , but a description of
Hn(X,Ωm,clX ) when 0 < m < N and n ≥ 1 is more complicated due to the fact that
the algebraic de Rham complex is not acyclic.
Proof. (1): By the Lefschetz principle one can reduce to the case k = C so that X
can also be regarded as a compact Ka¨hler manifold, and as such it is again denoted
Xa. We have isomorphisms
Γ(X,ΩmX)
∼= Γ(Xa,ΩmXa) ∼= Γ(Xa,Ωm,clXa )
where the first is a consequence of G.A.G.A. and it is well-known that holomorphic
forms on a compact Ka¨hler manifold are closed. If a global algebraic 1-form ω whose
associated complex analytic 1-form is closed, then it is closed also as algebraic 1-
form.
(2): We first prove the assertion in the theorem with indices a attached to
the identities, where Xa can be any compact Ka¨hler manifold. The proof is by
induction over m, where in the case m = 0 and all n ≥ 0 we have the usual Hodge
decomposition
Hn(Xa,C) ∼= Hn(Xa,Ω•Xa) ∼=
⊕
i+j=n
i≥0,j≥0
Hi(Xa,Ω
j
Xa
).
Assume by induction that
(*) Hn(Xa,Ω
r,cl
Xa
) =
⊕
j≥r
i+j=n+r
Hi(Xa,Ω
j
Xa
),
when r < m and all n ≥ 0. To prove the assertion when r = m for all n ≥ 0 we
use induction in n, where the case n = 0 follows from (1). By Poincare´’s lemma for
the complex analytic de Rham complex, for each integer m ≥ 1 we have the exact
sequence
0→ Ωm−1,clXa → Ωm−1Xa → Ωm,clXa → 0
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and hence a long exact sequence
0→Γ(Xa,Ωm−1,clXa )→ Γ(Xa,Ωm−1Xa )→ Γ(Xa,Ω
m,cl
Xa
)→ H1(Xa,Ωm−1,clXa )
· · · → Hn1(Xa,Ωm−1,clXa )
Amn1−−−→ Hn1(Xa,Ωm−1Xa )→ Hn1(Xa,Ω
m,cl
Xa
)
Bmn1−−−→ Hn1+1(Xa,Ωm−1,clXa )→ Hn1+1(Xa,Ωm−1Xa )→
Assume by induction that (*) holds when r = m and n < n1. This implies that the
map Amn1 is surjective so that B
m
n1 is injective and we get the exact sequence
0→ Hn1(Xa,Ωm,clXa )→ Hn1+1(Xa,Ωm−1,clXa )→ Hn1+1(Xa,Ωm−1Xa ),
where by induction
Hn1+1(Xa,Ω
m−1,cl
Xa
) =
⊕
j≥m−1
i+j=n1+m
Hi(Xa,Ω
j
Xa
),
implying that we can add → 0 to the right. This implies that the assertion also
holds for r = m and n = n1. Finally, by G.A.G.A. one can erase a from the right
side of (*). 
5.1.2. Connections on projective varieties and their global sections. Given a finite-
dimensional vector space V over k we get the trivial connection OX ⊗k V , where
∂(φ⊗ v) = ∂(φ)⊗ v, ∂ ∈ TX , φ ∈ OX , v ∈ V .
Proposition 5.3. Let M be a connection on a normal projective variety X over
an algebraically closed field k.
(1) There exists a projective morphism of smooth varieties π : X¯ → X such
that π!(M) is a trivial connection.
(2) Let V = Γ(X,M) be the space of global sections. Then OX ⊗k V is isomor-
phic to a trivial subconnection of M on X. The following are equivalent:
(a) M is a trivial connection.
(b) dimk V ≥ rankM .
Of course, it then follows that (b) implies dimk V = rankM .
Proof. (1): The fraction fieldK ofX is finitely generated over k. Since dimKMK <
∞ there exists a field extension L/K (the Picard-Vessiot extension) for the DK-
module MK , where L is finitely generated over k, ML = L ⊗K MK ∼= Lm as DL-
module, and m = rankM = dimKMK . By a standard construction there exists a
map π1 : X1 → X of normal projective varieties inducing the field inclusion K ⊂ L
as the inclusion of fraction fields. One can resolve the singularities of X1 by a
birational projective map p : X¯ → X1 from a smooth projective variety X¯ , and we
put π = π1 ◦ p. Then π!(M) is a connection that it generically trivial, hence it is
trivial (Prop. 9.13), π!(M) = OX¯ ⊗kW , where TX ·W = 0, and Γ(X¯, π!(M)) =W ,
since k is algebraically closed.
(2): Since V maps injectively into W and L/K is separable, so that derivations
of K can be lifted to derivations of L (defined modulo K-linear derivations of L),
it follows that TK · V = 0. This implies that OX ⊗k V is a trivial subconnection of
M . The equivalences (a-b) should now also be clear. 
There is also a relative version:
Proposition 5.4. Let π : X → Y be a smooth projective morphism of smooth
varieties over an algebraically closed field. Then the direct image defines a functor
π∗ : Con(X)→ Con(Y ), M 7→ π∗(M).
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If M is a semisimple connection and π is finite e´tale Theorem 4.16 implies that
π∗(M) is a semisimple connection.
It follows from the proof that the connection π∗(M) is the same as the lowest
homology group of the full direct image H−dπ+(M) = H
−d(Rπ∗(Ω
•
X/Y (M)[d])),
where Ω•X/Y (M) denotes the relative de Rham complex (a Gauss-Manin connec-
tion).
Proof. Denote by π¯∗(M) the image of the canonical injective map π
−1π∗(M)→M
and let i : Xy → X be the embedding of a fibre (which is smooth since π is smooth)
over a closed point y ∈ Y , so that kY,y = k and i!(M) is a connection on Xy. By
Proposition 5.3
i∗(TX/Y · π¯∗(M)) = TXy/kY,y · i∗(π¯∗(M)) = TXy/kY,y · Γ(Xy, i∗(M)) = 0
Therefore
(*) TX/Y · π¯∗(M) = 0,
where TX/Y is the subsheaf of relative derivations in TX . Since π is smooth we
have the exact sequence
0→ TX/Y → TX dpi−→ π∗(TY )→ 0,
so that if ∂ is a local section of TY there exists locally in X a section ∂˜ in TX
such that dπ(∂˜) = ∂, and by (*) it follows that if ∂˜′ is another such lift, then
(∂˜−∂˜′)π¯∗(M) = 0. Therefore we have an action of TY on π∗(M), which gives π∗(M)
a structure of connection, as it is moreover well-known that π∗(M) is coherent over
OY . 
5.2. D-modules of rank 1. Let j : X0 → X be an open inclusion of smooth
varieties, where X is projective and D = X \ j(X0) is a divisor. Then if M is
a connection on X0 it follows that j+(M) is a coherent DX -module and also a
coherent OX(∗D)-module. We are interested in the case when rk(M) = 1 and X0
is affine13. We want to classify such connections by decomposing closed 1-forms
Γ(X0,Ω
cl
X0
) = Γ(X,ΩclX(∗D)) on X0 into a sum of logarithmic forms on X with
poles along D, exact forms, and a number g of such closed forms with vanishing
residues along D, where g = dimkH
1(X,OX).
5.2.1. Generalities. We first recall a well-known fact.
Lemma 5.5. Any DX-module which is locally free of rank 1 as OX-module is
simple.
Proof. Let M be a DX -module that is of rank 1 and N be a non-zero coherent
submodule. Then N is a DX -module which is coherent over OX , hence it is locally
free as OX -submodule and also a submodule of the locally free module M of rank
1; therefore M/N is a coherent torsion module over OX , which moreover is a DX -
module; therefore M/N = 0. 
Let I(X) (or Con1(X)) be the category of connections on X that are of rank
1. This is a group in categories, where the sum of two objects M1,M2 ∈ I(X) is
M1 ⊗OX M2 and the DX -action is the diagonal one. Each object in I(X) is simple
and we denote by I¯(X) the set of isomorphism classes of simples.
13A sufficient condition for X0 to be affine is that D be the support of an effective ample
divisor, but in general X0 being affine needs not imply that X \X0 is the support of an effective
and ample divisor [28].
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Let ΩclX be the sheaf of closed 1-forms and O∗X the sheaf of invertible elements
in OX . There is then a distinguished triangle
(5.2.1) O∗X dlog−−−→ ΩclX → Cl +1−−→,
where the cone14 of dlog is
Cl = Cl(X) = Cone(dlog : O∗X → ΩclX) = (O∗X [1]⊕ ΩclX).
We have also the distinguished triangle
OX d−→ ΩclX → Cd +1−−→,
and when Xa is a complex analytic manifold there is third distinguished triangle
OXa exp−−→ O∗Xa → Cae
+1−−→,
where Cae ∼= 2πiZ[1]. Replacing X by Xa in the two previous triangles we have
Cal ∼= C∗[1] and Cd ∼= C[1], and we get three distinguished triangles where any
two have a common vertex, and d = dlog ◦ exp. By the octahedral axiom for
triangulated categories, there is then also a distinguished triangle for complexes of
sheaves on analytic sheaves
Cae → Cad → Cal +1−−→,
which is isomorphic to the triangle 2πiZZa [1] → CXa [1] exp−−→ C∗Xa [1]
+1−−→. The
cohomology of (5.2.1) gives a fragment of a long exact sequence
0→ k¯∗ → Γ(X,O∗X) dlog−−−→ Γ(X,ΩclX)→ R0Γ(X, Cl) ResX−−−→ H1(X,O∗X)(5.2.2)
c−→ H1(X,ΩclX)→,
where k¯∗ = R−1Γ(X, Cl) is the multiplicative group of the algebraic closure of k
in the fraction field K of X (a motivation for the notation ResX will appear in
Remark 5.21).
Let Picτ (X) be the subgroup of the Picard group consisting of invertible sheaves
with vanishing rational first chern class. The following proposition is well-known.
Proposition 5.6. (1)
I¯(X) = R0Γ(X, Cl) = Γ(X,Ω
cl
X)
dlog Γ(X,O∗X)
⊕Ker(c)
(2) If the divisor class group is trivial, Cl(X) = 0, then
I¯(X) =
Γ(X,Ω1,clX )
dlog Γ(X,O∗X)
.
(3) If Xa is a complex analytic manifold, then
I¯(Xa) = H
1(Xa,C
∗
Xa) = Hom(π1(Xa),C
∗) = (C∗)b1(Xa) ⊕H,
where π1(Xa) is the fundamental group (with some choice of base point),
b1(Xa) is the first betti number of Xa, and H is a finite abelian group.
(4) If X is projective, then
I¯(X) = Γ(X,ΩX)⊕ Picτ (X).
In Theorem 5.19 I¯(X \D) is compared to I¯(X) as in (4), when D is a divisor.
14 Here O∗X [1] and Ω
cl
X are placed in degrees −1 and 0. See [45] for generalities about triangu-
lated categories.
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Proof. (1): If Ui is an affine covering of X , γi ∈ ΩclUi , where MUi = DUiµi and
∂ ·µi = γi(∂)µi it follows that if Uij = Ui∩Uj , then (γi)Uij −(γj)Uij = dlog(φij) for
some φij ∈ O∗Ui∩Uj . Therefore (γi, φij) defines a Cech 0-cocycle of Cl. The second
equality follows from (5.2.1).
(2): Here H1(X,O∗X) = 0, so the assertion follows from (1).
(3): Since Cal ∼= C∗Xa [1], the first equality follows from (1), which also holds with
X replaced by Xa. The remaining two equalities are also well-known.
(4): In the exact sequence (5.2.2) dlog = 0, so it suffices to see that the image
of ResX equals Pic
τ (X). To prove this in turn it seems that one needs to employ
the Lefschetz principle, G.A.G.A. and Hodge theory, so we assume k = C and
work with the associated complex analytic space Xa. By G.A.G.A. Pic
τ (X) =
Picτ (Xa) = c
−1
1 (H
2(Xa, 2πiZ)
t), where c1 : H
1(Xa,O∗X) → H2(Xa, 2πiZ) is the
map occurring in the exponential sequence, and the index t denotes the torsion
subgroup. We have
Ker(c) = Ker(H1(X,O∗)→ H2(Xa,C))
= Ker(H1(Xa,O∗Xa)→ H2(Xa, 2πiZ)→ H2(Xa,C)) = Picτ (Xa).

Let π : SpecX → SpecY be a finite morphism of smooth k-varieties. The inverse
image defines a group homomorphism
π! : I(DY )→ I(DX), [M ] 7→ [π!(M)],
since π!(M1 ⊗A M2) = π!(M1) ⊗B π!(M2). If locally M = Mγ for some closed 1-
form, π!(M) =Mpi∗(γ), where π
∗(γ) is the image of γ with respect to the pull-back
map π∗ : Ω1,clY → Ω1,clX .
Let γ be an element in the space of closed 1-forms ΩclK , where K/k is a field
extension of finite type. Then [Mγ ] ∈ I(DK) corresponds to [γ] ∈ ΩclK/ dlogK.
The group Aut(K/k) acts on ΩclK and the de Rham cohomology group H
1
dr(K) =
Ωcl/ dlogK in a natural way, and we have GMγ = Gγ , where Gγ = {g ∈ G | g · [γ] =
[γ]} is the stabilisator group of [γ].
5.2.2. Exponential modules. For a finitely generated smooth k-algebra A/k, an ex-
ponential DA-modules is a rank 1 moduleM that is determined by an exact 1-form,
γ = dψ, ψ ∈ A. Writing M = DAeψ, we have ∂ · eψ = ∂(ψ)eψ , ∂ ∈ TA. The follow-
ing proposition is well-known.
Proposition 5.7. If M is a connection that is locally exponential in the Zariski
topology on a variety X, then it is globally exponential, i.e. there exists ψ ∈
Γ(X,OX) such that M = DXeψ. In particular, if M is a rank 1 connection an
a projective variety X that is locally exponential, then M ∼= OX .
Remark 5.8. It follows from the proof that the locally exponential DXa -modules
are classified by the cohomology group H1(Xa,CXa) (where now Xa is a complex
analytic manifold).
The following lemma is close to [68, Prop 4].
Lemma 5.9. Let A be a smooth k-algebra and (ci) be a linearly independent subset
of k, where k is regarded as vector space over the rational numbers Q. Then if
φi ∈ A∗
(
∑
i
ci dlogφi) ∩ dA = 0.
In particular,
dA ∩ (Q dlogA∗) = 0.
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Proof. If
dψ =
∑
i
ci dlog(φi)
and ν is a discrete valuation of the fraction field K of A, then by Proposition 5.12,∑
i
ciResν(dlog(φi)) =
∑
i
ciν(φi) = 0.
Since (ci) is linearly independent, it follows that ν(φi) = 0 for all ν. This implies
that φi belongs to the algebraic closure k¯ of k in K, and therefore dlog(φi) = 0. 
Proof of Proposition 5.7. If ψi ∈ OX(Ui) are local functions such that MUi =
DUieψi , then d(ψi −ψj) = dlog(φij) for some φij ∈ O∗X(Ui ∩Uj). By Lemma 5.9 it
follows that d(ψi−ψj) = 0, hence ψi = ψj +λij , where λij belongs to the algebraic
closure of k¯ of k in K (Lem. 5.29). Now the constant sheaf k¯X is flasque so there
exist λi ∈ k¯X(Ui) such that λij = λj − λi, and therefore the sections ψi − λi glue
to a global section ψ in Γ(X,OX). 
5.2.3. Higher dimensional residues. We will later decompose ΩclX(∗D) inte an expo-
nential and logarithmic component and analyse the logarithmic component using
residues.
K. Saito introduced and studied the notion of logarithmic forms along arbitrary
reduced divisors D in a complex manifold [81], extending similar constructions by
Delinge15. We will further extend Saito’s treatment by defining logarithmic forms
and a residue operation also for closed differentials relative to any discrete valuation
of a field, using the classical constructions for curves. We are here only interested
in 1-forms and work algebraically.
Let ID be the ideal of the reduced divisor D on a normal variety X , which is
regarded as a scheme.
Proposition 5.10. Assume ID,x = (hx) for some function h and let γx ∈ ΩX,x(∗D).
The following are equivalent:
(1) hxγx ∈ ΩX,x and hxd(γ)x ∈ Ω2X,x.
(2) γx = ωx/hx, where ωx ∈ ΩX,x and d(ωx)− dlog(hx)ωx ∈ Ω2X,x.
(3) there exists gx ∈ OX,x that is not a zero-divisor in OD,x such that
gxγx = a dlog(hx) + ηx,
where a ∈ OX,x and ηx ∈ ΩX,x.
The proof is similar to [81, §1]. The sheaf ΩX(logD) of logarithmic differentials
is the subsheaf of sections γ in ΩX(∗D) that satisfy the above equivalent conditions
(1-3) at all points x.
Now let ν : K∗ → Z be a discrete valuation of the finitely generated field
extension K/k, R = Rν be the corresponding discrete valuation subring of K, and
kR = R/mR its residue field. Let R¯ be the mR-adic completion of R, and K¯ be the
fraction field of R¯. Let kˆR ⊂ R¯ be a coefficient field, so that if t is a uniformising
parameter for R, then R¯ = kˆR[[t]], K¯ = kˆR((t)), and we have an identification
kR = R/mR = R¯/(t) = kˆR. The modules of differentials ΩR¯/kˆR and ΩR¯/k are not
separated in the mR-adic topology, and are moreover not of finite dimension, while
the separated modules
Ω¯R/kR :=
ΩR¯/kˆR
∩(mnRΩR¯/kˆR)
= R¯dt and Ω¯R/k :=
ΩR¯/k
∩(mnRΩR/k)
= R¯ ⊗R ΩR/k
15Deligne assumed that D be a divisor with at most normal crossing singularities.
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are of dimension 1 and tr. degK/k, respectively. The usual residue map is defined
by
resν : Ω¯K/kR := K¯ ⊗R¯ Ω¯R¯/kˆR = K¯dt→ kR, a 7→ a−1,
where a =
∑
i ait
i ∈ K¯, ai ∈ kR; the element a−1 is independent of the choice
of uniformising parameter as is described in [82] and [84], for the given choice of
coefficient field. Now the exact sequence
0→ K¯ ⊗kˆR ΩkˆR/k → K¯ ⊗R¯ Ω¯R/k → K¯ ⊗R¯ ΩR¯/kˆR → 0
can be used to extend resν to the composed map
(5.2.3) Resν : ΩK/k → K¯ ⊗R¯ Ω¯R/k → K¯ ⊗R¯ Ω¯R¯/kˆR
resν−−→ kR.
The map Resν depends on the choice of coefficient field kˆR in R¯ as follows. Let
kˆ′R be another coefficient field in R¯ and denote by Res
′
ν the above map with kˆR
replaced by kˆ′R. Select transcendence bases {yi} ⊂ kˆR and {zi} ⊂ kˆ′R as field
extensions of k, and define the derivation ∂′t ∈ TK¯/k by ∂′t(t) = 1 and ∂′t(zi) = 0.
Any ω ∈ K¯ ⊗R Ω¯R/k can be expressed as
(5.2.4) ω = a
dt
t
+
r∑
i=1
bidyi = a
′ dt
t
+
r∑
i=1
b′idzi,
for a, a′, bi, b
′
i ∈ K¯, for the different choices of coefficient fields, so that the relation
between the residues becomes
Res′ν(ω) = a
′
−1 = (a+
r∑
i=1
(bi∂
′
t(yi)))−1
= Resν(ω) +
r∑
i=1
Res′ν(bi∂
′
t(yi))dt).
Remark 5.11. If ν(bi) ≥ 0 then ν(bi∂′t(yi)) ≥ 0, so that Resν(ω) is independent
of the choice of coefficient field.
A ν-logarithmic 1-form γ ∈ ΩK/k is a 1-form that has a logarithmic pole at ν,
meaning mRγ ⊂ ΩR/k and mRdγ ⊂ Ω2R/k. Let ΩK/k(log ν)16 be the k-vector space
of ν-logarithmic 1-forms. Let ΩclK/k be the closed 1-forms and put Ω
cl
K/k(log ν) =
ΩK/k(log ν) ∩ ΩclK/k.
Let k¯ν be the algebraic closure of k in kR.
Proposition 5.12. (1) The map Resν in (5.2.3) restricts to a map
ΩK/k(log ν)→ kR
that is independent of the choice of coefficient field.
(2) The map Resν restricts to a map
ΩclK/k → k¯ν
that is independent of the choice of coefficient field.
(3) Resν(dK) = 0.
(4) Resν(dlogφ) = ν(φ).
Remarks 5.13. (1) Saito proves (1) in the complex analytic situation, where
k = k¯ν = C, kR is the field of meromorphic functions on a divisor D in a
complex manifold, and R is a ring of germs of meromorphic functions that
do not have poles along D [81].
16It can also be denoted ΩR/k(logmR).
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(2) Let D = V (f) be an irreducible germ of a complex analytic hypersurface
and ν be its discrete valuation. If ω is a closed meromorphic 1-form with
poles only along D we have Resν(ω) =
∫
c ω, where c is a generator of the
cyclic homology group H1(U \D,Z) for sufficiently small open sets U .
(3) By Artin’s approximation theorem there exists a finite field extension L/K
such that the algebraic closure k¯ν is isomorphic to the algebraic closure of
k in L.
Proof. (1): Consider the expressions (5.2.4). Since ω ∈ ΩK/k(log ν) it follows that
tω ∈ ΩR/k, so that ν(a) ≥ 0, and since tdω ∈ Ω2R/k, implying ν(bi) ≥ 0, the
assertion follows by Remark 5.11. We can see also that Resν(ω) = a¯ = a(modmR),
where now a¯ is evaluated without selecting a coefficient field. Not knowing that
Resν(ω) arises also from resν by a choice of kˆR, one instead can check that a¯ does
not depend on the representation of ω. Suppose we have two decompositions
γ = a
dt
t
+ γ0 = a
′ dt
t
+ γ′0
where ν(a), ν(a′) ≥ 0 and tγ0, tγ′0 ∈ ΩR/k. Hence
(a− a′)dt
t
+ γ0 − γ′0 = 0.
Since tdγ ∈ Ω2R/k, γ0, γ′0 ∈ ΩR/k, and therefore γ0 − γ′0 ∈ ΩR/k. It follows that
ν(a− a′) > 0, whence a¯′ = a¯.
(2): Select a coefficient field kˆR of R¯, let t be a uniformising parameter, and
(y2, . . . , y3) be a transcendence basis of kR/k. Then the differentials {dt, dyi} form
a basis of Ω¯K¯ν/k = ⊕K¯dyi, and we let {∂t, ∂i} be the dual basis. If
ω = adt+
r∑
i=1
bidyi
and dω = 0, we get
r∑
i=1
(∂yi(a)− ∂t(bi))dyidt = 0
and, since the differentials dyidt ∈ K¯⊗KΩ2K/k, i = 1, . . . , n are linearly independent
over K¯,
∂yi(a)− ∂t(bi) = 0.
Writing a =
∑
i ait
i, bi =
∑
j bijt
j ∈ K¯ = kˆR((t)), ai, bij ∈ kˆR, we get ∂yi(a−1) = 0,
i = 1, . . . , r. Hence by Lemma 5.30 (below) a−1 belongs to the algebraic closure k¯
of k in kˆR. Since the image of k¯ under an isomorphism kˆR ∼= kR (fixing k) coincides
with the algebraic closure k¯ν of k in kR, it follows that Resν(ω) = a−1 ∈ k¯ν ⊂ kR.
(3): If φ ∈ K, then dR¯/k(φ) = dR¯/k¯R(φ), as elements in ΩR¯/kˆR equals, and it is
well-known that resν(dR¯/k¯R(φ)) = 0.
(4): If φ = tmu, where ν(t) = 1, ν(u) = 0, then dlog(φ) = md(t)/t + d(u)/u.
This implies the assertion. 
Saito’s residue map is given by
(5.2.5) Res : ΩX(logD)→ KD =
r⊕
i=1
K(ODi), γ 7→
a¯x
g¯x
=
r⊕
i=1
resνi(γ),
(in the notation of Proposition 5.10) where KD is the total field of fractions of D,
K(ODi) the fraction field of Di, and νi is the discrete valuation that is determined
by Di. There exists an exact sequence
(5.2.6) 0→ ΩX → ΩX(logD) Res−−→ RD → 0.
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Here RD is a subsheaf of KD that contains c∗(OD˜), where c : D˜ → D is the
normalization map (see [81]). The residue map restricts to a map
(5.2.7) Res : ΩclX(logD)→
r⊕
i=1
k¯νi , γ 7→
r⊕
i=1
resνi(γ),
where k¯νi is regarded as a constant subsheaf of K(ODi) (see Proposition 5.12), and
we also have a map
Res : ΩclX(∗D)→
r⊕
i=1
k¯νi , γ 7→
r⊕
i=1
resνi(γ),
5.2.4. Decomposition inte logarithmic and exponential modules. Let D be any re-
duced divisor in a smooth projective variety X and ΩX(∗D), OX(∗D) the sheaf of
differentials and functions, respectively, with arbitrary poles alongD, and dOX(∗D)
be the image sheaf of the differential d : OX(∗D) → ΩX(∗D). We have the exact
sequence
0→ ΩclX → dOX(∗D)⊕ ΩclX(logD) p−→ ΩclX(∗D),
where clearly the map of sheaves p need not be surjective, even when D is smooth.
On the other hand, if one replaces X by its associated complex analytic manifold
Xa there is a kind of Poincare´ lemma, which surely is well-known but seems not
available in the literature.
Lemma 5.14. We have an exact sequence
(5.2.8) 0→ ΩclXa → dOXa(∗D)⊕ ΩclXa(logD)
p−→ ΩclXa(∗D)→ 0.
Proof. Assume that D = ∪ri=1Di where the Di are irreducible. Let ω be a section
of ΩclXa(∗D) and put λi = Resνi(ω) ∈ k¯, where νi is the discrete valuation of the
fraction field of the ring of complex convergent power series, corresponding to the
divisor Di. Then
ω0 = ω −
r∑
i=1
λi
df
f
is a closed meromorphic 1-form with vanishing residues along D. There exist a
subset C of D such that D \ C is smooth and codimXa C ≥ 2. Let j : Ua =
Xa\Ca → Xa be the open inclusion. Then there exists an open covering {Ui} of Ua
and holomorphic functions φUi such that dφUi = ω
0|Ui and d(φUi |Uj − φUj |Ui) = 0.
Since R1j∗(CUa) = 0 (see Remark 5.15), it follows that locally in Xa there exists a
function φ such that ω0 = dφ. 
Remarks 5.15. (1) It is well-known, and can be proven with a topological
argument, that
Rij∗(CUa) = 0,
when i = 1, 2 and codimXa C ≥ 2. We indiciate a different known proof,
based on Grothendieck’s comparison theorem
(*) RΓC ◦DR(OXa) = DR ◦RΓ[C](OXa ),
where DR is the de Rham functor and RΓ[C] denotes tempered local coho-
mology; the latter occurs in a distinguished triangle
(**) RΓ[C](OXa)→ OXa → Rj+j!(OXa ) +1−−→,
(see [12, Th. 5.4.1]). The homology of the complex RΓ[C](OXa) is con-
centrated in degrees ≥ codimXa C and has support in C, so by (*) the
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homology of RΓC(CXa ) = RΓCDR(OXa) = DR ◦ RΓ[C](OXa) is concen-
trated in degrees ≥ 2 codimXa C. By applying DR on (**) we get the
distinguished tringle
RΓC(CXa )→ CXa → Rj∗j∗(CXa) +1−−→,
and therefore
Rkj∗(CUa) = R
kj∗j
∗(CXa) = 0,
when k = 1, . . . , 2(codimXa C−1). Keeping the assumption codimXa C ≥ 2,
the exact sequence 0→ CXa → OXa → ΩclXa → 0 gives
R1j∗(Ω
cl
Ua) = R
1j∗(OUa) = R2ΓC(OXa),
which is moreover 0 when codimXa C > 2 .
(2) Lemma 5.14 can also be proven using integrals (see Remark 5.13, (2)) and
Riemann’s extension theorem, stating that OXa = j∗j∗(OXa) when C is of
codimension ≥ 2.
Assume thatD is a divisor such thatX0 = X\D is affine andM be a DX -module
whose restriction to X0 is a connection of rank 1. It follows that Γ(X,M) 6= 0, and
any global non-zero section µ of M restricts to a cyclic generator, M|X0 = DX0µ,
where ∂ · µ = ω(∂)µ, ∂ ∈ TX for some ω ∈ Γ(X,ΩclX(∗D)) = Γ(X0,ΩclX0).
Proposition 5.16. Let X be a smooth projective variety and D be a divisor such
that X0 = X \D is affine. Then
(5.2.9) Γ(X0,Ω
cl
X0) = Γ(X,Ω
cl
X(log(D)))⊕ dΓ(X0,OX0)⊕H1(X,OX).
For the proof we need to work with the associated complex analytic manifold
Xa. Consider the exact sequence
(5.2.10) 0→ CXa → OXa(∗Da) d−→ dOXa (∗Da)→ 0.
We have therefore the exact sequence (which will be explained in the proof below)
(5.2.11) 0→ dΓ(X0,OX0)→ Γ(Xa, dOXa(∗Da))→ H1(X,OX)⊕ Γ(X,ΩX)→ 0.
Proof. By Lefschetz’ principle we can assume that k = C. We first prove that in
the transcendental topology we have the exact sequence
(5.2.12)
0→ Γ(Xa,ΩclXa)→ Γ(Xa,ΩclXa(log(Da)))⊕ Γ(Xa, dOXa (∗Da))
→ Γ(Xa,ΩclXa(∗Da))→ 0.
By Lemma 5.14 we have the exact seqence
0→ ΩclXa → ΩclXa(logDa)⊕ dOXa(∗Da)→ ΩclXa(∗Da)→ 0,
whose associated long exact sequence in homology contains the map
H1(Xa,Ω
cl
Xa)→ H1(Xa,ΩclXa(logDa))⊕H1(Xa, dOXa(∗Da)).
To prove the exactness of (5.2.12) it suffices to see that the composition to a map
on the second factor
(5.2.13) H1(Xa,Ω
cl
Xa)→ H1(Xa, dOXa(∗Da))
is injective, which is done by employing the exact sequence (5.2.10). Since X \D
is affine, by G.A.G.A. Hi(Xa,OXa(∗Da)) = Hi(X,OX(∗D)) = 0, i ≥ 1, hence by
the Hodge theorem we get
H1(Xa, dOXa(∗Da)) = H2(Xa,CXa)
= H2(Xa,OXa)⊕H1(Xa,ΩXa)⊕ Γ(Xa,Ω2Xa).
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Again by G.A.G.A. we get the sequence (5.2.11), so that
(5.2.14) Γ(Xa, dOXa(∗D)) = dΓ(X,OX(∗D))⊕H1(X,OX)
⊕
Γ(X,ΩX).
Since moreover
H1(Xa,Ω
cl
Xa) = H
1(Xa,ΩXa)⊕ Γ(Xa,Ω2Xa)
(Prop. 5.2), (5.2.13) defines a map
H1(Xa,ΩXa)⊕ Γ(Xa,Ω2Xa)→ H2(Xa,OXa)⊕H1(Xa,ΩXa)⊕ Γ(Xa,Ω2Xa),
whose composition to a mapH1(Xa,ΩXa)⊕Γ(Xa,Ω2Xa)→ H1(Xa,ΩXa)⊕Γ(Xa,Ω2Xa)
is an isomorphism, it follows that (5.2.13) is injective.
By G.A.G.A. we can first erase a on the left in (5.2.12), noting also that Γ(X,ΩclX) =
Γ(X,ΩX) (Th. 5.2), and since
Γ(Xa,Ω
cl
Xa(∗Da)) ⊂ Γ(Xa,ΩXa(∗Da)) ∩ Γ(Xa,ΩclXa(∗Da)) = Γ(X,ΩclX(∗D))
= Γ(X0,Ω
cl
X0),
we can erase it on the right too, and Γ(Xa,Ω
cl
Xa
(log(Da))) = Γ(X,Ω
cl
X(log(D)).
Then the proof is complete by (5.2.14). 
Put g = dimkH
1(X,ΩX) and select a subset
(5.2.15) {ωi}gi=1 ⊂ Γ(Xa, dOXa(∗Da)) ⊂ Γ(Xa,ΩclXa(∗Da)) = Γ(X0,ΩclX0),
that maps to a basis of H1(X,OX) in (5.2.11). By Proposition 5.16 a closed 1-form
ω on X0 has a unique decomposition
(5.2.16) ω = γ + dψ +
g∑
i=1
αiωi,
where ψ ∈ Γ(X0,OX0), γ ∈ Γ(X,ΩclX(logD)), and αi ∈ k. Let D = ∪rj=1Dj be
a decomposition into irreducible components and Ds be the singular locus of D.
Any point in X \ Ds is contained in an affine open neighbourhod U such that if
fj ∈ OX(U) defines Dj , Dj ∩ U = V (fj), then
γ|U =
r∑
j=1
λj
dfj
fj
+ γ0,
where γ0 ∈ Ω(U,ΩclX) and λj ∈ k¯.17
Since locally in the analytic topology, in sufficiently small open sets Ua, ω =∑
λidfi/fi+ dψ, for some meromorphic functions fi, ψ ∈ Γ(Ua,OXa(∗Da)), M can
be presented as follows
M(Ua) = DX(Ua)eψ
∏
j
f
λj
j , ∂ · eψ
∏
j
f
λj
j = (∂(ψ) +
∑
j
λj
∂(fj)
fj
)eψ
∏
j
f
λj
j ,
where ∂ ∈ TXa(Ua). Since M is a rational connection this determines the action on
µ also over small neighbourhoods Ua of points in D
s ⊂ Xa.
Remark 5.17. In classical terminology the differentials ωi represent a basis of the
differentials of the second kind Γ(Xa, dOXa (∗Da)) (i.e. differential forms onX0 with
zero residues along D) modulo differentials of the first kind and exact differentials.
Since no differentials of the first kind are exact when X is projective, it follows
also that dimk Γ(Xa, dOXa(∗Da))/dΓ(X,OX(∗D)) = h0,1 + h1,0 = dimH1(Xa,C).
Elliptic curves: X0 = V (y
2 − (x3 + ax + b)) ⊂ A2k ⊂ P2k, 4a3 + 27b2 6= 0. Then
ω = dx/y and ω1 = xdx/y are differential of the first and second kind, respectively.
17Such a represention of a logarithmic form γ is in general not possible at singular points of
D (see (5.2.5) and [81]).
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K3-surfaces: Then h0,1 = h1,0 = 0, and in the decomposition (5.2.16) we only have
ω = γ + dψ.
5.2.5. Classification of rank 1 connections on affine varieties. Let D be a hyper-
surface in a smooth projective variety X and let j : X0 = X \ D → X be the
open inclusion of its complement, where we assume that X0 is affine. Let Iconn(X)
denote the category of connections on X of rank 1 and I¯conn(X) its isomorphism
classes. The restriction defines a functor
j! : Iconn(X)→ Iconn(X0), M 7→ j!(M),
and we let I0conn(X) be the subcategory of modules such that j
!(M) ∼= OX0 . Denote
by I¯conn,reg(X,D) the isomorphism classes of connections of rank 1 with regular
singularities along D; see [15, 35] for the notion of regular singular D-modules.
Letting πˆ1(Ua) be the set of linear characters of the fundamental group of Ua,
by the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence and G.A.G.A. we have an equivalence of
categories
I¯conn,reg(X,D) = πˆ1(Ua)
(see [loc cit]).
As a divisor, write D =
∑r
i=1Di, where Di are irreducible hypersurfaces, and
denote by CDi and (C/Z)Di the direct image sheaf on X of the constant sheaves
on Di with values in C and C/Z, respectively.
Let Xa denote the complex analytic manifold and Da the complex analytic divi-
sor that can be naturally associated with X and D. K. Saito defined the analytic
residue map (we denote it by the same symbol as in (5.2.5))
ΩXa(logDa) MDa
ΩclXa(logDa) ⊕ri=1CDi,a ,
Res
Res
whereMD is the sheaf of meromorphic functions on Da, which contains the locally
constant sheaf ⊕ri=1CDi,a (see [81, Def 2.2]).
Similarly to Lemma 5.14 (with a similar proof) we have:
Lemma 5.18. The following sequence is exact
(5.2.17) 0→ dlogO∗Xa(∗Da)→ ΩclXa(logDa)
res−−→
r⊕
i=1
(
C
Z
)Da,i → 0.
The corresponding long exact sequence in cohomology contains the map
ψ :
r⊕
j=1
C
Z
→ H1(Xa, dlogO∗Xa(∗Da)).
Theorem 5.19. Assume that X is a smooth complex projective variety and D be
a divisor such that X0 = X \D is affine. Then
(1)
I¯conn(X,D) = Ker(ψ)⊕ dΓ(X0,OX0)⊕Cg ⊕ I¯0(X).
(2)
I¯conn,reg(X,D) = Ker(ψ)⊕ I¯0(X).
Compare also with Proposition 5.6.
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Proof. Since (dlogO∗X0) ∩ dOX0 = 0 (Lem. 5.9), Propositions 5.16 and 5.6 give
I¯
r
conn(X,D) =
Γ(X,ΩclX(logD))
dlog Γ(X0,O∗X0)
⊕ dΓ(X0,OX0)⊕Cg,
and
I¯
r
conn,reg(X,D) =
Γ(X,ΩclX(logD))
dlog Γ(X0,O∗X0)
,
since there can be no exponential component in a rational connection with regular
singularities and also since the rational forms ωi forming a basis for H
1(X,ΩX) do
not define regular singular connections (see (5.2.15)). The sequences (5.2.17) and
(5.2.18) 0→ C∗Xa → O∗Xa(∗Da)
dlog−−−→ dlog(O∗Xa (∗Da))→ 0,
now imply
Γ(X,ΩclX(logD))
dlog Γ(X,O∗X(∗D))
=
Γ(Xa,Ω
cl
Xa
(logDa))
Γ(Xa, dlogO∗Xa(∗Da))
⊕ Γ(Xa, dlogO
∗
Xa
(∗Da))
dlog Γ(Xa,O∗Xa(∗Da))
= Ker(ψ)⊕ I¯0(X);
the last equality follows since I¯
0
(X) = Ker(C), where the map
C : H1(Xa,C
∗
Xa) = I¯(X)→ H1(Xa,O∗Xa(∗Da)) = Pic(X0),
occurs in the long exact sequence of the cohomology of (5.2.18), and the last equality
follows from G.A.G.A.; see also Proposition 5.6. 
When all rank 1 connections on the affine variety X0 are trivial then obviously
I¯
0
(X) = I¯(X); if X is simply connected (Section 6), then I¯
0
(X) is a singleton set;
see also Corollary 5.22. We now show how the subgroup Ker(ψ) of (C/Z)r can be
successively computed using the exact sequences (5.2.18) and
(5.2.19) 0→ O∗Xa → O∗Xa(∗Da)
νD−−→ ZDa → 0,
where ZDa is the direct image on Xa of the constant sheaf on Da with values in
the integers Z, and νD is the order valuation along Da. These sequences are exact
also after erasing the index a, where the first then implies
Γ(X, dlog(O∗X(∗D))) = dlog Γ(X0,O∗X0),
since C∗X is flasque
18. The sequences (5.2.18) and (5.2.19) give the fragments of a
long exact sequences
→ H1(Xa,O∗Xa(∗Da))
b−→ H1(Xa, dlog(O∗Xa(∗Da))
c−→ H2(Xa,C∗Xa)→,
and
→ Zr → H1(X,O∗X)→ H1(Xa,O∗Xa(∗Da))
d−→ H1(Da,ZDa)→,
where H1(Xa,O∗Xa) = H1(X,O∗X) by G.A.G.A.. Let Cr → (C/Z)r, λ 7→ λ¯ be the
natural projection. Given λ ∈ Cr there exist an open covering {Uα} ofXa, elements
γi ∈ ΩclXa(Uα) with res(γi) = λ¯, and ∂γi = dlogφα,β , where [φα,β ] is a 1-cycle with
values in O∗Xa(Xa \Da), so that ψ(λ¯) = [dlog φα,β ]. Put cα,β,γ = ∂(φα,β), defining
a 2-cycle with values in C∗, and we have the map
ψ0 = c ◦ ψ :
r⊕
j=1
C
Z
→ H2(Xa,C∗), λ¯ 7→ [cα,β,γ ].
18If ZD also is flasque, i.e. D is a a disjoint union of irreducible hypersurfaces, one also gets
the well-known fact that the natural map H1(X,O∗X)→ H
1(U,O∗X), U = X \D, is surjective.
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Therefore there exists a map ψ0 : Ker(ψ0) → H1(Xa,O∗Xa(∗Da)) such that the
restriction of ψ to Ker(ψ0) equals b ◦ ψ0. Defining the map
ψ1 = d ◦ ψ0 : Ker(ψ0)→ H1(Da,ZDa)
there exists a map
ψ2 : Ker(ψ1)→ H1(X,O∗X),
such that
Kerψ = Kerψ2 ⊂ Kerψ1 ⊂ Ker(ψ0).
For example, if X is a smooth complex projective curve and D a set of points in
X , then ψ0 : (C/Z)
r → C∗, λ 7→ e2pii
∑
j λj , so that
Ker(ψ1) = Ker(ψ0) = {λ¯ |
r∑
i=1
λ¯i = 0}
and
Ker(ψ) = Ker(ψ2 : {λ¯ |
r∑
i=1
λ¯i = 0} → H1(X,O∗X))
In particular,
I¯
r
conn,reg(P
1
C, D) = Ker(ψ)⊕ {[OP1
C
]} = {λ¯ |
r∑
i=1
λ¯i = 0} ⊕ {[OP1
C
]}.
Assuming that the support of D =
∑
Di is disjoint from the point at infinity,
C ⊂ P1 = C ∪ {∞}, the simple module corresponding to λ¯ is DC
∏r
i=1(x − xi)λi ,
where Di = {xi}.
5.3. E´tale trivial connections of rank 1 and a residue theorem.
5.3.1. A residue theorem. Let Divk(X) be the group of k-divisors, i.e. the abelian
group of formal sums
∑
αxx, where the sum runs over points x of height 1 in a
normal projective variety X , αx ∈ k, and αx is 0 except for finitely many points x.
Selecting an embedding X → Pn the degree deg(x) is the degree of the closure of
x in Pn, and one can define the degree map
deg : Divk(X)→ k,
∑
ht(x)=1
αxx 7→
∑
ht(x)=1
αx deg(x)
Let Div0,k(X) be the group of k-divisors of degree 0 and Clk,0(X) the group k-
divisor classes modulo linear equivalence.
Define the residue map
ResK : Ω
cl
K → Divk(X), γ 7→
∑
ht(x)=1
resx(γ)x.
One can argue that the following result is a generalization of the classical residue
theorem for projective curves to higher dimensional projective varieties.
Theorem 5.20. Let X be a normal projective variety over a field of characteristic
0 and K be its fraction field. The degree of the residue of a differential is 0, so we
have a map
ResK : Ω
cl
K → Divk,0(X)
and a map
ResK : I¯(DK) ∼= H0(Cdlog(K))→ Clk,0(X).
Remark 5.21. In (5.2.2) we have the map ResX : I(X)→ Pic0(X) ∼= Cl0(X), the
integral Weil divisors that are algebraically equivalent to a principal divisor. We
have inclusions I¯(X) ⊂ I¯(DK) and Cl0(X) ⊂ Cl0(X) ⊂ Clk,0(X). The map ResK
in Theorem 5.20 then extends ResX .
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Let us first sketch a way of proving Theorem 5.20 by relying on the residue
theorem for curves. Given a closed 1-form ω with polar locus D there exists an
irreducible curve C that does not belong to D. Its restriction ω|C is a 1-form on C
that has residues along C∩D ⊂ C which are related to the residues of ω along D by
the intersection multiplicity between C and D. The result can then be concluded
from Bezout’s theorem and the fact that the sum of residues on a curve is 0.
The detailed proof below is more uniform in that higher-dimensional varieties
are not treated differently from curves. It follows the same general line of argument
as Hasse’s proof for curves as presented in [82, §11], where one starts with the
projective line, but here the treatment of higher-dimensional projective spaces is
more complicated. For curves the hardest case is when k has postitive characteristic
so one should really extend the above result also to positive characteristic, but notice
that we do not require that k be algebraically closed.
Proof. (a) We first prove the assertion when X = Pmk , where the degree map
deg : Divk(P
m
k ) → k is defined by linear extension from the usual degree deg(V )
of a prime divisor V in Pmk . Let ω be a closed differential form with poles along
a hypersurface D = ∪ri=1Di in Pmk , where the Di are irreducible, and let H be a
linear hypersurface in Pmk that is not a component of D. Put ResDi(ω) = αiDi,
and set α¯i = αi/ni, where ni = [k¯i : k] and k¯i is the algebraic closure of k in the
fraction field of Di. Let Pi ∈ Γ(Pmk \H,OX) be irreducible polynomials that define
Di ∩X0. The differential
ω′ = ω −
∑
i
α¯i
dPi
Pi
∈ Γ(X,ΩclX(∗(H ∪D))),
and its residues along any divisor different from H is 0. We will prove that the
residue of ω′ along H is 0. Since X0 = P
m
k \ (D ∪H) is affine, by Proposition 5.16
(see (5.2.16)) ω′ = γ + dψ, where γ ∈ Γ(Pmk ,ΩclPmk (log(H))) and ψ ∈ Γ(X0,OX0).
Since ResW (dψ) = 0 for any hypersurface W , we get
ResH(ω
′) = ResH(γ).
Now since (this is detailed below)
(5.3.1) γ ∈ Γ(Pmk ,ΩclPmk (log(H))) = Γ(P
m
k ,Ω
cl
Pmk
) = Γ(Pmk ,ΩPmk ),
we get ResH(γ) = 0 and hence ResH(ω
′) = 0, so that
degRes(ω) =
r∑
i=1
αi deg Res(
dPi
Pi
) =
r∑
i=1
αi deg(Pi) = 0,
since the degree of a principal divisor is 0.
It remains to see (5.3.1). Select homogeneous coordinates t¯i such that H = V (t¯0).
Put ti = t¯i/t¯0 and si = t¯i/t¯j, j 6= 0, so that ti = si/s0, i 6= j, tj = 1/s0, and
H ∩ (t¯j 6= 0) = V (s0); put also A = Γ(Pmk \H,OPmk ) = k[t1, . . . , tm]. We have
γ =
m∑
i=1
aidti = ajd(
1
s0
)+
m∑
i=1,i6=j
aid(
si
s0
) = − 1
s20
(aj+
m∑
i=1,i6=j
siai)ds0+
m∑
i=1,i6=j
ai
s0
dsi,
where ai ∈ A. On the right, consider the expression
ψj = aj +
m∑
i=1,i6=j
siai = aj +
m∑
i=1,i6=j
ti
t0
ai.
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Since νH(t
α) = −|α| for each monomial in A, each monomial term in aj and tit0 ai
has a non-positive value with respect to the valuation νH of H . This implies that
ResH(γ) = (−ψj
s20
)−1 = 0.
Here the residue is computed by expanding in K(R¯ν), where R¯νH is the adic com-
pletion of the local ring RνH of H , s0 is a uniformizing parameter, and the si
determine a coefficient field in R¯νH . A logarithmic differential whose residues are
zero is regular (5.2.6), so that γ ∈ Γ(Pmk ,ΩclPmk ) . The last equality in (5.3.1) follows
from Theorem 5.2.
(b) We can regardX as a subvarietyX ⊂ Pnk for some integer n. Putm = dimX
and let L be a maximal linear subspace of Pnk that is disjoint with X (so that
codimL = m+ 1) and p : Pnk \ L→ Pm be the projection map. The restriction of
p to the map π : X → Pmk is then finite (see [70, §7, Prop 6 ]). If x is a point of
height 1 in X and y = π(x), then
(5.3.2) deg(x) = [kx : ky ] deg y
(see [47, Prop 8.3]). The trace Tr : L → K, where L is the fraction field of X and
K that of Pmk , defines a map ΩL = L⊗K ΩK → ΩK that restricts to a map
Tr : ΩclL → ΩclK .
By (a) the proof will be completed if we prove that
resy(Tr(ω)) deg(y) =
∑
x→y
resx(ω) deg(x),
which by (5.3.2) is equivalent to proving
resy(Tr(ω)) =
∑
x→y
resx(ω)[kx : ky].
We have
L⊗K Kˆy =
∏
x→y
Lˆx
where the ˆ denotes m-adic completions of the fields, and
Tr(f) =
∑
x→y
Trx(f), f ∈ L,
where Trx denotes the trace from Lˆx to Kˆy (see [82, II, §12]). Let ty and tx be
local parameters of the discrete valuation ring OY,y and OX,x, respectively, so that
ty = ut
e
x where u is a unit in OX,x and e is some integer ≥ 1. By the additivity of
resy
resy(Tr(ω)) =
∑
x→y
resy(Trx(αx
dtx
tx
+ ω0x)) =
∑
x→y
resy(Trx(αx
dtx
tx
)).
By (5.3.2) it now suffices to prove
resy(Trx(αx
dtx
tx
)) = [kx : ky] resx(αx
dtx
tx
)) = [kx : ky]αx.
Since
dty
yy
=
du
u
+ e
dtx
tx
,
we get
αx
dtx
tx
=
αx
e
dty
ty
− αx
e
du
u
.
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Since moreover Trx(1) = [Lx : Ky] = e[kx : ky] and Tr(du/u)) has no pole at y, and
therefore resy(Tr(du/u)) = 0, we get
resy(Trx(αx
dtx
ty
)) = resy(Trx(
αx
e
dty
ty
−αx
e
du
u
)) = resy([kx : ky]αx
dty
ty
) = [kx : ky]αx.

The set of linear characters πˆ1(X) = HomC(π1(Xa),C
∗) ∼= I(X) of the funda-
mental group of a smooth projective X was related to πˆ1(X0 \H) in Theorem 5.19
(2), where H is a hypersurface. By Theorem 5.20, Γ(X,ΩX(logH)) = Γ(X,ΩX)
for an irreducible hypersurface H , so that the map ψ in Theorem 5.19 is injective.
Therefore, removing H from X will not change the linear characters.
Corollary 5.22. Let X be a smooth projective variety and H be an irreducible
hypersurface in X. Then
πˆ1(X) = πˆ1(X \H) = I(X) = I(X \H).
This can also be expressed by saying that that if M is connection of rank 1 on
X \ H with regular singularities along H , then in fact M is the restriction of a
connection on X .
5.3.2. Degree of Hodge classes. If the Hodge conjecture holds on a smooth projec-
tive variety X for the Hodge classes Hp,p(Xa,C) in H
n(Xa,C), a natural question
to ask is whether the notion of degree of a projective variety also can be attached
to a Hodge class. We shall see that this is possible at least when p = 1.
By Lefschetz (1, 1)-theorem the cycle map
Cl(X)→ H2(Xa,C) = H2(X,OX)⊕H1(X,ΩX)⊕H0(X,Ω2X)
composed with the projection to the middle term gives a surjective map to the
integral Hodge classes
Cl(X)→ H2(Xa,Z) ∩H1(X,Ω1X)→ 0,
which also implies that we get a surjective map
c : ClC(X)→ H1(X,Ω1X)→ 0.
Corollary 5.23. The degree map deg : ClC(X) → C can be factorized as deg =
deg ◦ c, where deg is a map
deg : H1(X,Ω1X)→ C.
Proof. It suffices to prove that if L =∑ri=1 αi[Di], where Di are prime divisors in
X , belongs to the kernel of the cycle map, c(L) = 0, then deg(L) = 0. Let C be
the direct sum of the direct images of the sheafs CD, whith respect to the inclusion
maps D → X , where D runs over all prime divisors in X . Let ΩclXa(log) be the sheaf
of closed holomorphic logarithmic differentials. We have then the exact sequence
0→ ΩclXa → ΩclXa(log)
res−−→ C → 0,
hence also the exact sequence
Γ(Xa,Ω
cl
Xa(log))
res−−→ DivC δ−→ H1(Xa,ΩclXa)→ .
Then the cycle map c = δ ◦ p1, where p1 is the projection from the Hodge decom-
position H1(Xa,Ω
cl
Xa
) = H1(X,ΩX)⊕H0(X,Ω2X)→ H1(X,ΩX) (Th. 5.2). Hence
by the above cited Lefschetz theorem we have the exact sequence
Γ(Xa,Ω
cl
Xa(log))
res−−→ DivC c−→ H1(X,ΩX)→ 0.
Therefore L = res(γ) for some γ ∈ Γ(Xa,ΩclXa(log)) so that by Theorem 5.20,
deg(L) = deg res(γ) = 0. 
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5.3.3. E´tale trivial rank 1 connections. We will classify the e´tale trivial objects in
I(DK) when K/k is a finitely generated field extension.
Proposition 5.24. Let M = Mγ be a DK-module such that dimKM = 1, deter-
mined by a closed 1- form γ ∈ ΩclK . The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) There exists a finite extension π : K → L such that π!(M) ∼= L.
(2) There exists a radical extension π : K → L such that π!(M) ∼= L.
(3) There exists a finite extension π : K → L such that γ ∈ d log(L).
(4) There exists an integer l such that lγ ∈ dlogK.
See also Remark 5.32.
Proof. (1) ⇔ (3) and (2) ⇒ (1) are evident. (4) ⇒ (2): If γ = dlog(y)/l for some
y ∈ K, putting xl = y we get γ = dlog(x). It then suffices to prove (3)⇔ (4). Let
{yi} ⊂ K be a transcendence basis ofK, and {∂j} derivations such that ∂j(yi) = δij .
(4)⇒ (3): There exists a ∈ K such that
γ =
∑
i
γidyi =
1
l
d log(a) =
∑
i
1
l
∂i(a)
a
dyi.
Let L be the extension that is generated by K and elements xi such that x
l
i−a = 0,
so that ∂i(xi)/xi = 1/l(∂i(a)/a). Then
γ =
∑
i
∂i(xi)
xi
dyi = d log(
∏
i
xi) ∈ d log(L).
(3) ⇒ (4) : Assume that γ = d log(b), b ∈ L, where L/K is finite, and let Q[X ] =
Xn+Qn−1X
n−1+ · · ·+Q0 ∈ K[X ] be the minimal polynomial of b, Q(b) = 0. Put
dQ =
∑n−1
i=0 dQiX
i, Q′ = nXn−1 + · · · + Q1, and ∂jQ =
∑n−1
i=0 ∂j(Qi)X
i. Then
dQ[b] + Q′[b]db = 0, so that db = −dQ/Q′(b), and writing γ = ∑ γjdyj , γj ∈ K,
we get
bQ′(b)γj = −∂j(Q)(b).
Using the fact that Q is the unique non-zero monic monomial of minimal degree
such that Q(b) = 0, a straightforward computation gives
∂j(Qi)
Qi
= iγj ,
whenever Qi 6= 0. There exists l such that Ql 6= 0, and then putting a = Ql we get
lγ = d log(a) ∈ dlogK.
Alternative: Let L¯/L/K be a Galois cover of L/K, let Tr : L¯→ L andN : L¯∗ → K∗
be the trace and norm maps, respectively. The trace extends to a map Tr : ΩL¯ →
ΩK , and Tr(dlog(α)) = dlog(N(α)), for α ∈ L¯. Since γ = dlogα ∈ ΩK , we get
[L¯,K]γ = Tr(γ) = dlog(N(α)) ∈ dlogK. 
Thus if Mγ is an e´tale trivial DK- module of rank 1 there exists an element φ in
K and an integer l such that
Mγ ∼= DKφ1/l
and γ = 1l dlog(φ). The isomorphism classes of e´tale trivial modules I
et(K) can be
identified with a subspace of ΩclK/ dlogK, and doing this we assert that
ψ : Iet(K)→ Q
Z
⊗Z dlog(K), γ 7→ 1
l
⊗ dlogφ
is a well-defined map. To see this, if γ1 = γ + dlog(ν), then ψ(γ1) = ψ(γ) since
1⊗ dlog(ν) = 0 in Q
Z
⊗Z dlog(K). If 1/l dlog(φ) = 1/l1 dlog(φ1), then
1
l1
⊗ dlog(φ1) = 1
ll1
⊗ l dlog(φ1) = 1
ll1
⊗ l1 dlog(φ) = 1
l
⊗ dlogφ.
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Theorem 5.25. The map ψ is an isomorphism of groups. Therefore each element
in Iet(K) has a representation of the form
DK
∏
i
arii
where ri ∈ Q and ai ∈ K. Moreover,
DK
∏
i
arii
∼= DK
∏
i
b
r′i
i
if and only if ∏
i a
ri
i∏
i b
r′i
i
∈ K.
Proof. It is an easy verification to see that ψ is a homomorphism. If 1/l⊗dlog(φ) =
0, then dlog(φ) = l1 dlog(φ1), where l divides l1, hence 1/l dlog(φ) =
l1
l dlog(φ1) =
dlog(φ
l1/l
1 ) which maps to the identity in I
et(K). The surjectivity should now also
be clear. It is straightforward to see also the remaining assertions. 
Let X be a normal projective model for K, so that K is the fraction field of
X . One can determine whether Mγ is e´tale trivial from knowledge of the torsion
subgroup Clt(X) of the divisor class group,
Clt(X) ⊂ Cl0(X) ⊂ Cl(X).
Evidently (and by Theorem 5.25), if Mγ is e´tale trivial, then γ ∈ Γ(X,ΩclX(logD))
for some divisor D on X . For a given γ ∈ Γ(X,ΩclX(logD)) there is the following
procedure to determine whether Mγ ∈ Iet(K):
(1) Check if L = Res(γ) has rational coefficients, and if so one can find an
integer l1 such that
L1 = l1L ∈ Cl0(X).
(2) Determine if L1 ∈ Clt(X).
(3) Determine an integer l and a rational function φ ∈ K such that lL1 =
ll1L ∼ (φ). Then
ω = ll1γ − dlogφ ∈ Γ(X,ΩX)
and since dlogK ∩ Γ(X,ΩX) = 0, we get Mγ ∈ Iet(K) if and only if
ll1γ ∈ dlogK.
We can formulate this more succinctly. Define the map
Res : Iet(K)→ CltQ(X), [γ] 7→ [Res(γ)],
which is well-defined since Res(dlog(φ)) = (φ). Define also the map
Res−1 : CltQ(X)→ Iet(K), [D] 7→ [
1
r
dlogφ],
where rD ∼ (φ) for some r ∈ Q∗ and φ ∈ K. This map is also well-defined, since
if r1D ∼ (φ1), r1 ∈ Q∗, φ ∈ K, then
Res(
1
r
dlogφ− 1
r1
dlog φ1) ∼ [D]− [D] = 0
hence there exists ψ ∈ K such that
1
r
dlogφ− 1
r1
dlogφ1 = dlogψ
implying that [ 1r dlogφ] = [
1
r1
dlog φ1]. It is straightforward to see that Res and
Res−1 define homomorphisms of groups.
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Theorem 5.26. The residue map defines an isomorphism of groups
Res : Iet(K)→ CltQ(X)
whose inverse is given by Res−1.
Proof. If Mγ is e´tale trivial, then there exists an integer l such that lγ = dlog(φ),
φ ∈ K. We have
Res−1 ◦Res([γ]) = Res−1(Res(1
l
dlog(φ))) = Res−1(
1
l
[φ]) = [
1
l
dlogφ] = [γ].
If [D] ∈ CltQ(X) and r[D] = (φ), then
Res ◦Res−1([D]) = Res(1
r
dlog(φ)) =
1
r
(φ) = [D].

Remark 5.27. If Clt(X) = 0, for instance when Cl(X) = Z, (2) simply means
L1 = 0. This implies that
ClQ(X) = Cl
t
Q(X) = I
et(K) = Q/Z⊗ dlogK.
This is the case when X is a smooth complete intersection of dimension ≥ 3 by
the Grothendieck-Lefschetz theorem, and by the Noether-Lefschetz theorem it also
holds when X is a hypersurface in P3C of degree ≥ 4 having “general moduli”, see
[29].
Let us for example spell out what all this means when X = Pnk and K is its
fraction field. We assert that for any γ ∈ ΩclK(log) with rational residues, Res(γ) ∈
ClQ(P
n
k ), we haveMγ ∈ Iet(K). To see this, let l1 be an integer such that Res(l1γ) ∈
Cl0(P
n
k ) = 0. Hence there exists a ∈ K such that Res(l1γ) = (a), now regarded as
divisors in Pnk . Since
l1γ − dlog(a) ∈ Γ(Pnk ,ΩPnk ) = 0
we get thatMγ ∈ Iet(K). SinceK is the fraction field of a polynomial ring A, which
is a unique factorization domain, we have a =
∏
i P
ni
i for irreducible polynomials
Pi in A, where ni ∈ Z and the Pn1i are unique up to a multiplicative constant. Thus
Mγ = DK
∏
i
P
ni/l1
i .
Any e´tale trivial DK-module of dimension 1 over K is of this form. If Qi is another
set of irreducible polynomials representing Mγ as above, then (Pi/Qi)
ni ∈ K l1 .
Moreover, there exists a radical field extension L = K[b] = K[X ]/(Xn− a), a ∈ K,
such that L ⊗K Mγ ∼= L. The integer n can be selected to be the smallest integer
such that n resx(γ) ∈ Z for all points x of height 1 in Pnk .
To answer (2) when Clt(X) 6= 0 one needs to look for a bound on the order of
L1, which is a problem that is not addressed here. When X is a smooth curve such
a method has been devised by Risch [69].
5.4. Liouville’s theorem. One can ask when Mγ , γ ∈ ΩclK , becomes exponential
after a field extension E/K, i.e. E⊗KMγ ∼=Mdβ = DEeβ for some β ∈ E (5.2.2).
This gives the condition γ = d(β) + dlog(φ) for some φ, β ∈ E. The minimal such
extension is E1 = K(x1) where d(x1) = dlog(φ) ∈ dlogE, so that γ becomes exact
in ΩE1 , γ = d(β + x1). Making a further extension E2 = E1(x2)/E1/K such that
d(x2) = x2d(β), we get E2 ⊗K Mγ ∼= E2.
A field extensions E/K is elementary if it is a tower of simple extensions E =
K(x), which are either (i) finite, (ii) exponential, dlog x ∈ dK, or (iii) logarithmic,
dx ∈ dlog(K).
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We show in Lemma 5.30 that the algebraic closure kˆ of k in E equals the field
of constants of E.
Theorem 5.28. Let Mγ ∈ I(K). The following are equivalent:
(1) There exists an elementary extension E/K such that E⊗KMγ ∼= DEeβ for
some β ∈ E, i.e. γ = d(β) + dlog(φ) for some φ ∈ E.
(2) γ ∈ (kˆ dlog(kˆK) + dK) ∩ ΩK , where kˆ is the algebraic closure of k in E.
It is straightforward to see that (2) implies (1). That (1) implies (2) is contained
in Liouville and Ostrowski’s classical theorem about elementary integrable func-
tions, when K is the field of meromorphic functions in 1 variable over the complex
numbers; their proof is analytic. Rosenlicht [68] gave an algebraic proof of the
univariate case in terms of differential algebra, assuming kˆ ⊂ K, and in [49] this
univariate case was extended by allowing that the algebraic closure of k in K and
E be different (non-regular extensions). This was extended to several derivations
in [48], using a similar method.
In the proof below the rather complicated study of partial fractions in [68] is
replaced by a use of discrete valuations, non-regular elementary extensions are
dealt with in a direct way, and several derivations are allowed.
Proof. So assume (1). By induction over the length of the tower of elementary
extensions in E/K, it suffices to prove that if π : K → E = K(x) is a simple
extension of the types (i-iii) and
(*) γ = dβ +
∑
i
ci dlogαi ∈ ΩK ,
αi, β ∈ E, ci ∈ kˆ, then actually γ ∈ kˆ dlog(kˆK) + dK. (This is the same strategy
as in [68], but there it is assumed that kˆ ⊂ K.) In other words, we need to prove
that
(kˆ dlog(E) + dE) ∩ ΩK = kˆ dlog(kˆK) + dK
whenever E/K is a simple extension that is either finite, exponential, or logarithmic,
and we need only prove the non-trivial assertion that if γ is an element of the left
side, then it is also a member of the right.
(i) E/K is finite: Let E1 = Kkˆ be the composite of kˆ and K in E, so we
have the tower E/E1/K. We prove the assertion first for E1/K and then E/E1.
Assume that β, αi ∈ E1. Let Vc be the finite-dimensional vector space over Q that
is generated by the coefficients ci in (*). Then the ci can be expressed as linear
combinations of elements in a basis of Vc with coefficients in the rational numbers
Q, and clearing denominators we see that in the right hand side of (*) one can
assume that the elements (ci) are linearly independent over Q. Now by Lemma 5.9
it follows that d(β) ∈ ΩK and by Proposition 4.1, (1), d(E1) ∩ ΩK = d(K); hence
d(β) = d(β1) for some β1 ∈ K. Since αi ∈ E1 = Kkˆ this gives the assertion for
E1/K.
Considering E/E1, let E¯/E/E1 be a Galois closure. Then, since ci ∈ kˆ ⊂ E1,
[E,K]γ = Tr(γ) = d(Tr(β)) +
∑
i
(TrE¯/E1(ci dlog(αi))
= d(TrE¯/E1(β)) +
∑
i
ci dlog(NormE¯/E1(αi)),
hence γ ∈ kˆ dlogE1 + dE1.
It follows that for the remaining cases we can assume that E/K is a regular
extension, so that kˆ equals the algebraic closure of k in K and moreover E = K(x)
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where x is transcendental over K. We are thus given rational functions
αi = α
0
i x
n0
r∏
j=1
p
nij
j , β = β
0xl0
r∏
j=1
p
lj
j ∈ K(x),
where α0i , β
0 ∈ K, pi are distinct monic irreducible polynomials in K[x], none equal
to x, and nij , li ∈ Z. Thus
γ = dβ +
∑
i
ci dlogαi = x
l0
r∏
j=1
p
lj
j d(β
0) + l0β
0xl0−1
r∏
j=1
p
lj
j d(x) + β
0xl0d(
r∏
j=1
p
lj
j )
+
∑
i
ci(dlog(α
0
i ) + n0 dlog(x) +
∑
ij
nij dlog(pj)).
Let ν : E → Z be a discrete valuation such that ν(a) = 0 when a ∈ K. Selecting a
transcendence basis (yi) of K over k, one can extend ν to a map E⊗K ΩK → Z by
putting ν(
∑
lidyi) = mini ν(li). Let ν0, νj, be the discrete valuations of E = K[x]
corresponding to the elements x and pi, and let them also denote the extensions to
maps E ⊗K ΩK → Z. Then we have
ν0(dlog(pj)) = 0, νj(dlog pj′) = −δj,j′ , ν0(xl0 ) = l0,
ν0(
r∏
i=1
p
lj
j ) = 0, νj(
r∏
j=1
p
lj
j ) = lj.
There are two cases to consider: (i) dlog(x) ∈ d(u), hence d(x) = xd(u), and (ii)
d(x) = dlog(u), hence dlog(x) = dlog(u)/x, for some u ∈ K.
(ii)(adding an exponential x = eu): We get
γ = xl0
r∏
j=1
p
lj
j (d(β
0) + l0β
0d(u)) + β0xl0d(
r∏
j=1
p
lj
j )
+
∑
i
ci(dlog(α
0
i ) + n0d(u) +
∑
ij
nij dlog(pj)),
and, since
∑
i ci(dlog(α
0
i ) + n0d(u)) ∈ kˆ dlogK + dK, it suffices to prove that if
γ0 = x
l0
r∏
j=1
p
lj
j (d(β
0) + l0β
0d(u)) + β0xl0d(
r∏
j=1
p
lj
j ) +
∑
ij
cinij dlog(pj) ∈ ΩK ,
then nij = 0, and if β0 6= 0, then also lj = 0. If β0 = 0, then if nij 6= 0, it follows
that νj(γ0) = −1, and therefore γ0 6∈ ΩK ; hence nij = 0. Now assume that β0 6= 0.
If li < 0, then νi(γ0) = li − 1 6= 0, and therefore γ0 6∈ ΩK ; hence li ≥ 0. Then if
nij 6= 0 so that νi(γ0) = −1, and one gets γ0 6∈ ΩK ; hence nij = 0.
It remains to eliminate the case li > 0, nij = 0. For ω =
∑
i rid(yi) ∈ K[x] ⊗K
ΩK , let degω = maxdeg ri, where deg ri is the usual degree of a polynomial. We
have then deg d(p) < deg(p), when p is a monic polynomial, and therefore
deg(xl0
r∏
j=1
p
lj
j ) > deg(x
l0d(
r∏
j=1
p
lj
j )),
implying that if li > 0 for some i ≥ 0, then γ0 6∈ ΩK .
(iii) (adding a logarithm, x = log(u)): We get
γ = (n0(
∑
i
ci) + l0β
0xl0
∏
j
p
lj
j )
dlog u
x
+ xl0
∏
j
p
lj
j d(β
0) + β0xl0d(
∏
j
p
lj
j )
+
∑
i
ci dlog(α
0
i ) +
∑
ij
cinij dlog pij .
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Since
∑
i ci dlog(α
0
i ) ∈ kˆ dlogK + dK, it suffices to prove that if
γ0 = (n0(
∑
i
ci) + l0β
0xl0
∏
j
p
lj
j )
dlog u
x
+ xl0
∏
j
p
lj
j d(β
0) + β0xl0d(
∏
j
p
lj
j )
+
∑
ij
cinij dlog pij ∈ ΩK ,
then we have: nij = n0 = 0; if d(β
0) 6= 0, then lj = 0, j ≥ 0; if d(β0) = 0, then
0 ≤ l0 ≤ 1 and lj = 0, j ≥ 1.
If β0 = 0 and nij 6= 0, then νj(γ0) = −1; hence nij = 0. Similarly we get n0 = 0.
Now assume that β0 6= 0. If lj < 0, then νj(γ0) = lj − 1 6= 0; hence lj ≥ 0. Then
if lj ≥ 0 (all j) and nij 6= 0 (some ij), we get νj(γ0) = −1 6= 0; hence nij = 0.
Similarly, if n0 6= 0, then ν0(γ0) = −1; hence n0 = 0. Again the remaining case is
lj > 0 (some i), nij = 0 (all ij), and n0 = 0. That is we have
γ1 = l0β
0xl0
∏
j
p
lj
j
dlog u
x
+ xl0
∏
p
lj
j d(β0) + β0x
l0d(
∏
j
p
lj
j ) ∈ ΩK .
If d(β0) 6= 0 there is a single monomial term of degree l0 +
∑
lj deg pj ; therefore
lj = 0, j ≥ 0.
Now assume d(β0) = 0, so that β0 ∈ kˆ (Lem. 5.30). If l0 > 1, then ν0(γ1) =
l0− 1 > 0, so that γ1 6∈ ΩK ; hence 0 ≤ l0 ≤ 1. If l0 = 0 and some lj > 0, then since
deg
∏
j
p
lj
j > deg d(
∏
j
p
lj
j )
this implies that γ1 6∈ ΩK ; hence lj = 0 for all j. Finally, if l0 = 1, so that
γ1 = d(β
0xp), where p =
∏
j p
lj
j , we claim that if p ∈ K[x] and
d(β0xp) ∈ ΩK ,
then p ∈ kˆ. Since β0 is a constant, we can assume that β0 = 1 and if m = deg p ≥ 1,
then p is monic. Ifm ≥ 1, then the coefficient of the leading term in d(xp) is dlog(u);
therefore m = 0. If p ∈ K, then
d(xp) = pd(x) + xd(p) ∈ ΩK
if and only if d(p) = 0; hence p ∈ kˆ. 
5.5. Representations of finite groups. If Y = SpecK and M is an e´tale trivial
DY -module then the horizontal sections (M∗)TY of the dual module, forming the
sheaf of solutions ofM , is a locally constant e´tale sheaf on Y . Locally constant e´tale
sheaves are classified by representations of the absolute Galois group of K, and the
representations in question will be the ones that act through a finite quotient of the
absolute Galois group. This section contains a (very) down-to-earth description of
this machinery, to be used in the next section to give explicit forms in some cases
of the decomposition theorem over differential rings on a variety X .
There is a general correspondence between representations of the differential
Galois group of a DK-module M and the tensor category of modules generated by
M , defined using the existence of a Picard-Vessiot extension L of K. The Picard-
Vessiot theory in one variable is well presented in [76], including also a sketch of the
several variables theory in its appendix D, while referring to [62] for a more complete
treatment. There one starts with a D-module and to get a representation of a group,
but we will conversely start with a finite subgroup G of the automorphisms group
Autk(L) of a field L that fixes a subfield k and a representation of G, and end up in
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a DK-module, where K = LG is the fixed subfield.19 Let l be the algebraic closure
of k in L. The main assertion is that the category Mod(l[G]) of modules over the
group algebra of l[G] is equivalent to the category of DK-modules that have trivial
inverse image as DL-module. Although this certainly is well-known we lack precise
and accessible references for our purposes, so we include a complete proof, which
moreover is in keeping with the language of D-modules; we also do not assume
k = l (compare Theorem 5.28) or even that l is a subset of K, so that l may not be
central in l[G]. A notable simplification is the use of Lemma 5.30 to get that the
functor s+ below is fully faithful.
Put X = SpecL, Y = SpecK so that the map π : X → Y that is induced
by the inclusion of fields K ⊂ L is smooth. We also have DX = DL, DY = DK ,
and the category of connections Con(X) coincides with the category Mod(DL) of
DL-modules M such that dimLM < ∞. Since L/K is finite (and separable), we
have DL = L⊗K DK and there exists a canonical inclusion DK ⊂ DL.
The direct image functor π+ : Modfd(DL)→ Modfd(DK) is simply π+(N) = N
considered as DK-module under the restriction to the subring DK ⊂ DL, and the
inverse image functor Modfd(DK)→ Modfd(DL) is π+(M) = L⊗K M .
Let ModL(DL) be the category of DL-modules that are isomorphic to a direct
sum Ln, for some n, and put
ModL(DL[G]) = ModL(DL) ∩Mod(DL[G]).
Let ModL(DK) be the category of DK-modules such that π!(M) ∈ModL(DL).
Define the functors
s+ : Mod(l[G])→ ModLfd(DL[G]), V 7→ L⊗l V,
where G acts diagonally on L⊗l V and DL acts only on first factor, and
s+ : Mod
L
fd(DL[G])→ Mod(l[G]),
M 7→ HomDL(L,M) =MTL .
Let D denote the Poincare´ dual in a category of holonomic D-modules and ∗ the
ordinary dual in the category of finite-dimensional G-representations over k.
Lemma 5.29. (1) DL ◦ s+ = s+ ◦ ∗ and ∗ ◦ s+ = s+ ◦ DL.
(2) We have a triple of adjoint functors (s+, s
+, s+).
(3) The functors s+ and s+ are fully faithful.
Lemma 5.30. Let C → B be an inclusion of integral domains such that the exten-
sion of fraction fields k(B)/k(C) is separable and finitely generated. Let TB/C be
the C-linear derivations of B and C¯ be the integral closure of C in B. Then
C¯ = BTB/C := {b ∈ B | ∂(b) = 0, ∂ ∈ TB/C}.
We remark that Lemma 5.30 implies the central result [76, Lemma 1.17], while
the proof in loc. cit. is more complicated.
Proof. It is easy to see that C¯ ⊂ BTB/C , so it suffices to prove that if b 6∈ C¯ then
there exists ∂ ∈ TB/C such that ∂(b) 6= 0. There exist separable field extensions
k(C) ⊂ L ⊂ k(B) where tr. deg(L/k(C)) ≥ 1, b ∈ L = k(C)(b), and therefore
TL/k(C)(b) 6= {0}. The map TK(B)/K(C) → K(B) ⊗L TL/K(C) is surjective since
k(B)/L is separable, hence there exists an element ∂1 ∈ TK(B)/K(C) such that
∂1(b) 6= 0 in k(B). Multiplying by a suitable element c ∈ B we get ∂ = c∂1 ∈ TB/C
and ∂(b) 6= 0. 
19Non-finite groups are of course also possible, but we are here only interested in the finite
ones.
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Proof of Lemma 5.29. (1): This follows from Lemma 2.11.
(2): It is evident that (s+, s+) is an adjoint pair, and (1) implies that (s+, s
+)
is also an adjoint pair.
(3): s+ is fully faithful: If M1,M2 ∈ ModLfd(DL[G]), so that Mi ∼= Lni as
DL-module, we have
HomDL[G](M1,M2) = Homl[G](M
TL
1 ,M
TL
2 ) = Homl[G](s+(M1), s+(M2)).
s+ is fully faithful: for a l[G]-module V
s+s
+(V ) = HomDL(L,L⊗l V ) = HomDL(L,L)⊗l V = LTL/k ⊗l V = l ⊗l V = V,
where the penultimate step follows from Lemma 5.30. 
The Picard-Vessiot equivalence for finite field extensions can now be deduced
from the Galois descent equivalence (g+, g
+) in Proposition 3.4. The former is
given by the functors
∆ = g+ ◦ s+ : Mod(k[G])→ ModL(DK),
and
Loc = s+ ◦ g+ : Modfd(DK)→ Mod(k[G]).
Theorem 5.31. The functor
∆ : Mod(l[G])→ Modfd(DK)
is fully faithful, and defines an equivalence of categories Mod(l[G])→ ModLfd(DK).
A quasi-inverse of ∆ is given by the functor Loc : ModLfd(DK)→ Mod(l[G]). More-
over,
DK ◦∆ = ∆ ◦ ∗ and ∗ ◦Loc = Loc ◦DK .
Remarks 5.32. (1) If one restricts to abelian Galois extensions L/K, then
all the simples in ModL(DK) are of rank 1. Moreover, if M is such a
simple L-trivial DK-module, there exists a radical extension L1/K such
that L1 ⊗K M ∼= L1 (see Proposition 5.24).
(2) It is easy to see that (∆,Loc) are functors between tensor categories. One
can notice, however, that the Tannaka theorem is not invoked in the proof
of Theorem 5.31.
Proof of Theorem 5.31. By Proposition 3.4 and Lemma 5.29 it follows that we
have the adjoint pair of functors (∆,Loc), and also that we have
Loc ◦∆ = s+ ◦ g+ ◦ g+ ◦ s+ = s+ ◦ s+ = id .
so that ∆ is fully faithful. We also have, again by Proposition 3.4 and Lemma 5.29,
∆ ◦ Loc = g+ ◦ s+ ◦ s+ ◦ g+ = id .

Theorem 5.31 implies that ModLfd(DK) is a semisimple category, by Maschke’s
theorem. This also follows from Theorem 3.14, and similarly, the following corollary
to Theorem 5.31, giving a decomposition of π+(L), also follows from Corollary 3.28;
in both cases one thus did not need to employ the equivalence ∆.
Corollary 5.33. π+(L) is semisimple, more precisely, π+(L) = ∆(l[G]) = g+(L⊗k
k[G]) = (L[G])G. Moreover,
HomDK (π+(L), π+(L)) = l[G].
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Proof. We have, since k[G]∗ ∼= k[G] (as k[G]-module),
∆(l[G]) = g+s
+(l[G]) = (L⊗l k¯[G])G = (L ⊗k k[G])G = Homk[G](k, L⊗k k[G])
Homk[G](k, L⊗k (k[G])∗) = Homk[G](k[G], L) = L = π+(L),
where L is regarded as a DK-module under the inclusion DK ⊂ DL. The last
assertion follows since ∆ is fully faithful. 
In Theorem 5.31 we ended up in the category of l[G]-modules, where l[G] is not
in general a group ring when l 6⊂ K (see also Section 5.4). The situation is described
by a diagram of field extensions:
L
K1
l K
k,
where l is the algebraic closure of k in L, and K1 the composite of K and l in L.
Since L/K is Galois it follows that all extensions in fact are Galois. Let p denote
the map SpecK1 → SpecK.
Proposition 5.34.
The functor p! : ModL(DK)→ ModL(DK1) is fully faithful.
If M ∈ ModL(DK1) is simple, then p+(M) = N r, where r = [l : k1] and k1 is the
algebraic closure of k in K.
On the group side we have the exact sequence
0→ l[G1]→ l[G]→ l[H ]→ 0,
where G1 and H are the Galois groups of L/K1 and K1/K, respectively (H is also
the Galois group of l/k). A similar argument as in the proof below implies that the
restriction functor res : Mod(l[G]) → Mod(l[G1]) (which corresponds to p!) also is
fully faithful (or apply Theorem 5.31).
Proof. (1): Our categories are semisimple so it suffices to prove that an isomorphism
φ : p!(N1) → p!(N2) gives an isomorphism N1 → N2, when N1 and N2 are simple.
The map φ induces the homomorphism φˆ of DK-modules below
N1
φˆ−→ K1 ⊗K N2 = l ⊗k N2 = N r2 ,
where r = [l : k1]. Since N1 and N2 are simple, this implies the assertion.
(2): We have, for any non-zero element m ∈ M , M = DK1m = l ⊗k DKm =
⊕rDKm. By (1) DKm is simple. 
5.6. The Galois correspondence. Fix the fields K and L as above, assume for
simplicity that l = k, and consider a tower of intermediate fields
K ⊂ E2 ⊂ E1 ⊂ L
corresponding in the usual Galois correspondence to a tower of subgroups
{e} ⊂ H1 ⊂ H2 ⊂ G
such that Ei = L
Hi . We have now equivalences (∆1,Loc1) and (∆2,Loc2)
Mod(k[H1]) ∼= ModLfd(DE1), Mod(k[H2]) ∼= ModLfd(DE2).
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To the map p : SpecE1 → SpecE2 we have the adjoint triple (p+, p+, p+) of functors
(Th. 2.15),
ModLfd(DE1)
p+
⇄
p+
ModLfd(DE2)
That the direct image functor takes L-trivial connections to L-trivial connections is
easily seen if one recalls that the direct image is simply by restriction to a subring
DE2 ⊂ DE1 .
We regard k[H2] as a (k[H2], k[H1])-bimodule. The restriction functor
res21 : Mod(k[H2])→ Mod(k[H1]), V 7→ Homk[H2](k[H2], V ) = V,
where the action on V is by the inclusion k[H1] ⊂ k[H2], has a left adjoint, which
is the induction functor
ind12 : Mod(k[H1])→ Mod(k[H2]), V 7→ k[H2]⊗k[H1] V.
We have the duality functor ∗ : Mod(k[G]) → Mod(k[G]), V 7→ V ∗ = Homk(V, k),
where the k[G]-action is determined by g · v∗(v) = v∗(g−1v), v ∈ V, v∗ ∈ V ∗. We
use the same notation ∗ for the duality on Mod(k[H ]), when H is a subgroup of G.
Since clearly ∗ res21 ∗ = res21, the right adjoint is the coinduction
coind12 : Mod(k[H1])→ Mod(k[H2]),
V 7→ (k[H2]⊗k[H1] V ∗)∗ = Homk[H1](k[H2], V ),
where the k[H2]-action is determined by h2 · φ(r) = φ(h−12 r), when h2 ∈ H2, φ ∈
Homk[H1](k[H2], V ), and r ∈ k[H2]. We have a canonical homomorphism
k[H2]
∗ ⊗k[H1] V → (k[H2]⊗k[H1] V ∗)∗
which is actually an isomorphism since the (k[H2], k[H1])-bimodule k[H2] is self-
dual; hence coind12 = ind12.
Since the two adjoints of res21 are isomorphic we will only use the coinduction
in the proposition below (this is also reflected in the fact that p+ = p! (Th. 2.15)).
Proposition 5.35. The adjoint pairs (p+, p+) and (res21, coind12) correspond in
the sense:
(1) Loc1 ◦ p+ ◦∆2 = res21.
(2) Loc2 ◦ p+ ◦∆1 = coind12.
It follows also that
p+ = ∆1 ◦ res21 ◦Loc2 : ModL(DE2)→ ModL(DE1)
p+ = ∆2 ◦ coind12 ◦Loc1 : ModL(DE1)→ ModL(DE2).
Proof. Since we are dealing with two adjoint pairs and since we have equivalences
of categories, it suffices to prove (1). Let (si)+ : Mod
L(DL[Hi])→ Mod(k[Hi]) and
(gi)+ : Mod
L(DL[Hi])→ ModL(DEi), i = 1, 2 be the functors corresponding to s+
and g+, as described above, so that Loc1 = (s1)+g
+
1 and ∆2 = (g2)+s
+
2 . Therefore
by Proposition 3.4
Loc1 ◦p+◦∆2 = (s1)+◦g+1 ◦p+◦(g2)+◦s+2 = (s1)+◦g+2 ◦(g2)+◦s+2 = (s1)+◦s+2 = res21 .

It is of some interest to connect with Mackey’s restriction theorem in group
theory (see [17, Prop. 22]), using the above relation between the pairs inverse/direct
images and restriction/induction, and thereby showing that Theorem 4.7 can be
regarded as a generalization of Mackey’s theorem. Let H1 and H2 be subgroups
of a finite group G, and define H(s) = sH2s
−1 ∩H1 and S as before Theorem 4.7.
Let V be a representation of H2 and denote by Vs the representation of H(s)
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that is formed by the composition H(s) → H2 ρ−→ Gl(V ), x 7→ s−1xs 7→ ρ(s−1xs).
Mackey’s restriction theorem states the following:
Corollary 5.36.
resH1 ind
G
H2 V =
⊕
s∈S
indHH(s) Vs.
Proof. The group G can be realized as a subgroup of Gl(V ) for som k-vector space
V , so that it acts faithfully on the fraction field L = k(S(V )). Put K = LG,
L1 = L
H1 , and L2 = L
H2 . In the notation of Proposition 4.7 we have
LH1 ⊗K LH2 =
⊕
s∈S
LH(s).
By, in turn, Proposition 5.35, Theorem 5.31 and Proposition 4.7
resH1 ind
G
H2 V = LocH1 ◦p!1 ◦∆G ◦ LocG ◦(p2)+ ◦∆H2(V )
= LocH1 ◦p!1 ◦ (p2)+ ◦∆H2(V )
=
⊕
s∈S
LocH1 ◦(ls)+ ◦ (LH(s) ⊗LH2 ∆H2(V ))
=
⊕
s∈S
LocH1 ◦(ls)+ ◦∆H(s)(Vs) =
⊕
s∈S
indH1H(s) Vs,
and the last step again follows from Proposition 5.35. 
5.7. Inverse images of covering modules. Using the holomorphic notion Higgs
bundle, it can be proven that if π : X → Y is a morphism of quasi-projective
algebraic complex manifolds, then π!(M) is semisimple when M is a semisimple
connection, and if M ′ is a second semisimple connection, then M ⊗OX M ′ is again
a semisimple connection (see [8]).20 Our argument for the weaker assertions below
has the merit of being algebraic; it would of course be interesting if one could extend
the result to semisimple connections with any reductive differential Galois group.
Neither the category Modcov(DX) nor Con(X) are semisimple, and although
both categories are stable under taking tensor products, the tensor product of
simples in Modcov(DX) need not remain semisimple. In contrast, the common
subcategory Concov(X) = Con(X) ∩Modcov(DX) of covering connections behaves
better.
Theorem 5.37. (1) Concov(X) is a semisimple category.
(2) Let M1 and M2 be covering connections. Then M1 ⊗OX M2 is also a cov-
ering connection.
(3) If M1 is a covering connection and M2 is any semsimple connection, then
M1 ⊗OX M2 is a semisimple connection.
It follows that Concov(X) forms a neutral tensor category, where a fibre functor
is given by
M 7→ HomDL(
⊕
i
Λi, L⊗K M) =
⊕
i
HomDL(Λi,Λ
ni
i ) =
⊕
kni ,
for a Galois field extension L/K such that L⊗KM = ⊕Λni , for some mutually non-
isomorphic DL-modules Λi of rank 1 over L. Fixing the field extension L/K and
invertible Λ and letting ConΛcov(X) be the subcategory of modules M in Concov(X)
such that L⊗KM ∼= Λn for some integer n, ConΛcov(X) is equivalent with the neutral
tensor category of semisimple finite-dimensional representations of Aut(L/K).
20The latter follows from the former by applying the former assertion to the diagonal mapping.
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Proof. Let K = OX,η denote the local ring at the generic point η of X .
(1): Let M be a covering connection and Mη be the DK -module at the generic
point. There exists a finite field extension L/K such that L⊗KMη is diagonalizable
so that in particular it is semisimple. Since there exists an injective homomorphism
Mη ⊂ π+(L ⊗Mη), Lemma 3.25 implies that Mη is a semisimple, and as M is a
connection it equals the minimal extension of Mη, hence M is semisimple.
(2): By (1) it suffices to prove that the connection M1 ⊗OX M2 is a covering
module. There exists a common finite field extension L/K such that L⊗K ((M1)η)
and L⊗K ((M2)η) are diagonalizable. Now there exists a canonical injective homo-
morphism of DK-modules
L⊗ (M1)η ⊗K (M2)η = L⊗K (M1)η ⊗L L⊗K (M1)η.
Since the tensor product of modules of generic rank 1 again is a module of generic
rank 1, it follows that the above module is diagonalizable.
(3): Let L/K be a finite field extension such that L ⊗K M1 diagonlizable. We
have
L⊗K M1 ⊗K M2 = L⊗K M1 ⊗L L⊗K M2.
Since L⊗K M2 is semisimple by Theorem 3.14, L⊗K M1 is diagonlizable, and the
tensor product of a rank 1 module and a simple module is again simple, it follows
that the above module is semisimple. Hence by Theorem 3.21 it is also simple
as DK-module, and we denote it as such by (π0)+(L ⊗K M1 ⊗K M2). Letting
j : SpecK → X be the inclusion of the generic point we have
M1 ⊗OX M2 ⊂ j!+((π0)+((L⊗K M2)n)),
where on the right we have the minimal extension module, which is semisimple.
This implies the assertion. 
Remark 5.38. Another proof of Theorem 5.37, (3), follows by takingM1⊗kM2 on
X×kX , pulling back by the diagonal mapX → X×kX , and applying Theorem 5.39
below.
Theorem 5.39. Let π : X → Y be a morphism of smooth varieties and M ∈
Concov(Y ). Then π
!(M) ∈ Concov(Y ), and in particular, π!(M) is semisimple.
Example 5.40. LetM = DA2
√
f , where f = y−x2 ∈ k[x, y]. This is a simple DA2 -
module, and we give two morphisms such that its inverse image is not semisimple.
(1) If π : {y = 0} → A2k is the inclusion of the x-axis, then π!(M) = k[x, 1/x].
(2) If π : X = Spec k[x, z]→ A2k, (x, z) 7→ (x, z2 + x2) is the integral closure of
A2k in the field extension k(x, y)[
√
f ]/k(x, y), then π!(M) = k[x, z, 1/z].
Proof. Since π!(M) ∈ Con(X) it suffices, by Theorem 5.37(1) to prove that π!(M)
is a covering module. One can factor π into a closed embedding and a projection,
so it suffices to prove the assertion separately when π is one of these types. When
π is a projection this is a consequence of Theorem 3.14, so what remains is the case
when π is a closed embedding. Moreover, a closed embedding can be factorized into
closed embeddings X → Y such that π(X) is a smooth hypersurface in Y . The
proof therefore follows if we prove that π!(M) is a covering module when π is an
embedding of a smooth hypersurface.
By assumption there exists a morphism of varieties p′ : Y ′ → Y such that p!(M)ξ
is diagonalizable, where Y ′ is the integral closure of Y in som field extension of
the fraction field of Y . Let Y¯ → Y ′ be a desingularization of Y ′ and p¯ : Y¯ →
Y ′ → Y be the composed map. Then p¯!(M) is a connection whose generic stalk is
diagonalizable, hence it equals a direct sum ⊕Λi of connections Λi of rank 1. Let
p1 : X¯ → X be the base change of Y¯ → Y over X → Y , and j : X¯ → Y¯ be the
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projection on the second factor. Then j is a closed embedding and j(X¯) is a divisor
in Y¯ . Since π ◦ p1 = p¯ ◦ j we get
p!1π
!(M) = j!p¯!(M) = j!(
⊕
Λi) =
⊕
j!(Λi).
Therefore π!(M) is a covering module. 
6. Simply connected varieties
Simply connected varieties are approached algebraically by studying categories
of connections instead of fundamental groups.
6.1. Generalities. Let X/k be a smooth quasi-projective variety over an alge-
braically closed field k of characteristic 0, and
Conet(X) ⊂ Conrs(X) ⊂ Con(X)
be the categories of e´tale trivial, regular singular, and all connections on X , re-
spectively. The left inclusion is immediate when X is a quasi-projective curve, and
the general case follows from this, using “curve regularity” as definition of regular
singularities [15]. All three categories form k-linear rigid neutral abelian tensor cat-
egories, and are therefore equivalent to representation categories of certain affine
(Tannaka) group schemes with maps
πalg1 (X, p)→ πrs1 (X, p)→ πet1 (X, p),
where p is a choice of geometric point in X ; the first map is surjective and πet1 (X, p)
is the pro-finite completion both of the first and second terms. Here Conet(X) is
equivalent to the category of finite-dimensional representations of the e´tale funda-
mental group πet1 (X, p), Con(X) is equivalent to the category of finite-dimensional
representations of the algebraic fundamental group πalg1 (X, p), and Conrs(X) is
equivalent to the category of finite-dimensional representations of πrs1 (X, p). We
will simply write π1(X, p) = π
rs
1 (X, p); notice that if X is proper, then Con(X) =
Conrs(X) so that π
alg
1 (X, p) = π1(X, p). See [25] for a more detailed discussion.
When k = C we have Conrs(X) ∼= Conrs(Xa) ∼= Con(Xa) for a quasi-projective
manifold X , where Xa is its associated complex analytic manifold, and π1(X, p) is
isomorphic to the topological fundamental group πtop1 (Xa, a) [15].
Say X is e´tale simply connected (abbr. e.s.c.) if any object M in Conet(X) is
trivial, i.e. M ∼= OnX for some integer n. Similarly, X is simply connected (s.c.) if
any object in Conrs(X) is trivial.
21 Now we have
X is s.c.⇔ X is e.s.c.,
where the arrow to the right is evident while the opposite direction follows from
the Grothendieck-Malcev theorem [64, 65], whose proof is based on the fact that
πtop1 (Xa, a) is finitely generated. We will below only use the trivial implication, but
it would nevertheless be great to see an algebraic proof that e.s.c. implies s.c.
Remarks 6.1. (1) Let X/k be a smooth quasi-projective over a subfield k ⊂
C, so that k ⊂ l ⊂ C where l is the algebraic closure of k in the field of
complex numbers C. Let Xl be the base change of X over l/k, and Xa be
its complex analytification. We have natural functors
Conrs(X)→ Conrs(Xl)→ Conrs(XC) ∼= Conrs(Xa),
where the equivalence follows from G.A.G.A. Now it can happen that
πtop1 (Xa, p) 6= 0 or πet1 (X, p) 6= 0 while X is simply connected in our sense.
21One can also ask that Con(X) only contain trivial objects when X quasi-projective. But if
X = X¯ \D for a smooth projective variety X¯ of dimension ≥ 1 and D a divisor such that X is
affine, then Con(X) will contain non-trivial objects of rank 1 (exponential modules); see (5.2.2).
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One cause for this is that πtop1 (Xa, p) need not be residually finite [89]
(even when X is projective), another that k 6= l, so that even if πtop1 (Xa, p)
is residually finite, not all its representation need come from Conrs(X). We
also have
Mod(l[πet1 (X)])
∼= Conet(X) ⊂ Conet(Xk¯) ∼= Mod(l[πet1 (Xk¯)])
(see Proposition 5.34). For example, let Pnk be the projective space over the
field k, where n ≥ 1. Then πtop1 (PnR, p) is non-trivial while PnR is simply con-
nected (all non-trivial real-analytic connections on PnR are non-algebraic).
We also have πet1 (P
n
C, p) = {1}, πet1 (PnR, p) = C2, and Conet(PnR) ∼=
Mod(C[C2]) ∼= Mod(R), in accordance with Proposition 6.4 below.
(2) Simple e´tale trivial connectionsM are submodules of monomial modules, i.e.
there exists an e´tale map π : X ′ → X such that M ⊂ π+(OX′) (Th. 7.20).
(3) If there exists an e´tale map p : X¯ → X where X¯ is e.s.c., then Conet(X)
is generated by the simples in p+(OX). The e´tale fundamental group is
finite if and only if Conet(X) contains finitely many isomorphism classes of
simples.
(4) On a smooth variety X the inclusion Conet(X) ⊂ Con(X) is in general
strict also when X is projective. For example, by Lemma 5.6 I¯(X) =
Γ(X,ΩX) ⊕ Pic0(X), and I¯et(X) ⊂ Pic0(X). This follows since although
global 1-forms on a projective variety are closed, they do not belong to
dlog(L) (nor d(L)) for any finite field extension L of the fraction field of
X . For instance, if X is a smooth projective curve of genus g ≥ 1, then
Conet(X) 6= Con(X).
A connection on a smooth variety is determined by its local structure in the
following strong sense: if M1 and M2 are connections that are isomorphic at the
generic point of X , then M1 ∼=M2 (Prop. 9.13). We have also the following useful
remarks:
Remarks 6.2. (1) A simple connection M is trivial if and only if there ex-
ists generators ∂i of TK (as Lie algebroid) such that the invariant space
∩i(K ⊗OX M)∂i 6= 0.
(2) Let U be an open dense subset of X and j : U → X be the open inclusion.
If U is e.s.c. (s.c.) then X is e.s.c. (s.c.). Put Z = X \ U and assume that
codimX Z ≥ 2. IfM ∈ Con(U) it follows that j+(M) ∈ Con(X). Therefore
X is e.s.c (s.c.) if and only if U is e.s.c (s.c.). This plays the counterpart
of the Zariski-Nagata purity theorem for finite maps.
Now allow X/k to be a singular variety (reduced) with singular locus S and
j : Xreg = X \ S → X be the inclusion of its regular locus. Then we have the
restriction functor
j! : Con(X)→ Con(Xreg),
which clearly is fully faithful. If X is normal andM ∈ Con(Xreg), then N = j+(M)
is a connection (by Grothendieck’s finiteness theorem [30, Prop. 3.2 ]) such that
depthS N ≥ 2, and in fact we have an equivalence between Con(Xreg) and the
subcategory Con2(X) of objects N in Con(X) such that depthS N ≥ 2. Consider
also the subcategory
Conf (X) ⊂ Con2(X) ⊂ Con(X)
of locally free connections on X , and say that X is s.c. when any object in Conf (X)
is isomorphic to OmX for some integer m. In the complex analytic case, the category
of finite-dimensional representations of πtop1 (Xa, p) is equivalent to Con
f (Xa). No-
tice that if S 6= ∅, then Con(Xa) always contains non trivial objects (for example,
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the Jacobian ideal is preserved by TX). Finally, if Xreg is s.c. it follows that any
object in Conf (X) is of the form OmX , so that X is also s.c..
Remark 6.3. In [77] Kawamata log terminal singularities are allowed on X . They
prove that there exists a finite map X˜ → X , e´tale over points if height ≤ 1, such
that Con(X˜reg) ∼= Conf (X˜).
It seems to be well-known that π1(Xreg, p) is trivial when X/k is a normal
rational projective variety and k is an algebraically closed field, see [32, XI, Cor. 1.2]
and discussion in [52]. For a proof that πet1 (P
n
k , p) is trivial when k is algebraically
closed of characteristic 0, see [32, Exp. XI] (and the discussion in [51]), but to get
that πet1 (A
n
k , p) is trivial by “algebraic means” is not entirely straightforward when
n > 1.
Granting the equivalence between Conet(Xreg) (Conrs(Xreg)) and the category
of finite-dimensional representations of πet1 (Xreg, p) (π1(Xreg, p)) these results can
be concluded by instead showing that Xreg is e.s.c. (s.c.)
22, which we achieve below
by using the well-known fact that the tangent sheaf of Pnk is generated by its global
sections and that Γ(Pnk , TPnk )
∼= sln(k).
Proposition 6.4. (1) The affine space Ank and projective space P
n
k are both
simply connected.
(2) The smooth locus Xreg of a normal projective rational variety X is simply
connected, and therefore X itself is simply connected.
Proof. (1): We need the well-known fact that the algebraic de Rham cohomology
of affine space is concentrated in degree 0, in particular
(*) Ext1An(k)(k[x], k[x]) = H
1
DR(A
n
k ) = 0,
where k[x] = k[x1, . . . , xn] is a polynomial ring and An(k) is its Weyl algebra.
By (*) it suffices to prove that if M is simple regular singular DPnk -module whose
restriction MAnk to an affine subset A
n
k is a non-zero connection, then MAnk = k[x].
For this it suffices to prove that the restriction MK of M to the generic point is
isomorphic to K, and for this in turn it suffices (see Remark 6.2,(1)) to prove that
the space of global sections
V = Γ(Ank ,MAnk ),
contains a non-zero constant vector, i.e. ∩V ∂xi 6= 0. Let (xˆi) be homogeneous
coordinates of Pnk and put xi = xˆi/xˆ0. The space V forms a representation of
sln(k) = Γ(P
n
k , TPnk ) and is moreover a finite module over A = k[x1, . . . , xn] =
Γ(Ank ,OPnk ). Put ∇ = −xˆ0∂xˆ0 =
∑n
i=1 xi∂i ∈ sln(k). Since M has regular sin-
gularities, V is locally finite over the polynomial ring R = k[∇], so that if v is a
vector in V , then dimk R · v < ∞. It follows that there exists a finite-dimensional
R-submodule V0 such that AV0 = V . The support Λ = suppV0 ⊂ SpecR is a finite
set Λ = {λ1, . . . , λr}, where λi are prime ideals. Since suppA = N ⊂ SpecR we
have
suppV = suppAV0 =
⋃
i
(λi +N)
(if m is an integer, the prime ideal λ+m is a translate of λ). Therefore there exists
an integer i such that λi − 1 6∈ suppV . Since supp ∂iV0 ⊂ suppV it follows that
∂i · v = 0 if suppR · v = λi. Therefore Vi = V ∂i 6= 0. Now Vi is a finitely generated
module over Ai = k[x1, . . . , xi−1, xi+1, . . . , xn], and since [∂i, ∂j ] = 0 it is also a
representation of sln−1(k) = Γ(P
n−1
k , TPn−1k
), which again is locally finite over ∇.
One can therefore iterate and conclude that ∩ni=1V ∂i 6= 0.
22To get that pi1(Xreg , p) is trivial from the triviality Conrs(Xreg) one also needs to know
that pi1(Xreg, p) is residually finite.
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(2): Let firstM be a connection on a smooth rational projective variety X . If K
and KX are the fraction fields of P
n
k and KX , respectively there exists a birational
morphism U → UX where U is a subset of Pnk and UX an open subset of X , such
that codimPnk (P
n
k \ U) ≥ 2, and inducing an isomorphism K ∼= KX . The inverse
image MPnk therefore defines a connection on P
n
k so that by (1) MPnk
∼= OmPnk for
some integer m. Therefore at the generic points we have isomorphisms of DK-
modules
KX ⊗OX M ∼= K ⊗OPn
k
OmPnk ∼= K
m ∼= KmX ,
hence M ∼= OmX .
Now assume that X is a normal rational projective variety over k, j : Xreg → X
be the inclusion of its smooth locus, and M be a connection Xreg. Since X is
normal, it follows that N = j+(M) ∈ Con2(X). There exists a desingularization
π : X ′ → X that is an isomorphism over Xreg. Again since X is normal it satisfies
Serre’s condition (S2), hence j∗j
∗(TX) = TX , so that we get a well-defined tangent
map TX′ → π∗(TX). Therefore there exists a well-defined inverse image π!(N)
forming a connection on the smooth rational variety X ′, hence it is locally free
over OX′ . But by the previous paragraph we even have π!(N) ∼= OmX′ for some
integer m, hence its restriction to the generic point KX ⊗OX N ∼= KmX , so that
M = j!(N) ∼= OmXreg . This implies that Xreg is s.c.. 
Remark 6.5. Using another well-known fact, that connections onPnk are generated
by their global sections [15, VII, Prop 9.1], Proposition 5.3 also implies that Pnk is
simply connected.
Proposition 6.6. Let π : X → Y be a smooth proper map of smooth connected
varieties with connected fibres. The following are equivalent:
(1) X is simply connected.
(2) Y is simply connected and a closed fibre of π is simply connected.
Proof. (1) ⇒ (2): Let N be a connection on Y of rank n. It follows that π!(N) is
a trivial connection on X . Since π is proper with connected fibres, it follows that
N = π∗π
!(N) = π∗(OnX) = OnY .
Therefore Y is simply connected.
(2)⇒ (1): If M is a connection on X , then π∗(M) is a trivial connection on Y
(Prop. 5.4) and π!(π∗(M)) is a trivial connection on X . The canonical map
Φ : π!(π∗(M))→M
is a morphism of locally free OX -modules, which we assert is an isomorphism. Let
j : F → X be the inclusion of a fibre over a point in Y , which is an embedding
of a smooth proper variety, since π is smooth and proper. It suffices to see that
Φ induces an isomorphism j!π!(π∗(M))→ j!(M), where by assumption both sides
are trivial connections. Now conclude from the base change teorem [15, VI, §8, Th.
8.4]. 
6.2. The Grothendieck-Lefschetz theorem for connections. We will make
some remarks pertaining to the Grothendieck-Lefschetz theorem about the e´tale
fundamental group, as expounded in [30] and [33, Ch 4, §2]. But here instead of
studying e´tale covers our objective is to compare the category Con(X) (Conet(X))
to Con(Y ) (Conet(Y )), where Y is a smooth subvariety of a smooth projective
variety X over a field k of characteristic 0, and we can work with either Con(X) or
Conet(X), while [loc. cit] only considers the latter category (but see Remark 6.15).
The central idea to factorize over a completion is due to Grothendieck, and the
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contribution by Hartshorne by simplifying the treatment of an important special
case is much acknowledged.
So we are given a closed embedding
φ : Y →֒ X ⊂ PNk ,
and put n = dimX and r = codimX Y . The main question is to determine when
the restriction functor
(6.2.1) φ! : Con(et)(X)→ Con(et)(Y ),
is fully faithful and even an equivalence.23 Below we will only consider Con(X)
since Conet(X) is treated in the same way.
To attain our objective we follow the track of Grothendieck by factoring over the
formal completion Xˆ of X along Y , using the maps
Y
φˆ−→ Xˆ ν−→ X,
so that φ = ν ◦ φˆ and φ! = φˆ! ◦ ν!, where we have the usual inverse image functors
Con(X)
ν!−→ Con(Xˆ) φˆ
!
−→ Con(Y ).
To emphasise, Con(Xˆ) is the category of DXˆ -modules that are coherent over OXˆ .
Putting E = HrY (OXˆ) = φˆ+φˆ!(OXˆ), define the functor
ψ : Con(Y )→ Con(Xˆ), ψ(N) = HomOX (φˆ+(N∗), E).
Proposition 6.7. The functors (φˆ!, ψ) form mutually inverse equivalences of cat-
egories
Con(Y ) ∼= Con(Xˆ).
We make some preparations before the proof, by extending to a non-local sit-
uation some results related to Matlis duality. Put for an OXˆ -module M , M ′ =
HomOXˆ (M,E).
Lemma 6.8. (1) If N is a coherent OY -module, then φˆ∗(N)′ = φˆ∗(N∗), so
that if N is locally free, then φˆ∗(N)
′′
= φˆ∗(N).
(2) E′ = OXˆ .
(3) If M is a coherent OXˆ-module, then M ′ = M∗, so that in particular if M
is also locally free, then (M ′)′ =M .
Put
Mn =M
InY = {m ∈M | InYm = 0} = HomOXˆ (
OXˆ
InY
,M).
Remark 6.9. It follows from the proof that if M = M I
n
Y for some high n, and if
either ⊕Mn/Mn−1 or ⊕InM/In+1M are locally free over OY , then M =M ′′ .
Proof. (1): Let here φˆ! denote the derived inverse image, so that if W is a DXˆ -
module with support in Y , then φˆ!(W ) = W IY [−r] (a single degree complex con-
centrated in the degree r) and if W is torsion free, then φˆ!(W ) =W/IYW (a single
degree complex concentrated in the degree 0). We recall Kashiwara’s equivalence,
that for a holonomic DY -module N , φˆ!φˆ+(N )[r] = N . This gives
HomOXˆ (φˆ∗(N), E) = HomOXˆ (φˆ∗(N), (φ+φˆ
!(OXˆ))IY )
= HomOXˆ (φˆ∗(N), φˆ∗(φˆ
!φˆ+(OY )[r])) = HomOXˆ (φˆ∗(N), φˆ∗(OY )) = φˆ∗(N∗).
23 Of course, according to Kashiwara’s theorem Con(Y ) is equivalent to the subcategory of
holonomic DX -modules M such that suppM = Y and φ
!(M) is a connection.
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(2): Since E = lim−→nEn we get (where the fourth equality is detailed below)
HomOXˆ (E,E) = HomOXˆ (lim−→
n
En, E) = lim←−
n
HomOXˆ (En, E)
= lim←−
n
HomOXˆ (HomOXˆ (
OXˆ
InY
, E), E) = lim←−
n
OXˆ
InY
= OXˆ .
We need to prove the assertion ((OXˆ/InY )′)′ = OXˆ/InY . To see this we first include
an aside:
A: LetM andN be coherentOXˆ -modules such that suppN ⊂ Y and the homology
of the complex RΓY (M) is concentrated in the degree r. Then the homology
of RHomOXˆ (N,RΓY (M)) is also concentrated in the degree r.
To see this first note that the assumption implies that the homology ofRHomOXˆ (N,
M) is concentrated in the degree r. Next applying RHomOXˆ (N, ·) to the distin-
guished triangle RΓY (M)→M → Rj∗j∗(M)→, one getsRHomOXˆ (N,RΓY (M)) =
RHomOXˆ (N,M), implying A. Therefore by A, Y being a local complete intersec-
tion of codimension r, the homology of RHomOXˆ (N,RΓY (OXˆ)) is concentrated in
the degree r; in particular,
Ext1OXˆ (N,E) = 0.
Applying ′ twice to the exact sequences
(*) 0→ I
n
Y
In+1Y
→ OXˆ
In+1Y
→ OXˆ
InY
→ 0,
we therefore get the exact sequences
(*’) 0→ ( I
n
Y
In+1Y
)
′′ → ( OXˆ
In+1Y
)
′′ → (OXˆ
InY
)
′′ → 0,
so the assertion follows by induction and (1), since we have a canonical map from
(*) to (*’), and the modules InY /I
n+1
Y are locally free over OY .
(3): It follows by (2) that M ′ = E′ ⊗OXˆ M∗ =M∗, then evidently if M∗∗ =M ,
it follows that M
′′
=M . 
Proof of Proposition 6.7. Let M ∈ Con(Xˆ) and N ∈ Con(Y ). We have φˆ!(M) =
M/IYM and locally φˆ+(N
∗) is isomorphic to En, where n = rankN , so that by
Lemma 6.8, HomOXˆ (φˆ+(N
∗), E) is locally isomorphic to On
Xˆ
. Thus
φˆ!(ψ(N)) = φˆ!(HomOXˆ (φˆ+(N
∗), E))
= HomOY (N
∗,OY ) = N.
Since M∗ is locally isomorphic to Om
Xˆ
, m = rankM , so that φˆ!(M∗) is locally
isomorphic to OmY , we get as before that φˆ+(φˆ!(M∗)) is locally isomorphic to Em.
Therefore, again by Lemma 6.8,
ψ(φˆ!(M)) = HomOXˆ (φˆ+φˆ
!(M∗), E) =M.

We recall the reformulation of the condition that ν∗ and ν! be fully faithful
(or an equivalence) by Grothendieck. Say that φ satisfies the Lefschetz condition
Lef(X,Y ) if for locally free OX -modules M we have
Γ(Xˆ, ν∗(M)) = Γ(X,M).
Say also that φ satisfies Leff(X,Y ) if Lef(X,Y ) holds and moreover for any locally
free OXˆ -module N there exists a locally free OX -module M such that N = ν∗(M).
Similarly, φ satisfies Lefc(X,Y ) and Leffc(X,Y ), respectively, if the above condi-
tions are satisfied when ν∗ is replaced by ν! and M and N are connections.
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Remark 6.10. We do not need to consider open neighbourhoods of Y in X , so
that our effective Lefschetz condition Leff(X,Y ) is stronger than the one used in
[30, Exp X, §2] and [33, Ch 4, §1].
Lemma 6.11. (1) ν∗ (ν!) is fully faithful if and only if Lef(X,Y ) (Lefc(X,Y ))
holds.
(2) ν∗ (ν!) is an equivalence if and only if Leff(X,Y ) (Leffc(X,Y )) holds.
Proof. We consider only ν!, and note that one implication is evident. (1): If
M1,M2Con(X), then N = HomOX (N1, N2) ∈ Con(X). So by Lefc(X,Y ),
HomDX (M1,M2) = Γ(X,N ) = Γ(Xˆ, ν!(N )) = HomDXˆ (ν!(M1), ν!(M2)).
(2):Evident. 
Let j : U = X \ Y → X be the open inclusion. The coherent cohomological di-
mension for U , cd(U), satisfies cd(U) ≤ r if the homology of the complex RΓ(U,MU )
is non-zero only in degrees [0, r] when MU is a coherent OU -modules. Similarly, we
have the flat coherent cohomological dimension cdc(U), if we also require that MU
be a connection. In general we have cdc(U) ≤ cd(U), where strict inequality holds
for instance when U is simply connected and max{i|Hi(U,OU ) 6= 0} < cd(U).
Proposition 6.12. (1) If cd(U) < n− 1, then Lef(X,Y ) holds.
(2) If cdc(U) < n− 1, then Lefc(X,Y ) holds, and φ! is fully faithful.
We remark right away that cd(U) < n− 1 if Y is a complete intersection, Y =
X ∩H1 ∩H2 ∩ · · · ∩Hr, r ≤ n, where the Hi are hypersurfaces in PNk , since then
U is a union of at most n− 1 affine sets, see [33, Cor 1.2].
Proof. For (1), see [33, Ch. 4, Prop 1.1]; one gets the assertion about ν! in (2)
in a similar way. To see that φ! is fully faithful it is convenient to instead prove
that φ¯! is fully faithful, where the inverse image functor for right connections (right
D-modules) is N → φ¯!(N) = ωY ⊗OY φ!(ω∗X ⊗OX N). This implies also that φ! is
fully faithful since the pair (ωX ⊗OX ·, ωY ⊗OY ·) defines equivalences between the
categories of left and right connections on X and Y , respectively. First, as in the
proof of (1), if M is a connection and since cdc(U) < n− 1,
Hn(RΓ(X,RΓY (M))) = H
n(X,M) = H0(X,M∗ ⊗OX ωX)′,
where now N = M∗ ⊗OX ωX is a right connection. By Kashiwara’s theorem φ+
defines an equivalence between quasi-coherent DY -modules and quasi-coherent DX -
modules whose support belongs to Y , and RΓY (M) = φ+φ
!(M)[−r] (see [35, Th.
1.6.1]). Moreover, a DX -module whose support belongs to Y is quasi-isomorphic
to a complex of quasi- coherent flasque sheaves of DX -modules with support in Y .
This implies
Hn(RΓ(X,RΓY (M))) = H
n−r(X,φ+φ
!(M)) = Hn−r(Y, φ!(M))
= H0(Y, ωY ⊗OY φ!(M)∗)′,
where the last step follows from Serre duality. Since φ¯!(N) = ωY ⊗OY φ!(M∗) =
ωY ⊗OY φ!(M)∗, we get H0(X,N) = H0(Y, φ¯!(N)), so that similarly to Lemma 6.11
one concludes that φ¯! is fully faithful. 
The Grothendieck-Lefschetz theorem for connections takes the following form.
Theorem 6.13. Let Y be a smooth subvariety of a smooth projective variety X.
(1) If Y is a complete intersection, then φ! is fully faithful.
(2) If (1) holds and moreover dimY ≥ 2, then φ! is an equivalence of categories.
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Proof. It remains to see when ν! is an equivalence. Let OX(1) be an ample line
bundle on X , OXˆ(1) = ν∗(OX(1)), and for an OXˆ -module M¯ , put M¯(m) =
OXˆ(m) ⊗OXˆ M¯ . Since Y is a set-theoretic complete intersection it follows that
cd(U) < n − 1 (see [33]), so that ν∗ is fully faithful. If M ∈ Con(X), then M(m)
is generated by its global sections, and therefore ν!(M)(m) is also generated by its
global sections, for m≫ 0. To get the converse, assume the following condition:
(G): The category of locally freeOXˆ -modules is generated by the invertible sheaves
{OXˆ(m)}m∈Z.
The point is that OXˆ(m) = ν∗(OX(m)). It follows that there exists an exact
sequence of locally free OXˆ -modules
F¯1 h¯−→ F¯0 → M¯
such that ν∗(F1) = F¯1 and ν∗(F0) = F¯0 for some locally free OX -modules F0,F1.
Since ν∗ is fully faithful we have
Γ(X,HomOX (F1,F0)) = Γ(Xˆ, ν∗(HomOX (F1,F0))) = Γ(Xˆ,HomOXˆ (F¯1, F¯0))
so that there exists an extension h : F1 → F0 of h¯ such that putting M = Coker(h),
then ν∗(M) = M¯ (this argument is well-known, see [33, Th. 1.5 ]). It remains
to see that M is a connection, which again follows since ν∗ is fully faithful. A
connection is determined by a map
∇ ∈ HomOX (M,P1X(M)) = HomOXˆ (ν∗(M), ν∗(P1X(M)) = HomOXˆ (M¯,P1Xˆ(M¯)),
where P1X(M) is the sheaf of first order principal parts (see [31, §16]). Therefore,
the connection on M¯ determines uniquely a connection on M . Considering the
curvature map ΩX(M) → Ω2X(M), one proves similarly that this map is 0, so the
connection on M is integrable.
In general (G) need not hold (see [33]), contrary to the corresponding statement
for X (by Serre’s theorem). But if dimY ≥ 2, then (G) holds, which is the content
of the following lemma, forming a main step in the proof of Grothendieck’s theorem
in [33, Ch 4, §2]. 
Lemma 6.14 ([30, Exp IX, Th. 2.2],[33, Prop 1.3]). Assume that ν∗ is fully faithful
(Lef(X,Y )) and that dimY ≥ 2. If M¯ is a locally free OXˆ-module, then the space
of global sections Γ(X¯, M¯(m)) generates M¯(m) when m ≫ 0. In particuar, (G)
holds.
Remark 6.15. When Xa is a projective complex analytic manifold the assertion in
Theorem 6.13 follows from the Lefschetz theorem about the isomorphism between
π1(Ya, p) and π1(Xa, p) ([3,10]), combined with G.A.G.A. and the Riemann-Hilbert
equivalence. Regarding Proposition 6.7, we know that the category of e´tale cover-
ings of Y and Xˆ are equivalent [32, 8.4].
6.3. Differential coverings. A tool is introduced to analyze Con(X) by cutting
out points by subvarieties.
Let {Cλ}λ∈Λ be a family of subvarieties of X , with defining ideals Iλ, and for
a point x in X let Λx be the subset of λ in Λ such that x belongs to Cλ. Let
TX(Iλ) ⊂ TX be the subsheaf of derivations ∂ that are preserve the ideal Iλ, so
that ∂(Iλ) ⊂ Iλ (i.e. ∂ is tangential to Cλ).
Lemma 6.16. The following are equivalent for a smooth point x in X:
(1)
TX,x =
∑
λ∈Λx
TX,x(Iλ).
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(2) The map of tangent vector spaces⊕
λ∈Λx
kCλ,x ⊗OCλ,x TCλ,x → kX,x ⊗OX,x TX,x
is surjective.
If moreover x is a smooth point in the varieties Cλ, then (1-2) are equivalent to the
map
mX,x
m2X,x
→
⊕
λ∈Λx
mCλ,x
m2Cλ,x
being injective.
Proof. Assume (1). Since x is a smooth point, so that TX,x is free, then kX,x⊗OX,x
TX,x is isomorphic to the tangent spaceHomkX,x(mX,x/m
2
X,x, kX,x), the map TX,x(Iλ)
→ kCλ,x⊗OCλ ,xTCλ,x is surjective, and we have a well-defined tangent map kCλ,x⊗OCλ,x
TCλ,x → kCλ,x ⊗OX,x TX,x. These remarks imply (2). The last assertion follows
since TCλ,x is free. 
If the condition (1) in Lemma 6.16 is satisfied we say that {Cλ}λ∈Λ cuts out the
point x. Let pλ : Cˆλ → X be the normalization map of Cλ ⊂ X . It is important to
realize that in general the sheaf of derivations “from OX to OCˆλ” TCˆλ→X does not
equal p∗λ(TX) when Cλ ∩ S 6= ∅ (S is the singular locus of X), and therefore there
exist no tangent mapping from TCˆλ to p
∗
λ(TX), so that even if M is a connection,
p∗λ(M) need not be a connection. Therefore instead of asking not only that Cˆλ
be s.c., we say that pλ is simply connected if Cˆλ is s.c. and p
∗
λ(M) indeed is a
connection for any M ∈ Conf (X).
Definition 6.17. A differential covering of a variety X is a family of subvarieties
{Cλ}λ∈Λ that cut out the points in a dense subset of X . Say that X is differentially
simple (d.s.) if X can be a provided with a differential covering such that the
normalization maps pλ are simply connected.
Proposition 6.18. Assume that X is a normal variety that is provided with a
differential covering {Cλ}λ∈Λ that cut out the points in an open subset X0 such
that codimX(X \X0) ≥ 2. Let M be a coherent OX -submodule of a connection N
such that the inverse image p∗λ(M), λ ∈ Λ, is a connection. Then j∗j∗(M) is a
subconnection of j+j
!(N), where j : X0 → X is the open inclusion.
Of course, if X is smooth, then j+j
!(N) = N .
Proof. Since N is a connection and X is normal (so that j∗j
∗(OX) = OX), it
suffices to prove that TX0 ·MX0 ⊂MX0 . If ∂x ∈ TX,x and x ∈ X0, by Lemma 6.16
∂x defines a map
∂x :Mx → kX,x ⊗OX,x Mx.
Hence by Nakayama’s lemma the OX0 -submodule TX0 ·MX0 ⊂ NX0 maps to 0 in
NX0/MX0 , and therefore TX0 ·MX0 ⊂MX0 . 
Theorem 6.19. Differentially simple varieties are simply connected.
The proof is postponed.
Corollary 6.20. If X and Y are (e´tale) simply connected normal varieties, then
X ×k Y is also (e´tale) simply connected.
When one of the factors is proper this follows from [32, Cor 1.7] and also from
Proposition 6.6. It needs not hold in positive characteristic when one of the factors
is non-proper [loc.cit, Rem. 1.10].
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Proof. The maps py : X × {y} → X × Y and px : {x} × Y → X × Y , x ∈ Xreg,
y ∈ Yreg, form differential covering of X × Y where each px and py is simply
connected. Now conclude from Theorem 6.19. 
One says that a projective variety X is rationally connected if any pair of points
in X belongs to p(P1k) for some map p : P
1
k → X . In some senses the category of
rationally connected varieties is more natural than its subcategory of rational vari-
eties, as proposed in [60] and expounded in [5,61]. We want to apply Theorem 6.19
to such X , but relax the condition that X be projective, compensating by instead
using maps from the affine line p : A1k → X .
Let j : X → X¯ and i : A1k → P1k be a smooth completion of X and A1k,
respectively, identifying X and A1k with open subsets in X¯ and P
1
k. An equivalent
definition for X¯ being rationally connected is that there exists a variety M and
an (evaluation) map e : P1k × M → X¯ such that the naturally induced map c :
P1 × P1 ×M → X¯ × X¯ is dominant (see [61, Def. 3.2], [5, Def 4.3]). Let M0 be
the projection of e−1(X) ∩ (A1k ×M) on the second factor of P1k ×M , so that we
get a map e0 : A
1
k ×M0 → X . If any two points in a non-empty open subset of X
belong to a common affine line p(A1k), the restriction of c
c0 : A
1
k ×A1k ×M0 → X ×X
is again dominant.
Say that a quasi-projective variety X is rationally connected if there exists a
variety M0 and a map e0 : A
1
k ×M0 → X such that the induced map c0 : A1k ×
A1k × M0 → X × X is dominant. If X is rationally connected (c0 is dominant)
then X¯ is rationally connected in the sense of [5, Def 4.3] (c is dominant), but the
converse does not hold.
Corollary 6.21. Let X be a smooth quasi-projective rationally connected variety of
characteristic 0. Then X is differentially simple and is therefore simply connected.
Remark 6.22. A proof that π1(X, p) is trivial when X is a complex smooth pro-
jective rationally (chain) connected variety is presented in [5, Cor. 4.18], where
the idea to use Hodge theory was employed already by Serre [16] to prove that
unirational projective complex manifolds are simply connected. The application
of Hodge theory requires that X be projective, and only implies that Conet(X) is
trivial; to get that Con(X) is trivial one also needs that π1(Xa) is finite, see [5, Cor
4.18], using an idea from [21]24. In Corollary 6.21 it is not required that X be
projective and its proof is algebraic.
Proof. Since c0 is dominant, by generic smoothness there exists an open subset
(X ×X)0 over which c0 is smooth. The image X0 of (X ×X)0 with respect to the
projection p2 : X×X → X on the second factor is an open subset of X . For x ∈ X0
put X0x = p
−1
2 (x) ⊂ (X ×X)0, which we identify with an open subset of X . The
base change of c0 over the inclusion X
0
x → (X × X)0 ⊂ X × X defines a smooth
map e0x : A
1
k ×M0x → X0x. Again by generic smoothness there exists a non-empty
open subset X00x ⊂ X0x ⊂ X over which e0x is smooth; let e00x : A1k ×M00x → X00x
be the base change, which is thus a smooth map. For each f ∈M00x denote also by
f : A1k → X00x the restriction of e00x to A1k × {f}. Now there exists an open subset
X00 ⊂ X0 of points x such that the tangent mapping of f : A1k → X is injective
at points in A1k above f(x). Assume from the beginning that x ∈ X00. Since the
condition that the tangent map of f is injective above points of x is open in Mx,
there exists a non-empty open subset M s,00x of M
00
x such that the restriction
es,00x : A
1
k ×M s,00x → X00x
24One can instead invoke the Grothendieck-Malcev theorem.
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is smooth, and if f ∈ M s,00x , then the tangent map of f is injective at points in
A1k above f(x). This implies that the curves f(A
1
k), f ∈ M s,00x , cut out the point
x. Therefore the set of maps f : A1k → X cut out an open subset of X , hence by
Theorem 6.19 and Proposition 6.4 X is simply connected. 
Question 6.23. Assume that X is a smooth (quasi-)projective complex variety
that is provided with a differential covering by rational curves. Is then X rationally
connected?
Being differentially simple is a birational property in a rather stronge sense.
Lemma 6.24. Let π : X → Y be a dominant morphism of quasi-projective vari-
eties.
(1) If X is normal and d.s and Y is smooth, then Y is d.s..
(2) Asume that π is proper, X is smooth, and Y is normal. If Y can be provided
with a differential covering such that the smooth locus Cˆregλ is s.c., then X
is d.s.
Often the coverings pλ : Cˆλ → Y are such that Cˆλ is smooth (e.g. Cλ is a curve),
so that the auxilliary condition in (2) is satisfied.
Proof. (1): By generic smoothness (Char k = 0), a differential covering pλ : Cˆλ →
X gives one on Y , p¯λ = π ◦ pλ : Cˆλ → Y . Since Y is smooth it follows that if pλ is
simply connected, then so is p¯λ.
(2): Since π is proper and Cˆλ is normal p¯λ : Cˆλ → Y lifts to maps of schemes
pλ : Cˆ
1
λ → X , where Cˆ1λ is a subscheme of Cˆλ such that codimCˆλ(Cˆλ \ Cˆ1λ) ≥ 2.
Again by generic smoothness the maps pλ cut out a dense subset of X . If M is
a connection on X , then since X is smooth, p!λ(M) is a connection on Cˆ
1
λ. Since
Cˆregλ ⊂ Cˆ1λ and Cˆregλ is s.c., it follows that p!λ(M) is trivial. 
We can go further than Lemma 6.24, (1).
Corollary 6.25. Assume that
π : X → Y,
is a dominant morphism of normal varieties and let SY be the singular locus of Y .
If X is d.s. (e.g. X = Ank) and codimX π
−1(SY ) ≥ 2, then Y is d.s. and hence
simply connected.
Corollary 6.25 generalizes, by not requiring properness, results of similar nature
in [56–58].
Proof. Since codimX π
−1(S) ≥ 2 it follows that if M is a connection, then π∗(M)
is a connection on X . Since X is d.s. it follows that X is s.c. (Th. 6.19), so
that π∗(M) is a trivial connection. If pλ : Cˆλ → X is a differential covering
such that pλ is simply connected, then π ◦ pλ → Y is a differential covering and
(π ◦ pλ)∗(M) = p∗λ(π∗(M)) is a trivial connection on Cˆλ. This implies that Y is
d.s., and hence simply connected. 
Proof of Theorem 6.19. Recall that a connection M is trivial if it is trival at
the generic points of X , and {Cλ}λ∈Λ is a differential covering if and only if it is
a differential covering of each component of X . Therefore it is sufficient to prove
the assertion when X contains only one generic point. There exists then an integer
m and a non-empty open subset U of Xreg such that MU ∼= OmU as OU -module,
and the connection is determined by defining a map ∇ = d + Γ : OmU → ΩU (OmU ),
where d is the trivial connection on OmU and Γ is section of ΩU (EndOU (OmU )) =
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ΩU ⊗OU EndOU (OmU )25. Then M is trivial if and only if Γ belongs to the image of
the map
dlog : AutOX (OmX )(U)→ ΩX(EndOX (OmX ))(U), φ 7→ φ−1d(φ),
where d(φ)(∂) = [∂, φ] ∈ EndOU (OmU ) and ∂ ∈ TX(U). Here AutOX (OmX )(U)
denotes an OU -linear automorphism of OmU . Put
ΩλX(End(OmX ))(U) = {Γ ∈ ΩX(End(OmX ))(U) | Γ(TX(Iλ))(U) ⊂ Iλ End(OmX )(U)}.
The inverse image p!λ(M) has the connection
∇λ : OmCˆλ → ΩCˆλ(O
m
Cˆλ
)
where ∇λ = d + Γλ; the connection matrix Γλ is given by Γ as Γλ(∂λ)(a ⊗m) =
a ⊗ Γ(∂˜λ)m, where a ∈ OCˆλ , m ∈ OmCˆλ , ∂λ ∈ TCˆλ , and a lift ∂˜λ ∈ TX(Iλ) of ∂λ
exists since U is smooth. Since p!λ(M) is trivial there exists φλ ∈ Aut(OmCˆλ) such
that
Γλ = dlog(φλ).
There exists φ˜λ ∈ Aut(OmU ) that restricts to φλ. It follows that Γ = dlog(φλ) + Γλ,
where Γλ ∈ ΩλX(End(OmX ))(U), hence
Γ ∈
⋂
λ∈Λ
(
dlogAutOX (M)(U) + Ω
λ
X(EndOX (M))(U)
)
.
For any λ in Λ there is the exact sequence of sheaves on U
0→ dlog(AutOU (OmX ))→
⋂
λ∈Λ
(dlog AutOU (OmU ) + ΩCλU (EndOU (OmU )))
ψλ−−→ Ω
Cλ
X (EndOU (OmU ))
dlogAutOU (OmU )
,
where the image
Im(ψλ) =
⋂
λ∈Λ Ω
Cλ
X (EndOU (OmU ))
dlogAutOU (OmU )
.
Since {Cλ}λ∈Λ is a differential covering there exists a dense subset X0 of X such
that if x is a point in X0, then
TX,x =
∑
λ∈Λx
TX,x(Iλ).
Thus if ∂ is a section of TX that is defined at a point x ∈ X0 ∩ U , then ∂x =∑
λ∈Λx
δλ,x, where δλ,x ∈ TX,x(Iλ). Applying ∂x to Im(ψλ)x, we get
⋂
λ∈Λx
< ΩCλX,x(EndOU (OmU )), ∂x >
< dlogAutOU (OmU )x, ∂x >
⊂
∑
λ∈Λx
(
⋂
λ∈Λx
< ΩCλX,x(EndOU (OmU )x, δλ,x >)
< dlogAutOU (OmU )x, ∂x >
⊂
⋂
λ∈Λx
Iλ EndOU (OmU )x
< dlogAutOU (OmU )x, ∂x >
⊂ mx EndOU (O
m
U )x
< dlogAutOU (OmU )x, ∂x >
.
25The endomorphism Γ also satisfies an integrability condition, but this will not play any
role below, besides the fact that its restrictions to the varieties Cλ do gives rise to integrable
connections.
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Since X0 ∩ U ⊂ U is dense and ΩX(End(OmX )) is coherent and torsion free, we get
that
Γ ∈ dlogAutOU (OmU ) +
⋂
x∈X0∩U
mxΩX(End(OmX )) = dlogAutOU (OmU ).
This completes the proof that M is trivial. 
7. The decomposition of π+(OX)
Perhaps the most central problem is to decompose the monomial DY -module
N = π+(OX) = OY ⊕ Tpi for a finite surjective map of smooth varieties π : X →
Y . Although such a decomposition is determined already at the generic point
of Y , eeping track of the ramification of π is important for actually constructing
submodules of N . Still, explicit generators of the simple constituents of Tpi are hard
to get, which is one reason for studying a certain canonical filtration {Ni} of N .
The idea is to use a natural stratification ({Xij}, {Yi}) of π so that the submodule
Ni ⊂ N is defined by requiring the vanishing of local cohomology along the stratum
Yi. For this purpose totally ramified maps are important, where the residue field
extension at the generic point of the deepest stata of the ramification locus Bpi is
trivial, since then it turns out that the vanishing trace module Tpi has vanishing local
cohomology along the deepest stratum in {Yi} (Th. 7.4). Using this observation we
reach the main result of this section (Th. 7.30), namely that generators of Ni are
determined by vanishing trace conditions over morphisms X/Zij that are totally
ramified along Xij and fitting in a factorisations X → Zij → Y so that Zij/Y is
e´tale over Yj . The existence of such factorizations may be of independent interest
(Th. 7.17).
The Galois situation is of course interesting, so that Y = XG for a finite group
G and π is the invariant map. The problem of finding generators of the simple
constituents appearing in Theorem 3.27 corresponds to a branching problem for
representations of groups, but the goal here is to geometrically construct the simples
without relying on group theory, to eventually understand also non-Galois maps.
This problem was resolved in [14] when G is the (generalized) symmetric group
acting an a finite-dimensional vector space V and X = Spec S(V ), where Young or
Specht polynomials form generators of the simples of N , and these polynomials are
naturally constructed from the canonical stratification of π. In Section 8 this will
be taken a step further.
7.1. Total ramification. Let π : X → Y be a morphism of smooth varieties, F
be a closed subset of Y and put XF = π
−1(F ), so we have the diagram
(7.1.1) XF
i˜ //
p

X
pi

F
i // Y.
The following base change property for local cohomology is surely well-known26.
Theorem 7.1. (Independence of base)
π+RΓXF = RΓF π+
as functors on the category of quasi-coherent DX-modules.
26Theorem 7.1 is stated without proof in [12, Th. 2.5.28].
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Proof. Let j : Y \ F → X and j˜ : X \ XF → X be the open inclusions. Since
suppπ+RΓXF ⊂ F , so that j!π+RΓXF = 0, applying the distinguished triangle
RΓF → id→ j+j! +1−−→ to the functor π+ RΓXF gives
RΓF π+ RΓXF = π+ RΓXF .
This implies, after applying RΓF π+ to the distinguished triangle
RΓXF → id→ j˜+j˜! +1−−→
that one gets the triangle
π+ RΓXF → RΓF π+ → RΓF π+j˜+j˜! +1−−→
Finally, for the last vertex we have, since π+j˜+ = j+π0,+,
RΓF π+j˜+j˜
! = RΓF j+π0,+j˜
! = 0
where in the last step we use RΓF j+ = 0. This completes the proof. 
It is basic to our characterization of the canonical filtration of π+(OX) - to be
studied below- that the kernel of the trace morphism behaves well with respect to
base change. Let M be a coherent DY -module and define Tpi(M) by the distin-
guished triangle
(*) Tpi(M)→ π+π!(M) Tr−→M +1−−→ .
Assuming p : XF → F is a morphism of smooth varieties we also have the triangle
Tp(i!(M))→ p+p!i!(M)→ i!(M) +1−−→ .
Definition 7.2. Let x be a point of x and put y = π(x), and let F be a closed
subset of Y . Then π is totally ramified:
(1) at x if kY,pi(x) = kX,x.
(2) at y if π−1(y) = {x} and π is totally ramified at x.
(3) along a closed set F in Y if in the diagram (7.1.1) p is an isomorphism.
Say also that π is totally ramified if Dpi 6= ∅ and it is totally ramified along each
deepest stratum of the discriminant locus Dpi.
Remark 7.3. If the closure x− of x is normal, by Lemma 7.15,(2) below, the
following are equivalent:
(1) π is totally ramified at x.
(2) π is totally ramified along x−.
Clearly, if π is totally ramified along F , then it is totally ramified along each
closed subset of F ; in particular π is totally ramified along the deepest (smooth)
strata of F .
Theorem 7.4. Keep the notation in Theorem 7.1 and assume that F and XF are
smooth.
(1) i!(Tpi(M)) = Tp(i!(M)).
(2) If π is totally ramified along F , then RΓF (Tpi(M)) = 0.
Proof. By Kashiwara’s theorem i+i
!(M) = RΓF (M) and i˜+i˜
!(π!(M)) = RΓXF π
!(M).
Therefore by Theorem 7.1
i+i
!π+π
!(M) = RΓF π+π
!(M) = π+ RΓXF π
!(M)
= π+i˜+i˜
!π!(M) = i+p+p
!i!(M).
Therefore (*) gives the distinguished triangle
i+i
!(Tpi(M))→ i+p+p!i!(M)→ i+i!(M) +1−−→ .
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By Kashiwara’s theorem we can erase i+
i!(Tpi(M))→ p+p!i!(M) ψ−→ i!(M) +1−−→,
where now ψ is the trace morphism p+p
!i!(M)→ i!(M). If p is an isomorphism it
follows that i!(Tpi(M)) = 0, and hence RΓF (Tpi(M)) = 0. 
Example 7.5. Let A → B be a finite totally ramified morphism of smooth k-
algebras, i.e. kA = kB, and put T = Ker(Tr : π+(B) → A). By Theorem 7.4 it
follows that RΓmA(T ) = 0.
One can consider the maximal connection Nc in any holonomic DX -module N
and define the “coherent” direct image functor
πc+ : coh(DX)→ Con(Y ), N 7→ πc+(N) = π+(N)c.
When M is a connection and π is e´tale, then πc+π
!(M) = π+π
!(M) but in general
it can be difficult to determine πc+π
!(M) when π is ramified. In the totally ramified
case, on the other hand, we have:
Theorem 7.6. Let π be a finite totally ramified morphism of smooth varieties.
(1) If M is a holonomic module such that π!(M) is semisimple (see Theo-
rem 3.14), then πc+π
!(M) =Mc.
(2) The functor
π! : Con(Y )→ Con(X)
is fully faithful so that if M is connection on Y , then πc+ ◦ π!(M) ∼=M .
The functor πc+ is certainly not faithful. For example, if the extension of fraction
fields k(X)/k(Y ) is Galois, N is a simple connection with trivial inertia group, and
π is ramified, then π+(N) is a simple DY -module (Prop. 3.9) such that πc+(N) = 0
(see also Proposition 2.14). Concretely, consider the cyclic extension A = C[y] →
B = C[x], y = xn, and the connection E = DBex (see (5.2.2)). The Galois group
is Cn =< ζ >, where ζ is a primitive root of unity, and we have ∂(x) − ∂(ζkx) =
(1− ζk)∂(x) /∈ dlog(B), k = 1, . . . , n− 1, so that the inertia group GE = {e} ⊂ Cn.
Then π+(E) is a simple DA-module that is not finite over A.
Moreover, π! is not fully faithful when extended to a functor between the cate-
gories of holonomic D-modules.
Proof. (1): By Theorem 7.4, RΓF (Tpi(M)) = 0, hence since π+π!(M) is semisim-
ple (Th. 3.21), hence Tpi(M) is semisimple, it follows that RΓF ((Tpi(M))c) = 0,
and therefore by Grothendieck’s non-vanishing theorem, Tpi(M)c = 0, so by (*),
πc+π
!(M) = Mc. (2): First recall that π+ is exact (Prop. 2.10), hence π
c
+ is exact;
moreover π! is exact on Con(Y ); therefore πc+π
! is exact. Hence, connections being
of finite length as D-modules, one can assume that N andM are simple connections.
Then πc+π
!(M) ∼=M follows from (1) (and Theorem 3.14). 
7.2. Canonical stratifications and filtrations. A stratification of a smooth va-
riety X is a finite collection {Xi}i∈I of mutually disjoint locally closed smooth
subvarieties Xi such that X = ∪i∈IXi, and the closure X¯i = ∪j≤iXj is a union of
strata. Here we order the index set I by reverse domination, so that j ≥ i when
Xj belongs to the closure X¯i of Xi; this defines a partial order (>, I) such that the
canonical filtration that will be discussed below is increasing. Since X is irreducible
there exists a unique minimal index is such that Xis is dense in X , and putting
Xif = ∅ we have is < i < if , for all i ∈ I. We say that is and if indexes the initial
and final stratas of {Xi}∈I .
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A stratification ({Xi}i∈Ij , {Yj}j∈J) of a morphism π : X → Y of varieties is a
stratification {Yj}j∈J of Y and a stratification {Xi}j∈J,i∈Ij of X such that
π−1(Yj) =
⋃
i∈Ij
Xi.
There exists a canonical stratification of a finite morphism π : X → Y of schemes
of finite type such that the restriction to the stratas of X are e´tale; it will be the
coarsest such stratification in a natural sense. The construction is included since it
has not been spelled out in the literature in sufficient detail for our needs.
Remark 7.7. In singularity theory one often requires finer stratifications satisfying
contact conditions, such as the Whitney stratification. We will however work only
with restrictions to e´tale strata in an algebraically defined canonical stratification
in order to decompose π+(OX).
We will stepwise add new locally closed smooth strata to X and Y so that strata
added in one step are not dominated by any of the other new ones, but instead are
dominated by some stratum in the previous step.
First make a base change X ′ → Y r of π with respect to the reduced subscheme
Y r → Y , let Xr be the reduced scheme of X ′, and π(r) : Xr → X ′ → Y r be the
composed map. Since π(r) is a finite map of reduced schemes of finite type, defined
over a field of characteristic 0, there exists a maximal open subset Y (0) → Y r
such that the base change X(0) → Y (0) is e´tale. Let {Yj}j∈J0 be the connected
components of Y (0), so that each base change X
(0)
j → Yj of Xr → Y r is e´tale. Let
{Xi}i∈Ij be the connected components of X(0)j , so that ∪i∈IjXi = X(0)j , j ∈ J0.
Put Y˜1 = Y
r\Y (0) and let π1 : X˜1 → Y˜1 be the base change of π(r) over Y˜1 → Y r.
We can now replace π by π1 and proceed inductively. Thus having defined X˜l−1
and Y˜l−1, and πl−1 : X˜l−1 → Y˜l−1, we get Y˜l = Y˜ rl−1 \ Y (0)l−1, πl : X˜l → Y˜l, which is
the base change of π
(r)
l−1 over Y˜l → (˜Y l−1)r. We get for l = 1, 2, ...
Y (l) = Y˜
(0)
l , X
(l) → Y (l), Y (l) =
⋃
j∈Jl
Yj , X
(l)
j =
⋃
i∈Ij
Xi → Yj
where Yj are the connected components of Y
(l), the base change X(l) → Y (l) over
Y (l) → Y r is e´tale and Xi are the connected components of X(l)j . By construction,
the restrictionXi → Yj , j ∈ Jl, i ∈ Ij , is an e´tale map of connected smooth varieties.
Since schemes of finite type only have finitely many connected components and since
in each step the dimensions of the new strata are of strictly lower dimension, we
end up in finite index sets J = ∪l=0,1,...Jl and I = ∪l=0,1,... ∪j∈Jl Ij such that,
{Xi, Yj , i ∈ Ij , j ∈ J} forms a stratification of π, where the index sets (I = ∪Ij , <)
and (J,<) are partially ordered by reversed specialization of the corresponding
strata. We summarize the above construction as follows:
Proposition 7.8. There exists a stratification ({Xi}i∈Ij , {Yj}j∈J ) of π such that
each restriction Xi → Yj is e´tale and such that if ({Xk}k∈I′ , {Yl}l∈J′) is another
stratification of π such that each restriction X ′k → Y ′l is e´tale, then ({X ′k}, {Y ′l }) is
a refinement of ({Xij , Yk}), i.e. each stratum Xi is a union of strata X ′k.
We call the family of strata ({Xi, Yj}i∈Ij ,j∈J ) in Proposition 7.8 the canonical
stratification of π.
Our main interest is in filtrations of DY -modules M defined by requiring the
vanishing of local cohomology along successively deeper strata Yi in the canonical
stratification. Such a filtration, however, does not exist for general M . For if
M1,M2 are submodules of M and S a closed subset of X such that RΓS(M1) =
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RΓS(M2) = 0 it follows that for the sum M12 = M1 +M2 the complex RΓS(M12)
is a translation of RΓS(M1 ∩M2) one step to the left, and this complex need not
be 0 (in the derived category). Therefore, when M is not semisimple, there may
exist more than one maximal submodule with vanishing local cohomology along S.
Lemma 7.9. Let M be a coherent semisimple D-module and S be a locally closed
subset of X. Then there exists a unique maximal coherent submodule MS ⊂ M
such that RΓS(MS) = 0.
Proof. Let ΛS be the set of coherent submodules M
′ of M such that RΓS(M
′) = 0,
and put
MS =
∑
M ′∈ΛS
M ′.
The modules M ′ are locally generated by their sections (over a fixed affine neigh-
bourhood) andM is coherent, so locally only a finite number of termsM ′ contribute
to MS since M is semisimple and coherent; therefore MS is coherent. Also, since
M is semisimple, it follows that RΓS(MS) = 0. By construction MS is the unique
maximal coherent submodule with vanishing local cohomology along S. 
We can therefore make the following definition:
Definition 7.10. For a coherent semisimple DX -module M and a locally closed
subset S of X , let MS be the maximal coherent submodule of M whose local
cohomology RΓS(MS) = 0.
Remark 7.11. Assume that S is closed in X , put U = X \ S and let j : U → X
be the open inclusion. If M is simple and MS = M , then M = j+j
!(M) (see the
appendix in Section 9), but the converse does not hold, so that even ifM = j+j
!(M)
is simple, it can happen that MS = 0 (if codimX S ≥ 2, take M = OX). The DC1 -
module M = C[x, 1/x]xα is simple when α 6∈ Z and M =M{0}.
Let S1 be a locally closed subset of the closure S¯ of S. Then in general RΓS1(MS) 6=
0, even if M is simple holonomic and RΓS(MS) = 0. If M is simple then (MS)S1 =
MS1 , but in general MS 6⊂MS1 .
Example 7.12. Let M be a simple holonomic DX -module, torsion free as OX -
module, and S¯1 ⊂ S¯ ⊂ X be closed algebraic subsets such that codimS¯ S¯1 ≥ 1. Let
j : X \ S¯1 → X be the locally closed inclusion morphism. If j!RΓS¯(M) = 0, then
RΓS¯(M) = RΓS¯1(M), and the latter complex need not be isomorphic to 0 even ifM
is simple and holonomic. For an example, let X = C2, S¯1 = {0}, S¯ = V (xy(x+y)),
and put M˜ = DC2xβ1yβ2(x + y)β3 , where βi ∈ Q \ Z and β1 + β2 + β3 ∈ Z. The
module M˜ is of length 2 and contains a unique simple submodule M , torsion free
over OX , such that supp M˜/M = S¯1 (see [13, Th 1.3]). Since M˜ has vanishing local
cohomology along S = S¯ \ S¯1 it follows that RΓS¯(M) = RΓS¯1(M) 6= 0, where the
non-vanishing follows since the minimal extension M of j!(M) = j!(M˜) is a proper
submodule of j+j
!(M) = j+j
!(M˜) = M˜ . Here MS =M and MS1 = 0.
Given a semisimple DY -module N and the canonical stratification {Yi}i∈J of
Y we define the modules Ni = NXj as in Definition 7.10 (Njf = N and Njs =
0), resulting in a family of submodules {Nj}j∈J which we call the (π-) canonical
submodules of N . As noted above, in general {Nj}j∈J need not form a filtration
of N with respect to the partially ordered set {J,<}, i.e. j1 < j2 does not imply
Nj1 ⊂ Nj2 .27 It is perhaps therefore all the more suprising, shall we see, that
nevertheless the semisimple module N = π+(OX) satisfies such inclusions.
27Of course, replacing Yj by its closure Y¯j in the definition of Nj always results in a filtration.
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7.3. Maximal e´tale and minimal totally ramified factorizations. Let
(A,mA, kA)→ (B,mB , kB)
be an injective finite homomorphism of local noetherian domains, so we can identify
A with a subring of B. Then A ⊂ B is totally ramified if SpecB → SpecA is
totally ramified, as in Definition 7.2, i.e. the induced map of residue fields is an
isomorphism, kA ∼= kB . We are interested in certain factorizations by inclusions of
local rings
(A,mA, kA) ⊂ (C,mC , kC) ⊂ (B,mB, kB).
Next lemma is well-known.
Lemma 7.13. (1) B/A is e´tale and C/A is unramified ⇔ B/C and C/A are
e´tale.
(2) B/A is totally ramified ⇔ B/C and C/A are totally ramified.
(3) If B/A is finite e´tale and totally ramified, then A = B.
Remark 7.14. (1) If a homomorphism of local rings A ⊂ B is totally ramified
and B/C/A is a factorization where C/A is e´tale, then A = C.
(2) If A → B is e´tale and B/C/A is a factorization where B/C is totally
ramified, then C = B.
The properties that B/A be e´tale and totally ramified, respectively, are preserved
in opposite directions with respect to generization and specialization.
Lemma 7.15. Let P be a prime ideal in B and put Q = A ∩ P .
(1) If A→ B is e´tale, then AQ → BP is e´tale.
(2) If AQ → BP is totally ramified and A/Q is normal, then A/Q = B/P and
therefore A→ B is totally ramified.
Proof. (1) is well-known. (2): Since kQ = AQ/QAQ = kP = BP /PBP it follows
that A/Q→ B/P is a finite birational map, and since A/Q in integrally closed in
its fraction field, A/Q = B/P . 
Say that an inclusion of local rings A ⊂ Ct ⊂ B is a minimal totally ramified
factorization if Ct ⊂ B is totally ramified and if C′t is another totally ramified
factorization A ⊂ C′t ⊂ B, then there exists an isomorphism Ct → C′′t , where C′′t
fits in a factorization A ⊂ C′′t ⊂ C′t ⊂ B, making the natural diagrams commute.
A maximal e´tale factorization is a local k-subalgebra Ce of B that contains A,
A ⊂ Ce ⊂ B, such that A ⊂ Ce is e´tale, and if C′e is another such e´tale A-algebra,
A ⊂ C′e ⊂ B, then there exists an isomorphism C′′e → Ce, where C′′e fits in a
factorization A ⊂ C′′e ⊂ C′e ⊂ B, making the natural diagrams commute.
Theorem 7.16. Assume that A is regular and B is normal. There exists a maximal
e´tale factorization A ⊂ Ce ⊂ B. The following are equivalent for a factorization
A ⊂ C ⊂ B:
(1) B/C/A is a maximal e´tale factorization.
(2) B/C/A is a minimal totally ramified factorization.
The factorization is unique up to a choice of Galois cover of the field extension
k(B)/k(A).
Thus in this situation Ce ∼= Ct and the maximal e´tale (minimal totally ramified)
factorization A ⊂ Ce ⊂ B is unique up to (nonunique) isomorphism. We often
abuse the terminology and say that the local ring C itself is a minimal totally
ramified (maximal e´tale) factorization when its position in A → B is given from
the context.
Theorem 7.16 is proven similarly to the following global version:
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Theorem 7.17. Let π : X → Y be a finite morphism of normal varieties (regarded
as schemes) and S be a finite subset of X. Then there exists a factorization, π = q◦p
X
p−→ Z q−→ Y,
such that q is maximally e´tale at all points z1 of height 1 that specialize to z = p(x).
This factorization is unique up to a choice of Galois cover of the field extension
k(X)/k(Y ). If Y is smooth at π(x), then q is maximally e´tale at z and Z is smooth
at z. The map p is totally ramified along S, and if X/Y is Galois, then p is
minimally totally ramified along p(S).
If k(X)/k(Y ) is not Galois, then p need not be totally ramified. Example: Con-
sider a finite morphism of curves π : X → Y over an algebraically closed field. If
there exists a point y in Y such Xy ∩ Bpi is a proper subset of the full fibre Xy,
then π it totally ramified along Xy but not along {y}.
Remarks 7.18. (1) If the closure x− of x ∈ S is normal, then p is minimally
totally ramified and q is maximally e´tale for all points in x− (Lem. 7.15,(2)).
Therefore if S is a closed normal subvariety of X and π = q ◦ p is a factor-
ization such that p is minimally totally ramified and q is maximally e´tale
at all generic points of S, then the same holds at all points of S.
(2) Notice that if B/C/A is a minimal (maximal) totally ramified (e´tale) fac-
torization and P is a prime ideal of B, PC = C ∩P,Q = P ∩A, then we get
maps BP
pP−−→ CPC qP−−→ AQ where pP and qP are totally ramified and e´tale,
respectively, but they need not be a minimal (maximal) totally ramified
(e´tale) factorization of BP /AQ.
(3) When Xa and Ya are complex manifolds the existence of maximal e´tale
factorization can be argued for topologically. The index of the image
π∗(π1(Xa)) ⊂ π1(Ya) of the fundamental group π1(Xa) in π1(Ya) is finite.
Then it is well-known that there exists an e´tale map q : Z → Y such that
q∗(π1(Za)) = f∗(π1(Xa)) and also that there exists a lifting p : Xa → Za
such that q ◦ p = π.
(4) The proof of Theorem 7.16 combined with an application of G.A.G.A. gives
a straightforward proof of [78, Th. 1.2], which states: Given a finite holo-
morphic map of projective normal complex varieties π : X → Y , there
exists a factorization π = q ◦ p, where q : Z → Y is e´tale at points of height
≤ 1. Moreover, up to isomorphism there exists a unique maximal such map
q.
Recall that for a Galois morphism π : X → Y with Galois group G, the decompo-
sition group Gx of a point x in X is the subgroup of automorphisms that stabilizes
x, and its inertia group Ix is the subgroup of Gx of elements whose induced action
on the residue field kX,x is trivial.
Proof. Let s : X¯ → X be the map from the integral closure of X in the Galois
cover of the field extension k(X)/k(Y ), G be the Galois group of k(X¯)/k(Y ), H
the Galois group of k(X¯)/k(X), and put π¯ = π ◦ r : X¯ → Y . Let x1 be a point
of height 1 that specialises to x. Then there exist points x¯1, x¯ in X¯ , such that x¯1
specializes to x¯, s(x¯) = x, and s(x¯1) = x1. Let Ix¯ and Ix¯1 be the inertia groups of
the points and put Z x¯ = X¯Ix¯ , Z x¯1 = X¯Ix¯1 . Let px¯ : X¯ → Z x¯ and px¯1 : X¯ → Z x¯1
be the corresponding invariant maps; since Ix¯1 is a subgroup of Ix¯ there exists also
a map rx¯1 : Z
x¯1 → Z x¯ such that px¯ = rx¯1 ◦px¯1 . Let Zx be the integral closure of Y
in the intersection of the fraction fields of X and Z x¯, regarded as subfields of the
fraction field of X¯, and let px : X → Zx and qx : Zx → Y be the natural maps,
so that π = qx ◦ px, and there exists also a natural map rx¯ : Z x¯ → Zx such that
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rx¯ ◦ px¯ = px ◦ s. We have the following diagram
(7.3.1)
X¯ Z¯ x¯
X Zx
Y
px¯
s rx¯
px
pi
qx
The map X¯ → Zx is Galois and its Galois group GH,x is the the subgroup of G that
is generated by Ix¯ and H . Since Ix¯ already belongs to the decomposition subgroup
Gx¯ of G it follows that if Dx¯ is the decomposition subgroup of GH,x and Hx¯ is the
decomposition subgroup of H , then
kX,x = k
Hx¯
X¯,x¯
= kDx¯
X¯,x¯
= kZ,z .
Hence px is totally ramified at x (but not necessarily at px(x) = z when Hg 6= gH
for some g ∈ Ix¯). The maps px¯ and px¯1 however are minimal totally ramified at
z¯ = p¯x¯(x¯) and z¯1 = px¯1(x¯1), respectively. Since x¯1 and hence also z¯1 = px¯1(x¯1) and
qx¯1(z¯1) = π(x1) = y1 are points of height 1 in X¯ , Z
x¯1 , and Y , respectively, and all
appearing varieties being normal, we get inclusions of discrete valuation rings
OY,y1 ⊂ OZx¯1 ,z¯1 ⊂ OX¯,x¯1 .
We are therefore in the situation of [18, §7, Prop. 21] and can conclude that the
first inclusion is e´tale. Since OY,y1 ⊂ OZx,z1 ⊂ OZx¯1 ,z¯1 and Zx is normal, it follows
that qx is e´tale at z1 = r(z¯1). If Y is smooth at π(x), then qx is e´tale at z by the
purity of branch locus, and then Z/k is smooth at z.
There exists therefore for each point x in S a factorization
X
px−→ Zx qx−→ Y
such that π = qx◦px where px is totally ramified at x (and at px(x) if k(X)/k(Y ) is
Galois, so that X¯ = X) and qx is e´tale at all points of height 1 in Z
x that specialises
to px(x). If S = {x1, . . . , xr}, put Z = Zx1 ×Y Zx2 ×Y . . .×Y Zxr , and let
X
p−→ Z q−→ Y
be the canonical maps. Then q is maximally e´tale at all points of height 1 that
specialises to a point in p(S), and as before, if y ∈ π(S) is a regular point in Y ,
then q is e´tale above y. The map p is totally ramified along S, and if k(X)/k(Y )
is Galois (and thus X¯ = X), then p is minimally totally ramified at the points in
p(S) ⊂ Z.

7.4. E´tale coverings for e´tale trivial connections and Galois coverings
for finite modules. Let Y/k be a normal projective variety over an algebraically
closed field of characteristic 0, and consider finite surjective maps of normal varieties
(assumed connected)
(7.4.1) π¯ : X¯
p−→ X pi−→ Y,
where the fraction field L¯ if X¯ is Galois over the fraction field L and K of X and
Y , respectively. Let G be the Galois group of L¯/K.
If M is an L-trivial connection on Y , so that L ⊗K MK ∼= Lm, where MK is
the generic stalk of M , then it follows that π!(M) is a trivial connection on X .
Assume now that M is only a locally free OY -module such that N = π∗(M) is a
trivial locally free OX -module, i.e. N ∼= OX ⊗k V , where V = Γ(X,N). Then N
can be regarded as a connection by declaring that TX acts trivially on V , and we
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will see that in fact M itself is a connection such that π!(M) = N (Th. 7.20). In
general, if Y had not been projective, it is not sufficient that N = π∗(M) be trivial
to conclude that M is a connection; one would require that X/Y be a Galois cover
and that N moreover be a DX [G]-module; see (3.1).
It is natural to ask whether the maps π (and π¯) can be factorized so that M
becomes trivial over an intermediate e´tale (Galois) cover.
Theorem 7.19. Let π : X
p−→ Z q−→ Y be a factorization of the morphism π, where
q is maximally e´tale (see Theorem 7.17). For a connection M on Y the following
are equivalent:
(1) π!(M) is trivial.
(2) q!(M) is trivial.
Proof. We only need to prove (1) ⇒ 2, and can assume that π 6= q. Let π¯ : X¯ s−→
X → Y be a Galois cover of π, so that X¯ is the integral closure of X in the fraction
field of X¯. There exists a factorization X¯
p¯−→ Z¯ r−→ Z q−→ Y such that p¯ is totally
ramified and r◦ p¯ is maximally e´tale and a map p : X → Z such that p◦s = r◦ p¯ (see
proof of Theorem 7.17). By construction k(Z) is the invariant field of the group G
that is generated by the union of the Galois groups of k(X¯)/k(Z¯) and k(X¯)/k(X).
Putting M¯ = q!(M) we have for some integer m,
r!(M¯) = p¯c+p¯
!(r!(M¯)) = p¯c+(OmX ) = pc+p¯!(OmZ¯ ) = OmZ¯ ,
where the first and last isomorphisms follow from Theorem 7.6; hence r!(M¯) is
trivial. Since also p!(M¯) = π!(M) is trivial it follows that π¯!(M) is a trivial DL¯[G]-
module; hence by Galois descent (Prop. 3.4) M¯k(Z) is a trivial Dk(Z)-module; hence
M¯ is trivial. 
Following Nori [73], say that a locally free OY -module M is finite if there exists
a Galois cover q : Z → Y such that q∗(M) is a trivial vector bundle. The assertion
that a vector bundle M is finite if π∗(M) is a trivial vector bundle was proven
in [72] (Y smooth projective, using the Tannakian formalism) and [71] (Y normal
projective, using the Harder-Narashiman filtration). Theorem 7.20 (1) contains
their result when the characteristic is 0, with a more direct proof. The result
[26, Th 2.15] is similar to (2) below, but the argument here is less involved.
Theorem 7.20. Let Y/k be a normal proper variety over an algebraically closed
field k of characteristic 0, and consider the diagram (7.4.1).
(1) Let M be a locally free and coherent OY -module, and assume that π∗(M)
is a trivial OX¯-module. There exists a factorization
π¯ : X¯
p−→ X r−→ Z q−→ Y,
where all varieties are normal and proper, q is a Galois cover, and q∗(M)
is trivial.
(2) The category of finite vector bundles that are trivial after pulling back by
the Galois cover q : Z → Y is the same as the category of L1-e´tale trivial
connections on Y , where L1 is the fraction field of Z.
Remark 7.21. (1) If there exist a surjective proper morphism π1 : X1 → Y
such that π∗1(M) is trivial and π1 = π ◦ p is a Stein factorization with π
finite and p has connected fibres, then π∗(M) is also trivial.
(2) A simple DY -module is monomial, i.e. M ⊂ π+(Λ) for some π and rank 1
module Λ, if and only if L ⊗K MK ∼= Λm as DL-module, m = dimKMK ,
and M is a monomial connection if and only if π!(M) splits into a sum
of rank 1 connections. In Theorem 7.20 only e´tale trivial connections are
mentioned, but the assertion should be possible to generalize so that any
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covering connection is a submodule of a monomial module with respect to
an e´tale map.
Proof. (1): The Galois group of L¯/K acts on X¯ and π¯∗(M), and also on the global
sections V = Γ(X¯, π¯∗(M)). Let H be the kernel of the map G → Glk(V ), put
Z = X¯H , and let p : X¯ → Z be the invariant map. Since X¯ is connected, for a
closed point x¯ mapping to the point z in Z, Γ(X¯,OX¯) = kX¯,x¯ = kZ,z = k, since
k is algebraically closed and X¯ is proper. Since p∗q∗(M) = π¯∗(M) = OX¯ ⊗k V , it
follows that
(*) V = Γ(X¯, π¯∗(M)) ∼= kX¯,x¯ ⊗OX¯,x¯ π¯∗(M) = kZ,z ⊗OZ,z q∗(M) = km,
where m = rankM = dimk V , and
Γ(Z, q∗(M)) = Γ(Z, (p∗(q∗(M)))H) = Γ(Z, (OX¯ ⊗k V )H) = Γ(Z,OHX¯ )⊗k V = V,
implying that q∗(M) is also trivial. Let G1 = G/H be the Galois group of k(Z)/K,
so that q : Z → Y is generically Galois. To see that q is actually e´tale it suffices
to see that the stabilisator subgroup Gz1 of any closed point z in Z is trivial. This
follows since the map G1 → Glk(V ) is injective and Gz1 acts trivially on the right
side of (*). It remains to see that the Galois group of p belongs to H , so that we get
a factorization X¯ → X → Z as asserted. This follows by considering the case when
M is already trivial, M = OY ⊗k V , since then the whole group G acts trivially on
V .
(2): Since Z is connected in (1), Γ(Z,OZ) = k as k is algebraically closed. First
assuming that M is a locally free and finite OY -module we show that it is also an
e´tale trivial connection. Since q∗(M) is a trivial OZ -module, q∗(M) = OZ ⊗k V ,
we have V = Γ(Z, q∗(M)), and in particular L1 ⊗K MK = L1 ⊗k V , where V
is a representation of G1, and ∆(V ) = MK in Theorem 5.31. Moreover, since q
is a Galois covering, M = (OZ ⊗k V )G1 , which evidently is a connection on Y
(Prop. 3.4). Conversely, if M is an L1-e´tale trivial connection, then q
!(M) is a
connection that is generically trivial, and therefore trivial. 
Corollary 7.22. Assume that M is a locally free OY -module on a simply connected
normal projective variety Y over an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0. If
there exists a surjective proper morphism π : X → Y such that π∗(M) is trivial,
then M is trivial.
Proof. By Remark 7.21 one can assume that π is finite, and by Theorem 7.20 there
exists a Galois cover q : Z → Y such that q∗(M) is a trivial connection. So that if
G is the Galois group of q, then M = q∗(M)G is a connection, which is trivial since
Y is simply connected. Alternative: q∗q
∗(M) is a connection (Prop. 5.4), which is
trivial since Y is simply connected; in particular it is a trivial OY -module. The
trace morphism gives a split of the adjoint morphism
M
1
n Tr
⇆
i
q∗q
∗(M),
where n is the degree of q. Therefore M is a trivial OY -module. 
One wants to apply Corollary 7.22 to get a criterion that a locally free OY -
module M on a simply connected variety be trivial. The idea is that if there exists
a point y in Y such that any other point in Y can be connected by a subvariety Cλ,
a member of an algebraically parametrized family, λ ∈ Λ, and if the restriction of
M to each Cλ is trivial, then M should also be trivial. This idea was considered
in [2] when the Cλ are stable rational curves and Y is rationally connected, and
we therefore do not claim essential originality, the main goal being to clarify and
connect to the present context.
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We have then a diagram with vertices formed by normal projective varieties over
an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0
(7.4.2)
X Y
Λ,
pi
pσ
g
where π is a surjective, σ a section of p (so that p ◦ σ = idΛ), and g = π ◦ σ.
Proposition 7.23. Assume that p is proper. The following are equivalent for a
locally free OY -module M :
(1) π∗(M) is a trivial locally free OX-module.
(2) g∗(M) is a trivial OΛ-module and p∗p∗π∗(M) = π∗(M) (so that π∗(M) is
trivial relative to p).
(3) M is a connection such that π!(M) is trivial.
Proof. (3)⇒ (1) is evident and (1)⇒ (2) follows since k is algebraically closed and
p is proper. (2) ⇒ (3): Putting M¯ = π∗(M), we have since p∗p∗(M¯) = M¯ and
σ∗ ◦ p∗ = id,
g∗(M) = σ∗(M¯) = σ∗p∗p∗(M¯) = p∗(M¯),
so that p∗(M¯) is trivial; hence M¯ is a trivial OX -module. Since X and Y are
proper, the map π is also defined at points x of height ≤ 1; since M¯ is trivial, it is
the restriction is proper. In other words, M is a finite module, so by Theorem 7.20
it is a connection such that π!(M) is trivial. 
The following result gives a sufficient condition that ensures that two locally free
modules are isomorphic.
Proposition 7.24. Let M and N be locally free sheaves on a variety X. Assume
that N =
⊕
Ni = N1 ⊗OX (⊕rj=1N1j), where the Ni and Nij = N∗i ⊗OX Nj are
invertible sheaves. The following are equivalent:
(1) M ∼=M1 ⊗OX ⊕rj=1N1j, where M1 is an invertible sheaf.
(2) We have an isomorphism of locally free sheaves
EndOX (M)
∼= EndOX (N).
Proof. (1)⇒ (2) is clear. (2)⇒ (1): Select splittings
N
ji
⇆
pi
Ni
so that pi ◦ ji is an automorphism of Ni, and put also φ¯i = ji ◦ pi, which is an
endomorphism of N that restricts to an automorphism of Ni, and φ¯i ◦ φ¯j = δij φ¯i.
Letting ψ denote an isomorphism in (2), the elements φi = ψ
−1(φ¯i) form global
sections of EndOX (M), and we have φi ◦φj = δijφi. PuttingMi = Im(φi) ⊂M , we
then have φi(Mj) = {0} when i 6= j, and φi defines an isomorphism Mi ∼=Mi. and
Mi ∩Mj = {0} when i 6= j. Hence the inclusions Mi ⊂M induce an isomorphism
r⊕
i=1
Mi ∼=M.
Moreover, EndOX (⊕ri=1Mi) ∼= EndOX (⊕ri=1Ni) implies that HomOX (Mi,Mj) =
HomOX (Ni, Nj) = Nij , hence the modules Mi are invertible, and Mj
∼= N1j ⊗OX
M1. This implies (1). 
It can be hard to directly check (2) in Proposition 7.24, but at least when Y is
simply connected it can be used to reach a more precise result. This was discussed
already in the proof of [2, Th. 2.2], where the main ideas were presented.
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Theorem 7.25. Consider the diagram (7.4.2), where moreover Y is simply con-
nected. If π∗(M) = L¯r for some invertible OX -module L¯, then there exists an
invertible OY -module L such that M = Lr.
Proof. By Proposition 7.23 EndOY (M) is a connection, which is trivial since Y
is simply connected. Then the assertion follows from Proposition 7.24, putting
N = OrY , and hence N1j = OY . 
Corollary 7.26. Let Y be a rationally connected smooth projective variety and M
be a locally free OY -module.
(1) The following are equivalent:
(a) M is trivial.
(b) the pullback γ∗(M) is trivial for each map γ : P1k → Y .
(2) The following are equivalent:
(a) M = Lr for some invertible module L on Y .
(b) The pullback γ∗(M) = L¯r, for some invertible module L¯ on P1k and
each non-constant map γ : P1k → Y .
Proof. In either case we only need to prove (b) ⇒ (a). Since X is rationally con-
nected there exists a diagram of the type (7.4.2), where the fibres of p form trees of
stable rational curves, and the map g is constant. Put M¯ = π∗(M). (1): The condi-
tion (b) implies that the restriction ofM to a tree of stable rational curves is trivial.
This implies that the canonical map p∗p∗(M¯) → M¯ is an isomorphism, and since
moreover g is constant, (2) in Proposition 7.23 is satisfied, henceM is a connection;
hence M is trivial by Corollary 6.21. (2): The OX -module M˜ = EndOX (M¯) is
trivial along each fibre of p, and is therefore trivial as in the proof of (1). Hence
by Propositions 7.23 and 7.24, M¯ = L¯r for some invertible sheaf L¯, and then the
assertion follows from Theorem 7.25. 
7.5. Trace characterization of the canonical submodules. We will study the
canonical submodules Nj of N = π+(OX)28 using the canonical stratification of π
{Xi, Yj ; j ∈ J, i ∈ Ij}.
To each stratum Xi, i ∈ Ij , we can associate a factorization
π : X
pi−→ Zi qi−→ Y
as in Theorem 7.17; we have for corresponding generic points π(xi) = qi(zi) = yj .
Here qi is maximally e´tale at the point zi = pi(xi) and pi is minimally totally
ramified at the generic point xi of Xi, but if X/Y is not Galois then pi need not
be totally ramified at pi(xi) ∈ Zi (see Definition 7.2), so that Theorem 7.4 is not
applicable. Therefore, similarly to the proof of Theorem 7.17, we need to take a field
extension L¯/L = k(X)/K = k(Y ) such that L¯/K and L¯/L are Galois. Referring
to the diagram (7.3.1), we in particular have maps
(*) π¯ : X¯
s−→ X pi−→ Y,
where X¯ is the integral closure of X in L, so that L¯ = k(X¯).
The inertia scheme Zxi of the stratum Xi is in general singular, so that the
notation (pi)+(OX) as DZi -module need not be meaningful. However, the point
zi is smooth and also smooth over yj so that the DZxi ,zi-module (pi)+(OX)zi is
well-defined.
28It is possible to extend the treatment to modules of the form N = pi+pi!(C) where C is any
semisimple connection on Y .
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To clarify the definition of inertia modules below it can be helpful to first consider
the commutative diagram
(*)
B¯ C¯
B C
p¯
s
p
r
of free C-algebras, where C is noetherian, and that the maps s and p¯ make B¯
and B¯ free algebras over B and C¯, respectively (the maps p, s, p¯, r are inclusion
maps). The trace morphism trB/C : B → C is described in (2.3) and we put
TB/A = Ker trB/A. We have
(*) trB¯/C = trC¯/C ◦ trB¯/C¯ = trB/C ◦ trB¯/B .
Let trB/C : B → C¯ be the restriction of trB¯/C¯ to B ⊂ B¯, so that
trC¯/C ◦trB/C = h trB/C ,
where h denotes the rank of B¯ over B, and put also
T B/C = B ∩ TB¯/C¯ = Ker(trB/C) ⊂ TB/C .
Returning to sheaves, consider the trace morphism
trz¯i : (p¯i)+(OX¯)z¯i → OZx¯i ,z¯i .
Let H be the Galois group of L¯/L, and define the induced map
trz¯i : (pi)+(OX)zi = (p¯i)+(OX¯)Hz¯i → OZx¯i ,z¯i .
In the diagram (*) we have B = OX,xi , B¯ = OX¯,x¯i , C = OZxi ,zi , C¯ = OZx¯i ,z¯i , and
trzi = trB/C , extended via the map (pi)∗(OX)zi → (pi)+(OX)zi .
Remark 7.27. If φ is a local section of (pi)+(OX)zi , its value trz¯i(φ) =
∑
g∈Ix¯i
g ·φ
(the Reynold’s operator) needs not belong to OHZx¯i ,z¯i = OZxi ,zi . The reason is that
in general hIx¯i 6= Ix¯ih, h ∈ H . However, trz¯i(φ) = 0 if and only if trz¯′i(φ) = 0 when
z¯i and z¯
′
i lie over the same point zi.
Since π+(OX) is the minimal extension of π+(OX)yj , the image of the trace
morphism (qi)+(trzi) : π+(OX)yj → (q¯i)+(OZx¯i ,z¯i) → π+(OX)yj has a unique
extension to a homomorphism of semisimple modules
Tri : π+(OX)→ π+(OX).
To emphasize, Tri is the ordinary trace relative to pxi only when X/Y is Galois.
Definition 7.28. The inertia submodule of π+(OX) corresponding to the stratum
Xi (i ∈ Ij) is defined by
Ti = Ker(Tri).
One of our main results is that the inertia modules determine the submodules
Nj of N and that these modules form a filtration.
Theorem 7.29.
Nj =
⋂
i∈Ij
Ti.
Corollary 7.30. The sequence of modules {Nj}jfj=js forms an increasing filtration
of N = π+(OX), so that Nj1 ⊂ Nj2 when j2 ≥ j1.
We call {Nj}j∈J the canonical filtration of π+(OX) with respect to the poset
(J,>). Notice that Njs = 0 since N is torsion free and Njf = N since N(∅) = {0}.
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Remark 7.31. Let N1 be a submodule of N , S be a locally closed subset of Y ,
and S¯ its closure. Corollary 7.30 gives the condition that if RΓS(N1) = 0, then
RΓS¯(N1) = 0. For example, the simple module M in Example 7.12 cannot occur
in N for any finite map π : X → C2.
Proof. Since j1 ≤ j2, so that Yj2 ⊂ Y¯j1 , we have⋃
i∈Ij2
Xi = XYj2 ⊂ XY¯j1 = X¯Yj1 =
⋃
i∈Ij1
X¯i.
Since each closure X¯i = ∪i′≥iXi′ (disjoint union) and by the construction of the
canonical stratification, for each stratum Xi2 , i2 ∈ Ij2 ⊂ I there exists a stratum
Xi1 , i1 ∈ Ij1 ⊂ I, such that Xi2 ⊂ X¯i1 . Therefore there exists a map φ : Zi1 → Zi2
such that pi1 = φ ◦ pi2 , implying that Ti1 ⊂ Ti2 . Therefore⋂
i1∈Ij1
Ti1 ⊂
⋂
i2∈Ij2
Ti2 ,
so we can conclude by Theorem 7.29. 
Corollary 7.32. (1) If i ≥ j, then (Nj)Yi = Ni and (Ni)Yj = Nj.
(2) If Y¯i ∩ Y¯j = ∅, then (Ni)Yj = (Nj)Yi = NYi∪Yj .
Proof. (1): This follows from Corollary 7.30. (2): Since Y¯i ∩ Y¯j = ∅ we have
RΓYi∪Yj (·) = RΓYi(·)⊕RΓYj (·). Therefore the maximal submodule with vanishing
local cohomology along Y¯i ∪ Y¯j is the maximal submodule with vanishing local
cohomology both along Yi and Yj . The assertion now follows from (1). 
Recall that π+(OX) = OY ⊕ Tpi.
Corollary 7.33. Let j1 < j2 < . . . < js < . . . < jr be a path in J , where jr 6= jf .
(1)
Njr
∼= Nj1
⊕ Nj2
Nj1
⊕
· · ·
⊕ Njr
Njr−1
⊂ Tpi,
where the semisimple module Njs/Njs−1 has no common (non-zero) simple
component with Njs′ /Njs′−1 when js 6= js′ , i.e.
HomDY (Njs/Njs−1 , Njs′ /Njs′−1) = 0.
(2) If π is totally ramified at some point that maps to the generic point of Yjr ,
then
π+(OX) ∼= Nj1
⊕ Nj2
Nj1
⊕
· · ·
⊕ Njr
Njr−1
⊕
OY .
Proof. (1): Corollary 7.30 implies Nj1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Njr ⊂ Tpi. The direct sum de-
composition and the fact that the modules Njs/Njs−1 are semisimple follows since
π+(OX) is semisimple (Th. 3.21). If N (js) is a nonzero simple module in Njs/Njs−1 ,
it follows that RΓY¯js (N
(js)) = 0 while RΓY¯j (N
(js)) 6= 0, when j < js. This implies
the remaining assertion.
(2): Since π is totally ramified at a point x ∈ Xi, i ∈ Ijr , it follows that Tpi ⊂ Njr ;
since OY ∩Njr = 0 and N = OY ⊕ Tpi it follows that Tpi = Njr . Now the assertion
follows from (1). 
When j, j′ ∈ J are unrelated with respect to >, there is no general relation
between Nj and Nj′ . In Section 8.2 we give an example where Nj = Nj′ while
j 6≤ j′ and j′ 6≤ j, and one can also have Nj = Nj′ when j > j′ so that the filtration
needs not be strictly increasing. Notice that there may exist several paths in (J,>)
joining j1 and jr, and thus giving rise to different decompositions of Njr .
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Proof of Theorem 7.29. (a) First assume that π : X → Y is Galois. Let π = qi◦pi
be the factorization of the stratum Xi ⊂ X , i ∈ Ij , so that pi : X → Zi is
(minimally) totally ramified at the generic point xi of Xi and qi : Zi → Y is
(maximally) e´tale at zi = pi(xi) (Th. 7.17). Let Y¯j be the closure of the stratum
Yj = π(Xi) and ∂Yj = Y¯j \Yj its boundary. Put XY¯j = π−1(Y¯j), X∂Yj = π−1(∂Yj),
and
G(i) = XY¯j \Xi,
so that G(i) is a closed set and X∂Yj =
⋂
i∈Ij
G(i). Let ψi : X \ G(i) → X and
φi : Y \ Y¯i → Y be the open inclusions. Similarly, define the open inclusion
ψ˜i : Z
0
i = Zi \ pi(G(i))→ Zi and the restriction of pi, p0i : X \G(i) → Zi \ pi(G(i)),
so that pi ◦ ψi = ψ˜i ◦ p0i .
Putting N0j =
⋂
i∈Ij
Ti we need to prove N0j = Nj , where Ti is the minimal
extension of the semisimple module (qi)+(T 0i )yj from the point yj = π(xi) to Y ,
and T 0i = Ker(Tr : (pi)+(OX))zi → OZi,zi ; notice that T 0i is only a DZi,zi-module.
Below all functors are derived.
N0j ⊂ Nj : Since RΓG(i) RΓX¯yj = RΓG(i) we have the distinguished triangle in
local cohomology
RΓG(i)(OX)→ RΓXY¯j (OX)
φi−→ (ψi)+ψ!i(RΓXY¯j (OX))
+1−−→,
so that by Theorem 7.1 we get the triangle
(A) π+RΓG(i)(OX) ri−→ RΓY¯j π+(OX)
φ¯i−→ π+(ψi)+ψ!i(RΓXY¯j (OX))
+1−−→,
where φ¯i = π+(φi). The split inclusion Ti → π+(OX)yj of DY,yj -modules induces a
split homomorphism li : RΓY¯j (Ti)yj → RΓY¯j π+(OX)yj , where we assert that
(B) φ¯i,yj ◦ li = 0.
Assuming (B) we get a morphism l0i : RΓY¯j (Ti)yj → π+RΓG(i)(OX)yj such that
li = ri,yj ◦ l0i 29. Therefore one gets a split homomorphism
RΓY¯j (
⋂
i∈Ij
Ti)yj → π+RΓ∩i∈IjG(i)(OX)yj = π+(RΓX∂Yj (OX))yj = RΓ∂Yj (π+(OX))yj = 0,
where in the last step Theorem 7.1 is again applied. Therefore suppRΓY¯j (N
0
j ) ⊂
∂Yj , so that N
0
j ⊂ Nj .
We now prove (B). Putting ZY¯j = q
−1
i (Y¯j), so that
ZY¯j = pi(Xi)
⋃
pi(G(i)),
hence by Theorem 7.4
RΓZY¯j (T
0
i )zi = 0,
so according to Theorem 7.1
RΓY¯j (Ti)yj = RΓY¯j ((qi)+(T 0i ))yj = (qi)+(RΓZY¯j (T
0
i )zi)yj = 0.(C)
Let X¯i be the closure of Xi and put X˜i = pi(Xi). We have for the stalk at yj of
the third term in (A) (as detailed below)
π+(ψi)+ψ
!
i(RΓX¯i(OX))yj = (qi)+(pi)+(ψi)+ψ!i(RΓX¯i(OX))yj
= (qi)+(ψ˜i)+(p
0
i )+ψ
!
i RΓX¯i(OX)yj = (qi)+(ψ˜i)+(p0i )+RΓXi ψ!i(OX)yj
= (qi)+(ψ˜i)+RΓX˜i(p
0
i )+ψ
!
i(OX)yj = (qi)+(ψ˜i)+ RΓX˜i(OZ0i ⊕ T 0i )yj
= (qi)+(ψ˜i)+RΓX˜i(OZ0i )yj .
29This follows from one of the axioms of triangulated categories
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The first equality of the third line follows from Theorem 7.1 and the very last step
is a consequence of Theorem 7.4. By (C) this implies that φ¯i,yj ◦ li maps to
(qi)+(ψ˜i)+RΓX˜i ψ
!
i(T 0i )yj = 0 (Th. 7.4).
Nj ⊂ N0j : We need to prove that Nj ⊂ Ti for all i ∈ Ij . Since π+(OX) is
semisimple it suffices to prove that ifM0 is a non-zero simple component of π+(OX)
and if there exists an index i such that
M0 6⊂ Ti,
then RΓYj (M
0)yj 6= 0. The generic point zi of pi(Xi) ⊂ Zi maps to yj and since
π+(OX) is torsion free we have the non-zero DY,yj -submodule
M0yj ⊂ (qi)+(OZi,zi)yj .
By Theorem 7.17 Zi/k and Zi/Y are smooth at zi so that the DY,yj -module
(qi)+(OZi)yj is of finite type over OY,yj , hence by Grothendieck’s non-vanishing
theorem all its non-zero submodules have non-vanishing local cohomology [20, Th.
3.5.7]. Therefore
RΓYj (M
0)yj = RΓmyj (M
0
yj ) 6= 0.
This completes the proof when π is Galois.
(b) When π is not Galois we consider a Galois cover and refer to the diagram
(7.3.1). If H is the Galois group of X¯/X , putting N¯ = π¯+(OX¯), we have N = N¯H
(see also Corollary 3.35), and Nj = (N¯j)
H . The set s−1(Xi) = ∪X¯α is a union
of locally closed irreducible sets X¯α ⊂ X¯ ; let x¯i be a generic point of X¯α. To x¯i
there is associated a canonical factorization X¯
p¯−→ Z¯ x¯i r−→ Zxi q−→ Y , and a map
p : X → Zxi so that p ◦ s = r ◦ p¯ (we refer to the proof of Theorem 7.17 for more
details and the notation). The map p¯x¯i is totally ramified along z¯i, and therefore
by (a)
N¯j =
⋂
i∈Ij
T¯x¯i ,
so we get
Nj = N¯
H
j =
⋂
i∈Ij
(T¯x¯i)H =
⋂
i∈Ij
Ti,
where we note that if x¯i and x¯
′
i both lie above xi, then T¯ Hx¯i = T¯ Hx¯′i . 
7.6. Generators and decomposition of the inertia modules. Regard the par-
tially ordered set (I = ∪Ij , <) that is determined by the canonical stratification
of π : X → Y as a directed graph, with a directed edge i1 e−→ i2 when i1 > i2,
and if i2 ≥ i ≥ i1, then either i = i1 or i = i2. This directed graph lies over the
directed specialization graph of the stratifaction {Yj} of Y . If i1 ∈ Iji , i2 ∈ Ij2 and
there is an edge i1
e−→ i2, we get an edge j1 → j2 in the directed graph (J,<). The
factorizations π = qi ◦ pi = qi1 ◦ pi1 are compatible in the sense that there exists
a map re : Zi1 → Zi2 , corresponding to the edge e, such that pi2 = re ◦ pi1 and
qi1 = qi2 ◦ re, so that we have the maps
π : X
pi1−−→ Zi1 re−→ Zi2
qi2−−→ Y.
Assume now for simplicity that π is Galois (otherwise use the Galois cover X¯ → X
as described in (7.5)), and recall first how the inertia module Ti corresponding to
the stratum Xi, i ∈ Ij , is defined. We have (pi)+(OX)z = OZi,z ⊕ (T 0i )z. If Zi is
singular, this is defined as a DZi,z-module only at points z that specialize to pi(xi),
where xi is the generic point of Xi. Put Si = π(xi)
− − {π(xi)} ⊂ SpecA = Y .
Then Ti is the minimal extension of (qi)+(T 0i ) from Y \ Si to the whole of Y .
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Theorem 7.34. Assume that Xi1 is a stratum of codimension ≥ 2. Then there
exists an exact sequence of DY -modules
0→
⊕
i→i1
(
⊕
i′→i1,i′ 6=i
Ti ∩ Ti′)→
⊕
i→i1
Ti → Ti1 → 0.
Proof. Consider points z1 ∈ Zi1 lying below points zi that specialize to pi(xi), for
some i→ i1. Then
(Ti1 )z1 = (re)+(Ti)z1 ⊕ (Tre)z1
If a simple module W 6⊂ (re)+(Ti) for all i→ i1, then since re is e´tale at all points
of height ≤ 1 that specialize to pi(xi), Wz′i1 is of finite type over OZi1 ,z′i when
ht(z′i) ≤ 1. Therefore, since W is torsion free, by Grothendieck’s finiteness theorem
W is coherent over OZi([30, Prop. 3.2 ]). Hence by Grothendieck’s non-vanishing
theorem RΓmzi1
(Wzi1 ) 6= 0, and therefore Wzi1 6⊂ (Ti1 )zi1 . This implies that the
sequence is exact on the right. The exactness on the left is straightforward. 
Theorem 7.35. The following are equivalent:
(1) Ti ⊂ Nj.
(2) For all i′ ∈ Ij we have i→ i′.
Proof. By Theorem 7.29
Nj =
⋂
i′∈Ij
Ti′ ,
and Ti ⊂ Ti′ if and only if i→ i′. This implies the assertion. 
8. Complex reflection groups
Let A = k[y1, . . . , yn] → B = k[x1, . . . , xn] be a finite injective homomorphism
of polynomial rings and π : X = SpecB → Y = SpecA be its associated map.
The main problems concerned with the DY -module π+(OX) are to determine: (i) a
set of generators; (ii) a presentation; (iii) its canonical filtration; (iv) a semisimple
decomposition. In this generality (for all such π), this project is quite formidable,
and in this section we will merely get some answers to (i-iv) for invariant maps
X = Ank → Y = XG for a complex reflection group G, where by a theorem of
Shephard and Todd Y = Ank .
In Section 8.2 the canonical filtration of N = π+(OX) (7.5) is explicitly decom-
posed into simple modules when G is the symmetric group Sn, Section 8.3 contains
a presentation of the direct image π+(Eλ) of certain exponential modules Eλ (where
E0 = OX), and Section 8.4 is about decomposing π+(OX) when G is an imprim-
itive complex reflection group, using natural generalizations of Young or Specht
polynomials.
8.1. Generators. First in greater generality, provide B with the usual grading so
that the xi have degree 1, and assume that π is homogeneous, so that the elements yi
are homogeneous polynomials of some degrees di = deg(yi) as elements in B. Then
the Jacobian Jpi = det ∂(yi)/∂(xj) is homogeneous of degree deg Jpi =
∑n
i=1(di−1).
Let ({Xi, Yj}, i ∈ Ij , j ∈ J) be the canonical stratification of π and X pi−→ Zi qi−→
Y be a factorization such that pi is minimally totally ramified along the generic
point xi of Xi and qi is e´tale along the image of xi in X˜i = pi(Xi) ⊂ Zi. In general
the variety Zi need not be smooth.
Assume that π : A = BG → B is the inclusion of the invariant ring with respect
to a group G that is generated by pseudo reflections of X . Now the stratifica-
tion {Xi} are formed as flats in an arrangement of hyperplanes; see [87, Theorem
6.27(1)]. Thus Xi is formed as an intersection of hyperplanes after removing higher
codimensional intersections. Also, in this case, the inertia subgroups are themselves
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complex reflection groups ([ibid, Theorem 6.25], [86, Prop. 26.6]), and this implies,
by Chevalley’s theorem ([86, Props. 18.3,18.5]), that all varieties Zi that occur in
a minimal totally ramified factorizations X → Zi → Y again are isomorphic to Cn.
Moreover, the branch locus Bpi is a union of hyperplanes Bpi = ∪H∈AH and the
Jacobian is of the form
Jpi =
∏
H∈A
αeH−1H ,
where eH is the order of the inertia group (which is a cyclic group) of the hyperplane
H that is defined by the linear form αH .
Letting Θpi be the set of all divisors of Jpi it is natural to look in Θpi for generators
of π+(B) and/or its simple submodules.
Proposition 8.1.
π+(B) =
∑
θ∈Θpi
DAθ trB/A⊗1⊗ 1.
Remark 8.2. When G = Sn it suffices to take only the subset of Θpi formed by the
divisors that occur as Jacobians of the totally ramified morphisms X → Zi; these
are the Specht polynomials, and the simples in π+(B) are precisely the modules
that are generated by such polynomials. On the other hand, if G is a Weyl group
of type D2n, then there exist simple modules that are not generated by a divisor of
Jpi (see Example 8.17).
Proof. Let k[∂1, . . . , ∂n] be the ring of differential operators of B with constant
coefficients. Then the space of harmonic polynomials is of the form
H = k[∂1, . . . , ∂n] · J = B
BG+
,
so that B = AH. Now the assertion follows since the set k[∂1, . . . , ∂n]·J is contained
in the k-linear hull of the set of all divisors of J .30 
8.2. Canonical filtrations for symmetric groups. Let π : X = Cn → Y = Cn
be the invariant map A = BSn → B = C[x1, . . . , xn]. Let Tn be the set of partitions
P = {Pi}ri=1 of the set [n] = {1, . . . , n}, so that Pi ∩ Pj = ∅, i 6= j, ∪Pi = [n], and
Pi 6= ∅, 1 ≤ i ≤ r. Let Pn be the set of partitions λ of the integer n, λ ⊢ n. So
that given P ∈ Tn we get λP ∈ Pn, where λP (i) = |Pi|. We order the partitions
P = (P1, . . . , Pr) ∈ Tn and λP ∈ Pn so that λP (i) ≥ λP (i + 1) ≥ 1, so that P is
given by a Young tableaux of shape given by the Young diagram of λP .
Say that P ∈ Tn is a refinement of Q ∈ Tn if there exists a partition I = {Ij}
of [r] such that Qj = ∪i∈IjPi, and then write Q ≻ P . This defines a partial order
in Tn. Similarly, µ ≻ λ if for a there exists a partition I such that µj =
∑
i∈Ij
λi.
Then clearly, Q ≻ P ⇒ λQ ≻ λP . We call the partial order ≻ (on Tn and Pn,
respectively) the specialization order, as explained by the proposition below.
Given P ∈ Tn we can associate the linear subspace X¯P = ∩iXPi , where X¯Pi =
{xk = xl}k,l∈Pi . Then π(X¯Q) = π(X¯P ) if and only if Q = gP for some element
g ∈ Sn, and we put Y¯λ = π(X¯P ), where λ = λP .
Recall that the dominance order λE µ is defined by the condition
∑
1≤i≤j µi ≥∑
1≤i≤j λi for all j ≥ 1.
Proposition 8.3. (1) The closure of the stratas of the canonical stratifica-
tion of π are given by {X¯P }P∈Tn and {Y¯λ}λ∈Pn, where X¯λ = π−1(Y¯λ) =
∪λP=λX¯P , and π(X¯P ) = Y¯λ.
30This argument is due to R. Bo¨gvad.
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(2) The specialization order of the strata {X¯P }P∈Tn is the same as the special-
ization order on Tn, that is
X¯P ⊂ X¯Q ⇐⇒ Q ≻ P.
(3) The specialization order on {Yλ}λ∈Pn is the same as the specialization order
on P, that is
Y¯λ ⊂ Y¯µ ⇐⇒ λ ≻ µ.
(4) The specialization order on Pn is coarser then the dominance order, so that
if λ ≻ µ, then λE µ.
We leave out the straightforward proof.
The semisimple decomposition of the DY -module N = π+(OX) can be described
as follows. The Specht polynomials, which are jacobians of the map X → ZQ
computed in canonical homogeneous coordinates, is of the form sQ(x) = jX/ZQ =∏
∆Qi(x), where the van der Monde determinant ∆Qi(x) =
∏
r,s∈Qi,r<s
(xr − xs),
corresponding to the partition Q. The partition has the shape s(Q) = λ¯, i.e.
λ¯i = |Qi|, so that, as is customary, the sets Qi form the columns of a tableaux of
shape λ.31 Here λ¯ is the conjugate partition of λ, so that the columns of the Young
diagram of λ are the rows of the diagram of λ¯. Putting ωQ = sQ trX/ZQ ⊗1⊗1 ∈ N ,
DY ωQ is a simple DY -submodule of N , and
N =
⊕
λ⊢n
Mλ =
⊕
λ⊢n
⊕
s(Q)=λ
DY ωQ,
where Mλ is the isotypical component of N that corresponds to the irreducible
representation Vλ = k[Sn]sP (see [40, Prop. 4.6 ], Theorems 3.27 and 8.15).
Our main interest in this section is in the condition
Mλ ⊂ Nµ,
where Nµ is the canonical module corresponding to the stratum Yµ, so we want
to describe a combinatorial relation between the partititions λ = (λ1, . . . , λt), µ =
(µ1, . . . , µs) ∈ Pn, written in decreasing order.
If k is an integer such that 0 ≤ k ≤ λ1, we get a partition λ(k) ∈ Pn−k by
replacing λ1 by λ1 − k, and then reorder in decreasing order. In more detail,
λ(k) = (λ2, . . . , λi, λ1 − k, λi+1, . . . , λt),
where i is the greatest index such that λi > λ1−k, or if λi ≤ λ1−k, 2 ≤ i ≤ t, then
λ(k) = (λ1 − k, λ2, . . . , λi, , . . . , λt). Now if 0 ≤ µ1 ≤ λ1, put λ(1) = λ(µ1) ⊢ n− µ1,
and inductively, if 0 ≤ µi ≤ λ(i−1)1 , put
λ(i) = λ(i−1)(µi) ⊢ n− (µ1 + . . .+ µi).
We emphasise that the sequence λ(i) ∈ Pni of partitions of the integers ni =
n − (µ1 + . . . + µi) depend on µ, and the process stops when µi > λ(i−1)1 . Define
the subset
Pµn = {λ ∈ P | ∃i s.t. µi > λ(i−1)1 }.
For example, if µ1 > λ1, then λ ∈ Pµn , while µ 6∈ Pµn .
Proposition 8.4.
If λE µ and λ 6= µ then λ ∈ Pµn .
Proof. By assumption there exists an integer l such that
∑
1≤i<l µi =
∑
1≤i<l λi
and
∑
1≤i≤l µi >
∑
1≤i≤l λi. This implies that µl > λl and µi = λi, 1 ≤ i < l. It
now easily follows that µl > λ
(l−1)
1 . 
31This means that ksQ is the signature representation of the Young group GQ.
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Remark 8.5. Since for example µ1 > λ1 does not imply λ E µ one cannot turn
around the implication in Proposition 8.4.
Theorem 8.6. Let Mλ be the isotypical component of N = π+(OX) that corre-
sponds to the partition λ ⊢ n and Nµ be the maximal submodule of N such that
RΓYµ(Nµ) = 0, where Yµ is the stratum corresponding to the partition µ ⊢ n. Then
Nµ =
⊕
λ¯∈Pµn
Mλ.
Proof. By Theorem 7.29
Nµ =
⋂
s(P )=µ
TP ,
where P is a standard Young tableaux of shape µ, indexing the flats XP lying over
Yµ. The inertia module
TP = {m ∈ π+(OX) | TrGP (m) = 0},
where the inertia group GP of XP is the Young group GP = S(P1)× · · · × S(Pn).
Therefore
DY ωQ ⊂ Nµ ⇐⇒ TrGP (ωQ) = 0 when s(P ) = µ
⇐⇒ TrGP (sQ) = 0 when s(P ) = µ.
We assert:
TrGP (sQ) = 0 ⇐⇒ ∃(i, j) s.t. |Pj ∩Qi| ≥ 2.
If |Pj ∩Qi| ≥ 2, then GP ∩GQ contains a transposition τ of two elements in Qi, so
that TrC2(sQ) = 0 if C2 =< τ >, implying that TrGP (sQ) = 0.
Conversely, if |Pj∩Qi| ≤ 1 for all (i, j) and σ·sQ 6= σ1 ·sQ, then σ·sQ =
∏
j σ·∆Qj
contains a polynomial factor of degree≥ 1 that does not occur in σ1sQ. This implies
that for each i
TrS(Pi)(sQ) =
∑
σ∈S(Pi)
σ · sQ 6= 0,
and therefore, since Pi ∩ Pi′ = ∅ when i 6= i′,
TrGP (sQ) = TrS(Pn) TrS(P2) TrS(P1)(sG) 6= 0.
It remains to prove
λ¯ ∈ Pµn ⇐⇒ ∃(i, j) s.t. |Pj ∩Qi| ≥ 2.
⇒: Assume that |Pl ∩ Qj | ≤ 1 and that µj ≤ λ¯(j−1)1 when j < i and all l, while
λ¯
(i−1)
1 < µi. Let P¯ = {P¯s} be the conjugate partition of P ; this is the partition of
[n] that is formed from the columns of the tableaux of P (where the rows of the
original tableaux are formed from the subsets Pi). The assumption implies that
each set Qj , j < i, belongs to a single subset P¯r. Now the condition λ¯
(i−1)
1 < µi
implies that Qi cannot belong to a single subset P¯r for all r, and therefore there
exists an integer r such that |Pr ∩Qi| ≥ 2.
⇐: That |Pj ∩Qi| ≥ 2 for some (i, j) implies that Qi does not belong to a single
subset P¯r for all r. This implies that µi > λ¯
(i−1)
1 . 
We can now determine which isotypical components are added in the canonical
filtration upon adding a deeper stratum. These are described combinatorially by
subsets of Pn of the form
Φµ = Pµn \
⋃
µ′≻µ
Pµ′n .
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Corollary 8.7. Put Nµ′≻µ =
∑
µ′≻µNµ′ , the maximal submodule of N = π+(OX)
with vanishing local cohomology along all strata Yµ′ that dominate Yµ (and Yµ′ 6=
Yµ). Then Nµ′≻µ ⊂ Nµ and we have
Nµ
Nµ′≻µ
=
⊕
λ¯∈Φµ
Mλ.
One would perhaps expect that the isotypical decomposition of N in some way
can be mapped to its canonical decomposition, but this turns out not to be the case,
since the canonical filtration need not be strictly increasing and therefore more than
one isotypical component may be added when including a deeper stratum. The
smallest n when this happens is n = 6.
Example 8.8. A partition λ is the index of a stratum Yλ in the canonical strat-
ification, where the dimension dim Yλ of a stratum is given by the length of λ, so
that e.g. dimY(2,2) = 2. For n = 4, the specialization order is described by the
following diagram:
(1,1,1,1) (2,1,1)
(3,1)
(2,2)
(4),
where the leftmost partition corresponds to the generic point in Y , the next is the
generic point of the discriminant locus, and so on. The arrows denote specializa-
tion, where we notice that two of the strata are related in the dominance order
but not the specialization order. To exemplify Theorem 8.6, we have N(3,1) =
M(2,2) ⊕M(3,1) ⊕M(4) and N(2,2) = M(2,1,1) ⊕M(3,1) ⊕M(4). Here (2, 2) E (3, 1)
while (2, 2) 6≻ (3, 1). Here Φ(4) = {(3, 1), (2, 2)} while Φµ consists of a single
element when µ 6= (4), so that one then adds a single isotypical component in
Corollary 8.7. For n = 5 we have, e.g., N(3,2) = ⊕λ∈P(3,2)Mλ¯ , where P(3,2) =
{(1, 1, 1, 1, 1), (2, 1, 1, 1), (3, 1, 1), (2, 2, 1)}. Here (2, 2, 1)E (3, 1, 1), while (2, 2, 1) 6≻
(3, 1, 1). The graph describing the specialization order for n = 6 is as follows:
(1,1,1,1,1,1) (2,1,1,1,1)
(3,1,1,1)
(2,2,1,1)
(4,1,1)
(3,2,1)
(2,2,2)
(5,1)
(4,2)
(3,3)
(6).
By Theorem 8.6 we have, for example,
N(4,1,1) =
⊕
λ∈P(4,1,1)
Mλ¯, where
P(4,1,1) = {(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1), (2, 1, 1, 1, 1), (3, 1, 1, 1), (2, 2, 1, 1), (3, 2, 1), (2, 2, 2), (3, 3)}.
Notice that even though µ = (2, 2, 2) and λ = (3, 1, 1, 1) are unrelated with respect
to the dominance order we have λ ∈ Pµ (λ(1) = (1, 1, 1, 1), so that λ(1)1 = 1 <
2 = µ2) and therefore Mλ¯ = M(4,1,1) is contained in N(2,2,2). In Corollary 8.7 one
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adds two isotypical components upon adding the stratum Y(2,2,2), since Φ(2,2,2) =
{(2, 2, 1, 1), (3, 1, 1, 1)}.
8.3. Presentation of exponential modules for complex reflection groups.
Let G be a complex reflection group in Gl(V ), where V is a finite-dimensional
k-space, and put X = Spec S(V ) and Y = Spec S(V )G. An element λ ∈ V ∗
defines a maximal ideal mλ ⊂ S(V ) and the exponential DX -module Eλ = DXeλ =
DX/(DXmλ) (here eλ = 1modDXmλ), which is an invertible OX -module. Now
put pλ = S(V )
G ∩mλ ⊂ DY and
Mλ =
DY
DY pλ .
Theorem 8.9. If G is a complex reflection group, then
Mλ ∼= π+(Eλ).
By a theorem of Steinberg [88] the isotropy group Gλ of λ is again a complex
reflection group. Then Theorem 3.27 gives an abstract decomposition ofMλ, where
the inertia group GEλ = Gλ, which in (8.4) will be made explicit when G is an
imprimitive complex reflection group and λ = 0.
Theorem 8.9 complements a result due to Levasseur and Stafford [54, Th. 4.4],
stating that DpiA/DpiApλ ∼= π∗(Eλ) as DpiA-modules. In fact, a transcription of the
first part of the proof below also recovers [loc. cit.] in a rather direct and explicit
way.32
Remark 8.10. (1) It follows from the proof that there exists an injective ho-
morphism
π+(L⊗B Eλ) →֒ DKDKpλ ,
for any subgroup G ⊂ Gl(V ), and that this is an isomorphism if and only if
the inertia group Gλ is generated by pseudo-reflections of V . The proof also
gives that the inverse image L⊗KDK/(DKpλ) is semisimple, and therefore
DK/(DKpλ) is always semisimple (Th. 3.14).
(2) We do not get a canonical isomorphism in Theorem 8.9 or even a canonical
cyclic generator of π+(Eλ). For instance, the canonical homomorphism
Mλ → π+(Eλ), 1modDY pλ 7→ trX/Y ⊗eλ
is not an isomorphism since (DXmλ) ∩ DY 6⊂ DY pλ. In the case λ = 0 one
asks for a canonical generator of π+(OX) as DY -module, see Theorem 3.31,
and (DXm0) ∩ DY = DY TY 6⊂ DY p0 = DY S(V )G+.
Lemma 8.11. Let m be a maximal ideal in S(V ) ⊂ DB, J be an m-primary ideal,
and put t = dimk S(V )/J . The dimension of the invariant space (DB/DBJ)m equals
t, and if v1, . . . , vt is a basis of (DB/DBJ)m, then
DB
DBJ =
t⊕
i=1
DBvi =
t⊕
i=1
DB
DBm ,
where DB/(DBm) is simple.
It would be interesting to find explicit differential operators Pi ∈ DB that repre-
sent the basis vi and thus an explicit decomposition ofDB/(DBJ) when J = S(V )nλ
and nλ = S(V )
Gλ ∩mλ. In [38] this is accomplished in terms of “Pochhammer” dif-
ferential operators for modules of the form DB/(DBmn).
32In step (1) one can work with A ⊂ B and DpiA ⊂ DB instead of K ⊂ L and DK ⊂ DL,
proving that B ⊗A D
pi
A/(D
pi
Anλ) = k[Gλ] ⊗k Eλ and then D
pi
A/(D
pi
Apλ) = pi∗(Eλ). Steps (2) and
(3) are then not required.
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Proof. The decomposition follows from Kashiwara’s restriction theorem, see [38].
Letting M be any m-primary S(V )-module of finite dimension t we prove by induc-
tion in t that the length of DB ⊗S(V ) M equals t. Let {Mi}ti=1 be a decomposition
series of M , so that dimkMi+1/Mi = 1 (when M is Gorenstein, as in our main
example, then the first term is the socle M1 = M
m). The S(V )-module DB is
free (see [loc. cit.]), so that if we apply the exact functor DB ⊗S(V ) · to the exact
sequence
0→Mi →Mi+1 → Mi+1
Mi
→ 0
and notice that the modules DB ⊗S(V ) M1 = DB ⊗S(V ) Mi+1/Mi = DB/(DBm)
are simple; since dimMi < t, the assertion ℓ(DB ⊗S(V ) M) = dimkM follows by
induction. 
Lemma 8.12. Let {n1, . . . , nr} ∈ S(V )G be a linearly independent subset and
{m1, . . . ,mr} ⊂ S(V )G be another subset. Then there exists a ∈ S(V ∗)G such that
ni(a) = mi, i = 1, . . . , r.
Proof. The action of constant coefficient differential operators S(V ) on S(V ∗) also
gives S(V ) a structure as simple S(V ∗)-module. Since {ni} is linearly independent
it follows from the density theorem that there exists b ∈ S(V ∗) such that ni(b) = mi.
Since ni,mi ∈ S(V )G it follows that ni(ag) = mi. So that putting a = 1|G| TrG(a) =∑
g∈G a
g ∈ S(V ∗), we also have ni(a) = mi. 
Proof of Theorem 8.9. Since Gλ is a complex reflection group S(V )
Gλ is again a
polynomial ring and nλ = S(V )
Gλ ∩mλ is a maximal ideal in S(V )Gλ such that the
fibre S(V )
Gλ
nλ
⊗S(V )Gλ S(V ) = k[Gλ]. Moreover, the map S(V )G → S(V )Gλ is e´tale
of degree r = |G/Gλ| and S(V )Gλpλ =
∏
gi∈G/Gλ
ngi·λ, where ngi·λ are translations
of the ideal nλ = S(V )
Gλ ∩mλ ∈ Spec S(V )Gλ and the gi are Gλ transversals in G.
This implies
S(V )
S(V )pλ
=
S(V )G
pλ
⊗S(V )G S(V )Gλ ⊗S(V )Gλ S(V ) = (
S(V )Gλ
S(V )Gλpλ
)⊗S(V )Gλ S(V )
=
⊕
gi∈G/Gλ
(
S(V )Gλ
ngi·λ
)⊗S(V )Gλ S(V ) =
⊕
gi∈G/Gλ
S(V )
S(V )ngi·λ
.(&)
Next, Lemma 8.11 implies, noting that DB = B⊗k S(V ) as (B, S(V ))-bimodule,
DL ⊗S(V ) S(V )
S(V )nλ
= L⊗B B ⊗k S(V )⊗S(V ) S(V )
nλ
= L⊗B DBDBnλ
=
t⊕
i=1
L⊗B DBvi =
t⊕
i=1
L⊗B Eλ,(#)
where t = dimk S(V )/(S(V )nλ) ≥ |Gλ| and v1, . . . , vt is a k-basis of the m-invariant
space (DB/DBn)m. Here t = |Gλ| if and only if Gλ is a complex reflection group
(see [86, Sec. 17.5]). Since by assumption G is a complex reflection group, Gλ is a
complex reflection group.
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At the generic point η in Spec S(V )G we have (Mλ)η = DK/DKpλ. By (&) and
(#) its inverse image to DL-module is
π!(
DK
DKpλ ) = L⊗K
DK
DKpλ = L⊗K DK ⊗S(V )G
S(V )G
pλ
= L⊗k S(V )⊗S(V )G S(V )
G
pλ
= L⊗k S(V )⊗S(V ) S(V )
S(V )pλ
=
⊕
gi∈G/Gλ
DL ⊗S(V ) S(V )
S(V )ngi·λ
=
⊕
gi∈G/Gλ
t⊕
i=1
L⊗B Egi·λ.(*)
Together with Theorem 4.7 we get
π!π+(Eλ) =
⊕
g∈G
(L⊗K Eλ)g =
⊕
gi∈G/Gλ
t⊕
j=1
(L ⊗K Eλ)gi =
⊕
gi∈G/Gλ
t⊕
j=1
(L ⊗K Egi·λ)
= π!(
DK
DKpλ ).
Therefore, by adjointness,
HomDK (π+(L⊗B Eλ), π+(L⊗B Eλ)) = HomDK (π+(L⊗B Eλ),
DK
DKpλ ).
Since K ⊗A π+(Eλ) = π+(L ⊗B Eλ) is semisimple this implies that K ⊗A π+(Eλ)
can be identified with a submodule of DK/DKpλ. Since moreover
rankK K⊗A π+(Eλ) = rankL π!π+(L⊗BEλ) = rankL π!( DKDKpλ ) = rankK(
DK
DKpλ ),
it follows that K ⊗A π+(Eλ) = DK/(DKpλ).
(2) Mλ is torsion free: We need to prove that if f ∈ A,P ∈ DA and fP ∈ DAnλ,
then P ∈ DAnλ. In other words, if
fP =
∑
i
Qisi, si ∈ nλ,
where we can assume that {si} is a linearly independent subset of S(V ), we need
to prove that Qi ∈ fDA.
By Chevalley’s theorem there exists a subset {yi} ⊂ S(V ∗)G such that A =
S(V ∗)G ∼= k[yi]; let {∂yi} ⊂ TA such that ∂yi(yj) = δij . When α and β are
multiindices [n] → N we write β < α when α is greater in the lexicographic
ordering, and put yα1 · · · yαnn ∈ A, ∂α = ∂α1y1 · · ·∂αnyn ∈ DA, and α! = α1! · · ·αn!.
Now expand
Qi =
∑
α∈Ai
bα∂
α,
where Ai is a set of multiindices, and bα ∈ A. By Lemma 8.12 there exist for
each monomial yα ∈ S(V ∗)G = A an element aα(i) ∈ S(V ∗)G = A such that
sj(aα(i)) = y
αδi,j . Let α be the minimal element of Ai, so that α < α′ for all
α 6= α′ ∈ ∪iAi. Then
fP (aα(i)) =
∑
j
Qjsj(aα(i)) =
∑
β∈Ai
bβ∂
β(yα) = bαα!,
and therefore bα ∈ Af . Now assume that bα = f b¯α for some b¯α ∈ A when α < β ∈
Ai. As before select aβ(i) ∈ S(V ∗)G = A such that sj(aβ(i)) = yβδi,j . It follows
that
fP (aβ(i)) = β!bβ +
∑
α<β
f b¯α∂
α(yβ),
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where ∂α(yβ) ∈ A; hence bβ ∈ fA. By induction it follows that bβ ∈ Af for all
β ∈ Ai, and therefore Qi ∈ fDA.
(3): We have localization maps u : Mλ → K ⊗A Mλ and v : π+(Eλ) → K ⊗A
π+(Eλ). The map u is injective by (2), and by Corollary 3.22 π+(Eλ) is torsion
free, hence v is also injective. Put µ = 1modDApλ, so that Mλ = DAµ and
DKu(µ) = K ⊗AMλ. By (1) there exists an isomorphism
ψK : K ⊗AMλ ∼= K ⊗A π+(Eλ),
so that DKψK(µ) = K ⊗A π+(Eλ). Since v is injective there exists a non-zero
element h ∈ A such that hψK(µ) ∈ π+(Eλ) maps to hψK(µ). Now since DAhµ ⊂
Mλ and the latter module is semisimple, so that µ has a non-zero projection to
each simple module in a semisimple decomposition, we get DAhµ =Mλ, hence the
map that sends hµ to hψK ◦ u(µ) defines an isomorphism Mλ ∼= π+(Eλ). 
8.4. Simple D-modules for imprimitive complex reflection groups. The
irreducible imprimitive reflection subgroup are of the form G = G(de, e, n) =
A(de, e, n)⋊Sn ⊂ Gl(V ), so that if (xi)ni=1 is an imprimitive basis of V and m = de,
A(de, e, n) is the group of diagonal matrices with entries in the group µm of mth
roots of unity whose determinant belongs to µd, while Sn permutes the xi. Letting
as before B = S(V ) and A = BG, we aim to explicitly describe the semisimple de-
composition of π+(B) when π : A→ B is the inclusion map, and at the same time
present an equally explicit description of representatives of Gˆ as subrepresentations
of B.
Let L be the fraction field of B, L1 = L
A(de,e,n), and K = LG be the fraction
field of A.33 We have a factorization π0 = q ◦ r
SpecL
r−→ SpecL1 q−→ SpecK
of the restriction of π to the generic point in X = SpecB. There exists an exact
sequence 1 → A(de, e, n) → Znm → Ce → 1, where m = de, and therefore, since
Cˆe = Ce and Ẑnm = Z
n
m, also the exact sequence 1→ Ce d−→ Znm → A(de, e, n)→ 0,
where d(1) = (d, . . . , d) ∈ Znm. The irreducible A(de, e, n)-representations are thus
parametrized by elements α ∈ Znm modulo the relation α ∼ α + jd(1), for some
integer j; let α¯ denote the class of α in Aˆ(de, e, n). Regarding α as a function
α : [n] → {0, 1, . . . ,m − 1} we get the monomial xα = ∏ni=1 xα(i)i , and can define
the DL1 -module Λα = DL1xα. Then Λα is simple and Λα ∼= Λβ if and only if β ∼ α.
Concretely, the inclusion DL1xβ = DL1Φdjxα ⊂ DL1xα is an isomorphism, where
Φ =
∏n
i=1 xi, so that Φ
d ∈ L1. It is therefore unambiguous to write Λα¯ = Λα. It
follows that:
Lemma 8.13.
r+(L) =
⊕
α¯∈Aˆ(de,e,n)
Λα.
The map q is also Galois, with Galois group Sn, so to compute (π0)+(L) =
⊕q+(Λα) we need the inertia group Gα ⊂ Sn of Λα. The symmetric group Sn acts
on the elements α by (g · α)(i) = α(g(i)), and g · Λα = Λg·α. Then
Gα = {g ∈ Sn | Λg·α ∼= Λα} = {g ∈ Sn | g · α− α ∈ d(Ce)}.
Let Yα = S(α
−1(0)) × S(α−1(1)) × · · · × S(α−1(m − 1)) be the product of the
symmetric groups of the sets α−1(i) = {l ∈ [n] | α(l) = i} ⊂ [n] (Yα is a Young
subgroup of Sn). Put ni = |α−1(i)|, so that
∑
ni = n.
33 The invariant ring B
A(de,e,n)
is singular when e > 1 so it is here natural to work with the
fraction fields.
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Lemma 8.14. Put bα = lcm (bi), where bi is the smallest non-zero positive integer
such that ni+bid = ni. There exists an exact sequence
1→ Yα → Gα → Cα → 1
where Cα =< bα > is a subgroup of Ce.
Any irreducible representation of Yα is of the form VP = Vλ0 ⊗k · · · ⊗k Vλm−1 ,
where for each integer partition λi ⊢ ni the irreducible S(α−1(i))-representation Vλi
can be realized as the vector space with basis {sPi} ⊂ C[y1, . . . , yni ], indexed by
standard Young tableaux Pi of shape λi. The polynomials sPi are often selected to
be Specht or Young polynomials. For a bijection [ni]→ α−1(i), l 7→ j, put yl = xmj ,
s
(i)
Pi
(x) = sPi(y), and
sPα =
m−1∏
i=0
s
(i)
Pi
.
Let tα be a lift of bα to Gα in Lemma 8.14 and
k[tα]x
α =
bα−1⊕
i=0
kfα,i ∼= k[tα]
be a decomposition as k[tα]-module. The simple Gα-modules are then of the form
VPα,α,i = kfα,i ⊗k VPα .
Now define the following DA-submodules of π+(B):
NPα,α,i = DA trB/A⊗fα,isPα , 0 ≤ i < bα.
Theorem 8.15. The modules NPα,α,i are simple and
π+(B) =
⊕
α¯∈Aˆ(de,e,n)
bα−1⊕
i=0
⊕
s(P )=λ
NPα,α,i,
where the sum runs over all sets of standard tabeaux P of shape s(P ) = λ, for a set
of partitions λ = (λ0, · · ·λm−1), λi ⊢ α−1(i).
Proof. Consider first the fraction fields K ⊂ L, and put mλ = dimk VPα . Then
q+(Λα) = DrL1 ⊗DL1 [Gα] DL1 [Gα]⊗DL1 Λα =
bα−1⊕
i=0
⊕
s(P )=λ
DrL1 ⊗DL1 [Gα] V
mλ
Pα,α,i
⊗k Λα
=
bα−1⊕
i=0
⊕
s(P )=λ
DrL1 ⊗DL1 [Gα] (DL1 [Gα]fα,isPα)mλ ,
where DL1 [Gα]fα,isPα is a simple DL1 [Gα]-module, and therefore DKfα,i1⊗ sPα is
a simple component of q+(Λα). This implies the assertion for the fraction fields,
so to complete the proof it suffices to see that NPα,α,i is a simple DA-module, and
for this purpose we employ the canonical inclusion π∗(B) ⊂ π+(B) (4.5). The
DpiA-module π∗(B) is semisimple by Theorem 4.16 (see also [40, Prop. 2.2; 54, Th.
3.4]). Since π∗(B) is finite over A, its semisimple decomposition is determined
by its decomposition as DK-module at the generic point. Since fα,isPα ∈ π∗(B)
and DKfα,isPα is simple, it follows that DpiAfα,isPα is simple. Now as the image
of DpiAfα,isPα in π+(B) generates NPα,α,i, Theorem 4.16 implies that NPα,α,i is
simple. 
Since any vector in NPα,α,i generates an irreducible representation (see Theo-
rem 3.27) we also get:
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Corollary 8.16. The representations
VPα,α,i = k[G(de, e, n)]fα,isPα
give all the irreducible representations of G(de, e, n), and VPα,α,i
∼= VP ′α,α′,i′ if and
only if α = α′, i = i′, and Pα and P
′
α have the same shape λ = (λ0, · · · , λm−1),
λi ⊢ |α−1(i)|.
Example 8.17. The groups G(2, 2, n) are Weyl groups of type Dn. The possible
α¯ ∈ Aˆ(2, 2, n) are represented by functions α : [n] → {0, 1} and β ∼ α if and only
if β arises from α be switching 0s and 1s, e.g. (1, 0, 0, 1) ∼ (0, 1, 1, 0) (n = 4). For
such a sequence α, put n = n0 + n1, where n0 (n1) is the number of 0s (1s) in α.
If n0 6= n1, then Gα = Yα, so that we have only fα,0 = 1. If n = 2n1 is an even
number, one can have n0 = n1, so that α has an equal number of 0s and 1s. This
implies that Cα = C2 and k[tα]x
α = kfα,0 + kfα,1, where
fα,0 =
n1∏
i=1
xi +
n∏
i=n1+1
xi and fα,1 =
n1∏
i=1
xi −
n∏
i=n1+1
xi.
Remark 8.18. An explicit construction of the irreducible representations of G
is given in [6, 7] (see also [63]) by studying the restriction of representations of
G(d, 1, n) to its subgroup G(de, e, n), which in turn are presented in a “classical”
and computational way using vector spaces with bases indexed by Young tableaux.
In fact, in [loc. cit] one defines the action of generators of G(d, 1, n) on such vector
spaces as a limiting case of an action that give representations of an associated
Hecke algebra. In Corollary 8.16 we work with the quite concrete polynomial ring
B and use a more direct approach instead of restrictions from G(d, 1, n). Knowing
the action of Coxeter generators of Sn on a polynomial basis {sP }s(P )⊢n (the indices
P are standard Young tableaux of given shape) of an irreducible representation also
gives the action of Coxeter generators of G(de, e, n) in the basis {fα,isPα} of VPα,α,i.
Thus if sP are Young polynomials one gets a counterpart for G(de, e, n) of Young’s
seminormal presentation of representations of Sn.
Notice also that Theorem 8.15 describes all the simple DA-modules N , torsion
free over A, such that π!(N) ∼= Lr (r = rankN).
9. Appendix: Minimal extensions
We present a standard setup involving a triple of functors (H,F,G) with certain
properties, yielding a “minimal extension functor” S. This entails, for example, the
well-known functors (j!, j
!, j+) on constructible sheaves, associated with a locally
closed embedding j : U → X of quasi-projective varieties, where S = j!+ was
used in [9] to define intersection cohomology. See Remarks 9.11 and 9.9 for further
motivation why this abstract treatment is useful.
9.1. Abstract minimal extensions. Let F : C1 → C2 be a functor of abelian
categories provided with functors H,G : C2 → C1, such that (H,F ) and (F,G) form
adjoint pairs, and therefore have adjoint morphisms
(*) HF → id→ GF.
Make also the following assumptions:
(1) F is exact and essentially surjective.
(2) H and G are fully faithful.
We consider the subcategory of C1 consisting of objects that do not contain subquo-
tients that are orthogonal to F . The precise definition is:
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Definition 9.1. An object M in C1 is (F -) strict if for any subobject M1 →֒ M
and exact sequence 0→ K f−→M1 → N g−→ 0, upon applying F so that one has the
sequence F (K)
F (f)−−−→ F (M1) F (g)−−−→ F (N), we have:
(i) F (f) = 0⇒ f = 0,
(ii) F (g) = 0⇒ g = 0.
Let Cstr1 be the subcategory of strict objects in C1.
If C1 is closed under the formation of extensions and subquotients, then so is
Cstr1 .
Remark 9.2. Assume that C1 and C2 are provided with duality functors D1,D2
such that FD1 ∼= D2F . Then Cstr1 is preserved by D1. If (i) holds when M1 = M
and M1 = D2(M), then (i-ii) holds for all subobjects M1.
Lemma 9.3. There exists a unique morphism of functors φ : H → G such that if
N = F (M) for some M , and φN : H(N)→ G(N), then φN = v ◦ u, the composed
morphism of the unit and counit in (*), H(N)
u−→M v−→ G(N).
Proof. It suffices to see that the composed morphism fM = v ◦ u is independent of
the choice of M such that N = F (M). So let M ′ be another object in C1 such that
F (M ′) = N , we will prove that δ = fM − fM ′ equals 0. Put C1 = Im(δ) ⊂ G(N),
so v ◦ u = g ◦ h, where h : H(N)→ C1 is surjective and g : C1 → G(N) is injective.
Now FG = FH = id since H and G are fully faithful, implying that F (δ) = 0,
hence F (g) ◦ F (h) = 0. Since F is exact, it follows that F (C) = 0 and hence
Hom(C,G(N)) = Hom(F (C), N) = 0. Therefore, since C → G(N) is injective,
C = 0 and hence δ = 0. 
We get now the functor
S : C2 → C1, N 7→ S(N) = Im(H(N)→ G(N))
so that S is the image functor of the morphism of functors H → G,
H → S → G.
More precisely, S is a functor, and for any morphism φ : N1 → N2 in C2, the
morphism S(N1)→ S(N2) in C1 appears in a commuting diagram
(**)
H(N1) S(N1) G(N1)
H(N2) S(N2) G(N2),
h1
H(φ) S(φ)
g1
G(φ)
h2 g2
where the maps h1 (gi) are surjective (injective). We have also the commutative
diagram
(9.1.1)
M
HF (M) GF (M).
SF (M)
Let Css1 ⊂ C1 and Css2 ⊂ C2 be the additive subcategories of semi-simple objects in
C1 and C2, respectively, and Css,str1 = Css1 ∩Cstr1 be the category of strict semisimple
objects in C1.
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Theorem 9.4. The functor S is fully faithful and therefore defines an equivalence
of categories
S : C2 → Cstr1 .
It also restricts to an equivalence of categories
S : Css2 → Css,str1 .
If N is simple, then S(N) is also simple.
Proof. (i) F ◦S(N) ∼= N when N ∈ C1: Since H and G are fully faithful, we have
F◦H(N) ∼= N ∼= F◦G(N) and combining with the diagram F◦H(N)→ F◦S(N)→
F ◦G(N) one gets a natural map F ◦ S(N)→ N , which is an isomorphism.
(ii) S is fully faithful: Consider the maps
HomC1(N1, N2)
S
⇄
F
HomC2(S(N1), S(N2)).
Applying F to the diagram (**), since F ◦ H(φ) = F ◦ G(φ) = φ, we get by (i)
that F ◦ S = id : HomC1(N1, N2) → HomC1(N1, N2); hence S is injective. To
see that S is surjective, letting ψ ∈ HomC2(S(N1), S(N2)), it suffices to see that
δ = S ◦ F (ψ)− ψ : S(N1)→ S(N2) equals 0 and, since g2 is injective, this follows
if δ1 = g2 ◦ δ : S(N1)→ G(N2) is 0. Since F ◦ S = id,
F (δ) = F ◦ S ◦ F (ψ)− F (ψ) = F (ψ)− F (ψ) = 0,
hence also F (δ1) = 0. Now since F ◦G = id and (F,G) is an adjoint pair, we have
HomC2(S(N1), G(N2)) = HomC2(S(N1), G ◦ F ◦G(N2))
= HomC1(FS(N1), F ◦G(N2)).
Therefore δ1 = 0.
(iii) S ◦ F (M) ∼= M when M ∈ Cstr1 : Let φ : K → M be the kernel of M ψ−→
G ◦ F (M). Applying F to these morphisms we get F (φ) = 0, hence φ = 0 since
M ∈ Cstr2 . Hence ψ can factorized over an injective morphism ψ¯ : M → S ◦ F (M).
Since H ◦ F (M)→ S ◦ F (M) is surjective it follows that ψ¯ is also surjective.
This completes the proof that S defines an equivalence C2 → Cstr1 , with quasi-
inverse F .
(iv) To see the remaining assertion it suffices to see that if N is simple, then
S(N) is simple. Let 0→ K → S(N)→ C → 0 be a short exact sequence. Since F
is exact and F (S(N)) = N is simple, it follows that F (K) = 0 or F (C) = 0. Since
S(N) belongs to Cstr1 it follows that K = 0 or C = 0. Therefore either K = S(N)
or C = S(N), and hence S(N) is simple 
It is suggestive to call G and H the maximal and comaximal extensions functors
of F , respectively, and S the minimal extension functor. On certain objects all
three functors agree.
Proposition 9.5. Let Di be duality functors on Ci, i = 1, 2 such that FD1 = D2F .
Then D1GD2 = H, and D1S = SD2. For an object N in C2 the following are
equivalent:
(1) G(N) = H(N),
(2) G(N) = S(N) and GD2(N) = SD2(N),
(3) H(N) = S(N) and HD2(N) = SD2(N).
Proof. We have the sequence of functors H → S → G, and therefore D1GD2 →
D1SD2 → D1HD2. Since D1GD2 = H and D1HD2 = G, and D1SD2 also is an
image functor of H → G, this gives D1SD2 = S. That (1) implies (2) and (3) is
evident, so it suffices to prove that (2) implies (1). Since D2 ◦ S = S ◦ D1,
HD2 ◦ (N) = D1 ◦G(N) = D1 ◦ S(N) = S ◦ D2(N) = G ◦ D2(N).
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Since D1HD2 = G, this implies (1). 
9.2. Holonomic minimal extensions. This section is a complement to the dis-
cussion of the minimal extension in [9, Sec. 1.4] and [35, Sec. 3.4], where the main
model of the above abstract setup is studied.
Let U be a locally closed smooth subscheme of a smooth k-schemeX and j : U →
X is inclusion morphism. Let hol(DU ) be the category of holonomic DU -modules
and holU¯ (DX), the category of holonomic DX -modules whose support belongs to
the closure U¯ of U in X . The Poincare´ duals DU and DX act on hol(DU ) and
holU¯ (DX), respectively.
We have the inverse and direct image functors (detailed below)
j! : holU¯ (DX)→ hol(DU ), M 7→ j!(M)
j+ : hol(DU )→ holU¯ (DX), N 7→ DU←X ⊗DU N
This is done by considering open and closed embeddings separately.When j is closed
embedding of a smooth variety U , with defining ideal IU , put
j!(M) =M IU = {m | IU ·m = 0}34
and
j+(N) = DX←U ⊗DU N.
When j is an open embedding, then j!(M) is the ordinary sheaf inverse image
and j+(M) is the ordinary sheaf direct image. In general, j can be factorized
U
j1−→ Ω j0−→ X , j = j0 ◦ j1, such that j0 is the inclusion of an open subset of X and
j1 is a closed embedding. Then put
j!(M) = j!1(j
!
0(M))
and
j+(N) = (j1)+(j0)+(N).
Lemma 9.6. The modules j!(M) and j+(M) do not depend on the choice of open
set Ω.
Lemma 9.7. The functor j! is exact, essentially surjective, and DUj
!
DX = j
!. The
functor j+ is a right adjoint functor, and therefore j! = DXj+DU is a left adjoint
functor to j!.
Proof. We have j = j0◦j1, where j0 is an open inclusion and j1 is a closed embdding
of a smooth variety. Firstly, the restriction functor j+0 to an open subset is exact,
and essentially surjective, since N = j+0 (j0)+(N) and (j0)+(N) ∈ holU¯ (DX) (by
Bernstein’s theorem about and the existence of b-functions). Secondly, the functor
j!1 : holU¯∩Ω(DΩ) → hol(DU ) is an equivalence by Kashiwara’s theorem. Finally, it
is well-known that j!1 and j
!
0 commute with Poincare´ duality. It is also well-known
that both (j!0, (j0)+) and (j
!
1, (j1)+) form adjoint pairs, which implies that that
(j!, j+) forms an adjoint pair. The fact that (j!, j
!) also forms an adjoint pair is a
formal consequencce from the fact that DX and DU are duality functors and that
DUj
!DX = j
!. 
Putting F = j!, G = j+ and H = j! we are therefore in the situation of Theo-
rem 9.4, and we put also j!+ = S. Let hol
str
U¯ (DX) be the subcategory of holU¯ (DX)
consisting of modules that do not contain non-zero subquotients that have support
contained in the boundary ∂U = U¯\U . Let holss(DU ) be the subcategory of hol(DU )
consisting of semisimple modules, and holstr,ss
U¯
(DX) = holstrU¯ (DX) ∩ holssU¯ (DX) the
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subcategory of strict semisimple modules in holU¯ (DX). In this notation Theo-
rem 9.4 implies:
Corollary 9.8. The functor j!+ is fully faithful and defines an equivalence of cat-
egories
j!+ : hol(DU )→ holstrU¯ (DX).
It also restricts to an equivalence
j!+ : hol
ss(DU )→ holss,strU¯ (DX).
If NU is simple, then j!+(NU ) is simple.
Remark 9.9. Let holreg(DU ) ⊂ hol(DU ) and holregU¯ (DX) ⊂ holU¯ (DX) be the sub-
categories of regular holonomic modules, which are preserved by the duality functors
DU and DX , respectively. Then Lemma 9.7 still applies to these subcategories, so
that in Theorem 9.4 one can add the superindex reg and get another theorem, e.g.
j!+ : hol
reg,ss(DU ) ∼= holreg,ss,strU¯ (DX). Similarly, one can replace hol(DU ) and
holU¯ (DX) with categories of perverse sheaves on U and U¯ , respectively, resulting
in an analogous result.
The actual evaluation of j!+(N) can be based on the observation that it is a
prolongation M of N from U to X , j!(M) = N , such that if M1 is any other
such prolongation, then supp(M1 +M)/M ⊂ ∂U . Since N and j+(N) are of finite
length, one gets local generators of j!+(N) from generators of N in the following
way. Working locally near a point in ∂U , if f is a function in the ideal of ∂U , N0
any coherent OX -submodule of j+(N) whose restriction to U generates N , we have
j!+(N) = DXfkN0, k ≫ 1.
If N is simple a lower bound for k kan be determined from the degree of the b-
function of µf s where µ is any non-zero section of j+(N).
Theorem 9.4 also contains the following result:
A coherent DX -module M is pure if the dimension of the support of all its
non-zero coherent submodules M1 are equal, i.e. dim suppM = dim suppM1.
Corollary 9.10. Let X/k be a smooth variety and M be a holonomic DX-module.
Let ξ be a generic point of the support suppM . There exists a unique minimal
holonomic DX -submodule M(ξ) ⊂M such that Mξ =M(ξ)ξ. The module M(ξ) is
pure, and M(ξ) is semi-simple if and only if Mξ is semi-simple.
We call M(ξ) = j!+(MU ) the minimal extension of Mξ, where U is any locally
closed subset of X that contains ξ but no other generic points in suppM .
Proof. There exists an open neighbourhood U of ξ such that MU is pure; let j :
U → X be the open inclusion. Then MU is (semi)simple if and only if j!+(MU )
is (semi)simple. Since MU is pure it follows that j+(MU ) is pure, and hence also
its submodule j!+(MU ) pure. Moreover, if M¯ ⊂M is any coherent DX -submodule
such that M¯ξ =Mξ, then j!+(M¯U ) ⊂ M¯ . 
Remark 9.11. For the model (H,F,G) = (j!, j
!, j+) Theorem 9.4 is well-known
when U is quasi-projective. A rather involved proof is presented in [35, Th. 3.2.16],
using a factorisation j = p◦ i◦g, where g is a closed immersion, i is open, and p is a
projective morphism, and the functor S = j!+ is determined by i!+ (resolutions of
singularities is required for the argument). A point of Theorem 9.4 is to show that
the functor S is built into the categorical context and that the above factorisation is
not required. Moreover, as indicated in Remark 9.9, one also gets analogous results
in other contexts.
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There is also a point-wise setup, again using Theorem 9.4. Let ξ be a point
in the scheme X and kX,ξ its residue field. Let DkX,ξ be the ring of k-linear
differential operators on kX,ξ, hol(DkX,ξ) the category of holonomic DkX,ξ -modules.
Let holstrictξ (DX) be the category of holonomic DX -modules M such that all its
coherent subquotients have support equal to the closure ξ− of ξ. Then holstrictξ (DX)
is a full subcategory of hol(DX). The following theorem, which essentially is a
reformulation of [35, Th. 3.4.2], asserts that simple holonomic DX -modules are
determined by their generic structure.
Corollary 9.12. Let ξ be a point in X. There exists an equivalence of categories:
jξ!+ : hol(DkX,ξ ) ∼= holstrictξ (DX).
The functor jξ!+ induces a bijection between the isomorphism classes of simple holo-
nomic DkX,ξ -modules and simple holonomic DX-module whose support contains the
generic point ξ.
Let us now consider connections on a smooth variety X , i.e. DX -modules that
are coherent over OX . When j : X0 → X is an open immersion we know that
j+(M) is semisimple for any semisimple M . Knowing that M is coherent over OX
outside an exceptional set we get a converse.
Proposition 9.13. (1) LetM1 andM2 be connections on X such that j
+(M1) ∼=
j+(M2). Then M1 ∼=M2.
(2) Put S = X \ j(X0) and assume that codimX S ≥ 2. Let M be a coherent
DX-module which is torsion free along S such that j!(M) is a (semi)simple
module which is moreover coherent over OX0 . Then M = j+j!(M), and M
is coherent as OX -module and (semi)simple over DX .
Proof. (1): The assumption implies
M1 ∼= j!+j+(M1) ∼= j!+j+(M2) ∼=M2,
where one sees that the first and last maps are isomorphisms as follows. The canon-
ical surjective map Mi → j!+j+(Mi) (see (9.1.1)) is generically an isomorphisms
and the kernel is coherent over OX ; hence being a DX -module, it is also injective.
(2): It follows from Grothendieck’s finiteness theorem that j+j
!(M) is coherent
over OX , hence we have the sequence of DX -modules 0 → M → j+j!(M) →
H1T (M)→ 0, where T = X \X0, with two terms being coherent over OX , hence (X
being a noetherian space) H1T (M) is coherent over OX , and since suppH1T (M) ⊂ T ,
we get H1T (M) = 0; thus M = j+j
!(M). Let X00 ⊂ X0 be an open subset such
that the inclusion map i : X00 → X is affine. Since M is a submodule of i+i!(M)
and i!+i
!(M) a submodule of M such that i!(i!+i
!(M)) = i!(M), it follows that
M/i!+i
!(M) is a DX -module which is torsion and coherent over OX and therefore
M/i!+i
!(M) = 0; thus M = i!+i
!(M). By Theorem 9.10 it follows that M is
(semi)simple if and only if i!(M) is (semi)simple. 
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